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Two Leaders

with an
important
following.

Check the racks of the industry's
leaders, and you'll find Leader
instruments. At ABC, Sony Broadcast,
Reeves, Zenith, HBO, RCA, A.F.
Associates, Group W, ATC, Midwest
Corporation, and NBC, to name a

few...where quality is paramount,
Leader has been their choice.

You could pay more for
others. But you'll get more
from Leader.
For instance, our half -rack
LBO -5860A Waveform Monitor is
the only one that lets you select

lines 14-21 (fields 1 and 2) from the
front panel. And there's an L model
that shows you lines 7-21 for
coding informatior, too. Our half rack LVS-5850B Vectorscope is
the perfect mate, with selectable,
electronically -generated targets* that
can be read from across the room.
Electronically -generated targets
also provide the highest level of
measurement accuracy, even if you
misalign the CRT center dot. It also
has an internal etched graticule, and
gives a VITS display with strobe input.

More than just
competitively priced.
The convenience of viewing both
vector and waveform displays
simultaneously gives you
uninterrupted monitoring capability.
Top broadcasters rely on Leader
quality. It's backed by a two-year
warranty (including CRT's) and factory
service depots on both coasts.
Circle 100 on Reader Service Card

Ask for a catalog of our waveform
monitors, vectorscopes, signal
generators and other instruments;
an evaluation unit, and the name
of your nearest "Select" Leader
distributor.
Call toll -free

(800) 645-5104
In New York State

(516) 231.6900

For professionals
who

know
the
difference.

380 Oser Avenue
Hauppauge, New York 11788
Regional Offices:
Chicago, Dallas, Atlanta,
Los Angeles, Boston
In Canada call Omnitronix Ltd.
(514) 337-9500
'patent penthri
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Ow ere
out and hear. The Audio-Technica
AT835 Condenser Line + Gradient
Microphone. It's barely longer than
a legal pad, but it zeroes in on the
sound you want to hear, while
blocking out noise from the sides
and rear.

Baby Brother
The new AT835 is 4 inches
shorter than our famed AT815a and
its remote -powered brother, the
AT815R. Yet its performance in the
field is remarkably close. The major
difference is a slightly wider (60°)
acceptance angle at higher frequencies. Credit a sophisticated
"Fixed -Charge" element for the truly
impressive sound and excellent
directional control. The AT835 short
"shotgun" fits in whether you are
recording "actualities" for the evening news, picking up dialogue for
film or A/V, or eavesdropping from
the sidelines.

With Guts
Our FET impedance
converter is super
quiet, and runs for
months on a single
"AA' flashlight cell. The

balanced, phased output
matches any remote or stddio input from 150 to 1000

Ohms without problems. And the
AT835, like all A -T condensers,

is built to take real punishment. Even so, it weighs
just 71/2 ounces for easy

fishpoling or extended
hand-held use.
If your goal is better
control of your sound at
moderate cost, your
Audio-Technica sound
specialist has a brand new
answer. The AT835.

audiotechnica.
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THE VIDEOTAPE THAT AC'HIEVES
THE OPTIMUM BALANCE BETWEEN THESE
16 VITAL ELEMENTS.
What good is a recording tape that gives you a terrific video signal-tonoise ratio but falls short in signal wear? Or one that excels in video
sensitivity but is dismal in dropouts? Or, for that matter, one that reduces
head wear but sticks and slips in the jogging mode?
The answers bear the simplicity of common sense: no good. Which is
why Sony created the yardstick for all 1" videotape: the Sony V-16.
The V-16 is based on the assumption that the only good tape is a perfectly consistent tape. And to achieve this consistency Sony has developed
exclusive tape production techniques, created special binding materials,
lubricating oils and additives. And then each batch of V-16 is submitted to
over 16 quality -control checks where meticulous attention is paid to every
detail from dropouts to print-throughs.
Any Sony tape that isn't perfectly balanced in picture quality, runnability,
durability and audio will never find its way into your editing suite.
So if you're looking for the best overall performance in a 1" tape, look for the one that's superior
in 16 points, not just some of them: V-16 from Sony. industrial Tape Division

S CONY
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Lenco's New 600 System Audio Distribution Components
Put All the Right Stuff Together...
Lenco's new 600 System audio components

bring a new standard of performance to the field of
audio/video distribution equipment. But that's not

the only reason why you 11 want to specify the
Lenco 600 System for your next purchase.

ANY

WAY

YOU
WANT
tribution components fit the 600 System Main
IT!
Frame. And you can mix audio/video in almost
any combination in the unique 9 cell frame.
UNMATCHED VERSATILITY
Mix Lenco Audio and Video Distribution Equipment to suit your needs. Virtually all Lenco dis-

You're not limited to a 50/50 maximum video to -audio mix. Engineers will also appreciate our
innovative frame and module design which ensures ease of installation and maintenance.

S/N 105 dBv
Common Mode Rejection 70 dB

Intermodulation Distortion < .004%

Total Harmoric Distortion < .006% up to 24
dBm

Finally, our design engineers have taken extreme caution using grounding and shielding to
minimize crosstalk.

SUSTAINED SUPPORT SERVICE
If you should experience a problem with any
Lenco component, we can supply a loan replacement from our factory ... Fast, usually within 24
hours. It's just one more reason why, when you
need "the right stuff' for your audio or video oper-

ation, your first choice should be The Profes-

sional's Choice ... Lenco.
For complete technical information on Lenco's
New 600 System Components and the full line of
quality Lenco distribution equipment.

ENGINEERED FOR PERFORMANCE
Lenco 600 System components are built to the
toughest standards in the industry, and engineered to assure unmatched performance with

Call Toll -free: 1-800-325-8494.

specifications such as:

/./1111\\

LEN

300 N. Maryland St.
P.O. Box 348
Jackson, MO 63755

1-314-243-3147
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ONE LESS
ALLIGATOR
The Broadcast Engineer works with time -line
responsibilities few of us will ever experience.
He knows that equipment problems can wreck
production schedules.

That's why the Otari BII
is the most widely used
audio machine for broadcast mix -down, news
editing and production.
Three speed operation,
OMEN
front panel record calibrations, a microprocessor
controlled tape counter
with LED display, and variable speed control,
coupled with "bulletproof' reliability and high
level product support all add up to one less
alligator snapping at your heels. From Otari:
.

The Technology You Can Trust.

Contact your nearest Otari dealer for a
demonstration, or call Otari Corporation,
2 Davis Drive, Belmont, CA 94002
(415) 592-8311 Telex: 910-376-4890

tITAR

4 4,4

-

o'
-

Otari 1984
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Sports Time Cable Network wanted Midwest to

deliver all the big hits - the game
winning RBI's, the bruising
tackles, and devastating left jabs from any location, at any time. We
designed and constructed Eagle 1,
45 feet of production capacity
with more versatility than any
mobile unit on the road today.
What makes it the biggest hit are
fine components like:

Ikegami HK-357AT Automatic
Color Cameras that set the
standards for picture resolution,
signal to noise ratio and
registration accuracy.
Ikegami HL-79EAL, the hand
held camera that produces higher
quality images than many other
manufacturers' studio models.
Ikegami 9 -Series Color
Monitors, reknowned for superb
resolution and amazing life -like
colors.

MULTIMEDIA
ErITERTAIIIMEFTT

Midwest and Ilregami

This dedication to quality
and versatility is evident
throughout the unit. We used our
25 years of engineering
experience to integrate these
excellent components into a
complete system that could
handle any assignment.
The equipment package
includes:
Five Ikegami HK- 357AT
Cameras with Triax and Canon
40:1 Lenses.
Two Ikegami HL-79EAL
Cameras with Canon 13:1 Lenses.
24 -Input Grass Valley 300/3A
Production Switcher.

Four Ampex VPR-2B One Inch
Tape Machines with Slo-Mo.
One Sony BVU-820 Umatic VTR
with Slo-Mo.
One Sony BVU-800 Umatic
VTR.

One VHS and one Beta VTR.
Harris HDE-200 Digital Effects
System.
Adda ESP II Still Store System.
Auditronics 36 -Input Stereo
Audio Console.

Chyron 4100 Graphics
Generator.
Two Adda VW2 Frame
Synchronizers.

Eagle1 is delivering the big hits
for the Sports Time Cable
Network, a Multimedia subsidiary.
In fact, because of its diverse
capabilities, other companies are
leasing it. So the unit is also
delivering hit specials, stage
shows, and concerts.
For the large scale
teleproduction unit or any other
communications system, do what
Sports Time did. Call on Midwest.
We'll deliver a big hit for you. For
further information about leasing
the Eagle 1, contact Bill Spiegel at
Multimedia Entertainment

513-352-5065.

1

deliver another bt hit!
MIDWEST
Communications Corp.
Mobile Unit Group
One Sperti Drive
Edgewood, KY 41017

606-331-8990

EDITORKL
No News is Not Good News
The RTNDA Communicator recently carried a story about Herbert Byrd,

formerly news director at KLRA-AM Stereo, Little Rock, AR. After 22
years on the job. Byrd was called into the new GM's office one day and told
that the news department was being abolished, and that Byrd would be losing his job. Not only was the local news being done away with, but so also
was all of the station's live programming-with the exception of an early morning personality DJ.
Without passing judgement on Byrd himself or the job he was doing (this

wasn't the issue), nor on the desire of KLRA's management to make an
honest buck, the situation is little short of deplorable. And even worse. it is
being repeated at station after station around the country where live production is being abandoned in favor of canned or satel I iie-supplied
programming and national news services.
It doesn't take much research to show that if broadcasting in general, and

radio in specific, are going to maintain themselves in a marketplace filled
with narrowcasters, it's going to be because no medium does a better job of
maintaining a local identity than the loral radio station. And that identity is
maintained not by adding the station's call letters into a prepackaged jingle, but by live, local presence-both with community -based on -air personalities and with the news.
Turning off locally originated programs may, of course, have a shortterm impact on station expenditures. But the long-term health of the station, its local identity, will be irreparably damaged by such a move-to the
detriment of both the community and the station's profitability.
But there's an even broader issue at stake. From the community, the local station takes and takes: it takes the local merchants' advertising dollars;
it takes its listeners' attention away from other activities; and it takes their
buying power and gives it to the advertiser. But what does it give back to
the community which supports it? If canned programming is the best it can
do, then it deserves whatever fate lies in store for it at the hands of listeners
who want to feel they are part of the station and its identity.
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Worth Its Wait In Gold.
For Harrison
Reliability
Sure, Harrison has waited to enter
the U.S. broadcast market. When
you're a stickler for precise engineering and a perfectionist when it

comes to quality performance -

you've got to take your time to get
it right. Get it just right for you.

No Compromises
It can be tough getting the right con-

sole to match your specifications.
About as easy as fitting a square peg
in a round hole, right? Harrison Sys-

For Harrison Innovation
Introducing Harrison's TV -3,
PRO -7 and TV -4, the broadcast
consoles you've been waiting for:
TV -3 For large scale TV audio,

remote production, studio production, post -production and

sweetening Adapts b wide

range of tasks Available in a variety of configurations for customization Plus many options.

tems has anticipated your need for
versatility. A good deal of time and
research goes into our consoles in
order to bring you the smartest, most

efficient technology and service.

We've got the system that fits the

size and scope of your
needs, whether it be:
Teleproduction
Video Sweetening. and Post -

Production
Video Edit Suite

Film Sound
Post -

Production
On -Air Broadcasting
Broadcast Production
Live Sound Reinforcement
Music Recording and Scoring
At Harrison Systems, we give you
choices- not excuses or unnecessary
fluff. Our systems are designed to

Now Available
AIR -7 For on -air

stereo radio
broadcasting,
combining
sophisticated
technology with
simple operation.

bring you long-lasting, clean performance and reliability.

Harrison Puts You In Good
Company
Organizations like Swiss Broadcasting and Belgian Radio and Television have believed in the superior
quality of Harrison Stereo Broadcast

Audio Consoles for years and have
chosen Harrison for multiple broadcast installations. Swedish Television has selected 8 TV -3 consoles
and has committed to several more.
This year's Winter Olympics in Yugoslavia received the main audio feed
from a TV -3.

At Last
At Harrison, we take the time to lis-

ten to your needs. We design our
consoles with the flexibility to fit your

operation. And although our standards may be high for our consoles our prices are very, very reasonable.
We think you'll find it's been worth
the wait - in golden, Harrison -true
performance. Call us for a demonstration and see for yourself.

PRO -7 Designed for comprehensive use in
broadcast, live sound,
motion picture teleproduc-

tion Two major configura-

tions Simple to operate Cost-effective Independent mix decision capability Long-term performance achieved through thick film laser -trimmed resistor networks Plus many options.
TV -4 For medium scale on -air
production, remote production,
studio production, sweetenir.g

and post -production Three
major, simplified configurations Easy to install Highspeed, low noise, low distortion amplifiers allow for best
possible electronic performance Plus many options.
Harrison's new VSI Fader Section, which
allows for simultaneous interface with automation and video editor/switcher, is available for TV -4 and PRO -7 consoles.

/111;1:47"774
Ittitt tivikt
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Why wait any longer? Call
or write Harrison Systems,
Inc., P.O. Box 22964,
Nashville, TN 37202;
(615) 834-1184, Telex 555133.

Harrison
Circle 107 on Reader Service Card

Panasonic Industrial Monitors.
Designed for teleproduction. Priced for any production.
When it comes to industrial
monitors, it pays to come
to Panasonic. Because
Panasonic has just the right
monitor for just about any
application or specification
you can think of. But don't

think monitors good
enough for teleproduction
also have to be expensive.
Take a good look at the
Panasonic BT and CT
series. What you'll see is
outstanding picture quality

as well as a full complement a switchable comb filter
of features and controls.
which increases definition

controls and inputs. And
our 7" BT-S700N is ideal for
What you won't see are
for easy detection of signal mobile units and outdoor
high prices.
flaws. Behind its push production because it opWhen you look at the
open door lies a full array
erates on AC or DC. It also
BT-S1900N 19" monitor (all of operating controls. Like
features controls for normal/
screen sizes measured
a normal/underscan switch, underscan, pulse cross,
diagonally), you'll see
pulse cross, horizontal/
blue -only and much more.
one of our most brilliant
vertical centering controls
The 7" BT-S701N is
and best defined color pic- and blue -only for easy
equipped with switchable
tures ever. One reason is
adjustment of chrominance line inputs and external
our CompuFocusTM picture and hue.
sync terminals while the

tube with OverLapping

Field Lens gun. Another is

The 13" BT-S1300N has

the same great picture,

BT -S702 consists of two
701 monitors mounted in

the CT-1350MG with NTSC
composite and RGB inputs.
If you're big on 19" monitors, the CT series keeps
you covered in a big way.
Both our CT -1930V monitor/
receiver and our CT -1920M

a dual rack adapter.
The Panasonic CT series
will also show you a picture
that's clear, well-defined and
brilliant in color. Because
both monitors have either
CompuFocusorQuintrix Il®

light weight are important,
choose from two AC/DC
monitor/receivers: the 5"
CT -500V, or the CT-300VT

picture tubes. And, of
course, all models have
8 -pin video input and
output connectors as well

There are also three 10"
monitors for educational,
industrial, computer,

medical, and scientific

increased picture definition,
while the CT -2000M lets
you switch from PAL to

as loop -through capability
for easy system adaptation.

applications. There's the

SECAM to either NTSC

When portability and

with its 2.6" screen-the
world's smallest industrial
color monitor.

have comb filters for

CT -1330V monitor/receiver, 3.58 or NTSC 4.43.
So, no matter what you
the CT -1330M monitor, and

are looking for, you can't
afford to overlook Panasonic
Industrial Monitors.
To see the Panasonic BT

or CT series call your
regional Panasonic office:
Northeast: (201) 348-7620
Midwest: (312) 981-4826
Southeast: (404) 925-6835
Southwest: (214) 257-0763
(714) 895-7200
West:

Panasonic
Circle 108 on Reader Service Card
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New Canadian Sat Net
To Deliver Radio News

president. Ballentine told BM/E that

If all goes as planned, this month

satellite news feeds. Of these, 125 are
said to have recently installed receiving
dishes in order to become part of the
group.

independent radio broadcasters in Can-

ada will be able to receive Canadian
newswires and programming via a new
satellite network. Electronic News

Group, a new company based in Toronto, says it has signed independent
radio stations, news services, and syndicators as shareholders in a satellite
distribution system that can be used to
form ad hoc networks.
Though originally projected for January 1 startup, EN Group will actually
go into operation around the middle or
end of January, according to Bill Ballentine, vice president and general

manager of station CKFM and EN's

about 200 stations are scheduled to start

receiving EN's voice and teleprinter

To join, each station buys a share
of the network for approximately

$12,000. This entry fee pays for a

Programmers and news services can
also join the group by buying shares,
Ballentine said, but they will not pay
fees for transmitting their material.
Among the programming members are
Telemedia Broadcast Services, which
specializes in sports, and St. Clair Productions, which produces a three-hour
weekly country music special.

Ballentine also said Canada's four

three -meter dish installed with address-

major English -language news services

able hardware, and gives the station a
share in any profits the system earns.
Delivery charges are expected to run

have signed with EN. They are Stan-

about $50 per month for each news
service a station receives, a level Ballentine described as roughly equal to
current longline costs. Delivery rates
for other programming were not available.

One Pass's Mobile One
Takes the Plunge at Olympic Water Polo
Look fast-you won't often see this mote broadcasts for many years at
truck standing still. One Pass has ABC, had helped One Pass and Cenkept Mobile One, its 45 -foot produc- tro Corp. design the vehicle, so when
tion trailer, busy ever since the Olym- he came out of retirement for last
pics, when ABC used it to cover water summer's big event, he was able to
polo in Malibu. Len Bottom, who plan on using the truck for the Olymhandled technical production of re- pic venue, despite the fact that it was
only a blueprint at the time.
Fully loaded, Mobile One is equipped with up to 10 Ikegami cameras, a
GVG 1680 24 -input switcher, Quantel DEIP-5000 Plus effects generator,
Utah Scientific routing switcher, and
five RTS 802 master stations. Audio
goes through a 24 by 16 Auditronics

console. The vehicle also boasts
three Ampex VPR-3s (slow-mo cap-

able with SMC 100s), three Sony
BVH-500s, and three Sony VO-5800s.

dard Broadcast News (which has a
news exchange agreement with NBC);
News Radio (with a similar agreement

with CBS), owned by cable operator
Maclean -Hunter; UP Canada (which
exchanges news with UPI); and Cana-

dian Press's Broadcast News. Radio
broadcasters' difficulties last year with
Canadian Press are credited as having
given independent stations the impetus
to form EN Group, though Ballentine
said the falling out is no longer an issue.
As for French -language coverage, it will

start "just about from day one," Ballentine predicted, although he did not
name the supplying news organization.
EN's biggest hopes, however, prob-

ably ride on Canadian radio broadcasters using the delivery system to put
together their own program networks.
"EN will make it so much easier to put

together ad hoc networks," Ballentine
observed. "It will be as simple as dialing up."
Over the next two years EN Group
hopes to add uplinks to its present bases
in Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver
until it covers the top 20 Canadian markets. The group also projects growth in
station membership, and forecasts 350
stations in two to three years. To pre-

serve a "democratic" structure, the
group has set up bylaws prohibiting any

organization from controlling more
than 10 percent of the shares. Ballentine said the company is also looking at

distribution of both audio and video
programming for cable.

Cable Audio Market
Sold As Radio Rival
Built by Centro, One Pass's Mobile One truck has shot the Olympics, two
13 -week series for Universal (Charles In Charge and E/R), and a seven camera concert video for guitarist Lee Ritenour.
14
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Multiformat cable audio is a viable premium service, according to a report put
out by Satellite Syndicated Systems of
Tulsa, OK. The report is based on marketing research done by the Cable Audio Research group, composed of Sat -

Digital
registration

with memory

Auto -black

balance

Presettable
gain boost

Black
stre:ch

Two :olor
white balance
with memory

Can the PanasonicAK-30 stand head to head with
the bestselling broadcast camera in the world?

You bet it can. In fact, when you
compare picture quality, automatic
features and price, you'll discover
the Panasonic AK -30 is far and away
your best bet.
Compare pictures. You'll notice
the AK -30 produces a superrefined
video image. The kind of image
broadcasters love to see. But that's
not surprising with these kinds of
specifications: Horizontal resolution
is 650 lines center. S/N is a very quiet
62dB ( - 6dB gain), the highest ratio
in the industry. Digital registration is

0.05%, 0.1% and 0.25%. And
illumination is a mere 24 lux at f1.4
( +18dB gain).
This high level of performance is

achieved with a unique combination
of image -enhancing circuitry and
high -focus -field Plumbicon* tubes.
You'll also appreciate the AK -30's
automatic circuits. Like auto -white
balance with memory for setting
2 color temperatures. Presettable
black stretcher. Auto -black balance,

and a knee circuit for variable
dynamic range. Together, they let
you customize the image you're
shooting for.
Still, the AK -30 has plenty more
going for it. Consider its dual outputs. One works with standard
NTSC. The other lets you set new
standards because it's compatible
with component recording. That

means you can use it as part of our
famous M -format Recam system.
The Panasonic AK -30. Compare it
to the world's bestselling broadcast
camera. And see why it stands out
eems ark of
is
far ahead. *Piumbicon
N V Philips o
pTvg ci sat emree dr t tua

r

more information call your
nearest Panasonic regional office:
(201) 348-7336
Northeast:
(312) 981-4826
Midwest:
(404) 925-6835
Southeast:
(214) 257-0763
Southwest:
(714) 895-7200
West:
In Canada call: (416) 624-5010

Panasonic
Industrial Company
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ellite Syndicated Systems, Daniels &
Associates, ATC, United Cable, TCI,
Warner Amex, Cox Cable, and United
Video. The results are said to show that

even in markets with many FM stations, a majority of cable subscribers
are willing to pay $6 or more per month
for alternative radio programming.

The survey cites studies done in
Asheville, NC, and Abilene, TX, each
reported to receive four FM stations,
and in Austin, TX, and Boston, MA,
both with 12 to 18 stations. In the small
markets, format diversity was cited as
most important to current cable view-

ers, while in the larger markets, no
commercials and unique program format were most attractive. Reception
quality was also said to be a high priority in the first three markets.
"Willingness to purchase a cable audio service" was placed at 75 percent in
Asheville, 80 percent in Abilene, 86

percent in Austin, and 44 percent in
Boston. As for pricing, the report says
50 percent of females indicated they
would pay $6 a month, 29 percent said

$8, and 21 percent said $10. Males

seemed less budget -minded, with 17
percent willing to pay $10.

Satellite Syndicated Systems is offering a cable audio system providing
up to 10 formats, which are sometimes
marketed with stereo versions of video
channels.

Home Computers Create
Special Audience
A new radio show incorporating a teletext segment is now being delivered to
420 stations. Called Download, the
half-hour show on computers includes
packages of free software, information,
or graphics that are broadcast or cable -

cast in seconds -long passages to the
listener's computer using only a normal

audio signal.

Microperipheral
Corp. of Redmond, WA (see BM/E,
July 1984, p. 16), is producing the
show, which it predicts will be the first
of a whole new format aimed at computer operators.

Audiences can receive the material

simply by tuning in the station with
their normal radio receiver (or TV with

It's Only a Video Moon ...
SMPTE attendees who stayed out a little too late on Halloween night at the

recent convention in New York City may experience a sense of deja vu
watching the new opening for this year's Saturday Night Live. Charlex,
the New York production/post-production house known for memorable special effects and video matting, managed to catch some of Gotham's rarer
sights, such as the Statue of Liberty rolling her eyes, and hot dogs drifting
over the moon while a cockroach bays at the sight.
In the sequence, which was conceived and executed by Charlex, Saturday Night's regular troupe are introduced as giants who iron on the landmark Flatiron Building and bathe in Yankee Stadium. When asked about the
elaborate production/post-production process, Charlie Levi of Charlex
described it succinctly as "everything, with a lot of Paint Box and ADO."

The only special eauipment necessary
for radio listeners to download
Microperipheral's programs and
graphics is a 4800 baud modem.

an adaptor), but because most modems

do not receive 4800 baud, which the
system operates on, listeners will have

to buy a special modem. Microperipheral plans to market this item in computer stores for $70. The company says
it feels the extra equipment is worth this
difficulty since without it, the messages
take up too much air time.

The faster baud rate also allows
transmission of pictures, which might
prove especially attractive for radio stations. KAMT-AM of Tacoma, WA,
which has been airing Download, recently inaugurated this capability by
sending out a picture of a space shuttle
launch. The images could be received
by Apple computer owners who had a

MacPaint graphics system. Microperipheral also plans to expand to IBM
and Commodore graphics software.
Microperipheral declined at press
time to identify the 420 stations it said

had started receiving the show in December. The company says it is negotiating with two major advertisers,
among others, who would be carried on
the show.
CBS has also gotten into the act by
making Nightwatch, its overnight news
program, interactive for the 60,000 PC
users who subscribe to the Source Information Network, a home computer
service offered by a subsidiary of Reader's Digest.
Nightwatch has provided 20 toll lines

for regular call -ins, which sometimes
stack up for over an hour at the viewer's
Dolphin Productions, a New York computer animation house, produced and
designed the opening for ESPN's 1984 college football season, along with

bumpers, bridges, an ending, and an animated title for the Chevrolet
College Football Report Dolphin's "Creative Team" used football jersey
players in locker rooms and on the field. The footage was solarized, and each

area" for sending messages to the studios. CBS reportedly hopes to benefit
from the new arrangement since the

jersey number was created in a different shading and texture. The Chevy

nightly, four-hour news show relies

report shown here creates a football from an aerial shot of a lighted stadium.

heavily on viewer feedback and interaction.

numbers as keying devices to frame client -supplied live action scenes of
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own cost. Source members can now
pull up air times and listings, a guest
and topic schedule, and a "feedback
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FORMAT.
SYSTEM.
COMPATABILITY.
BACKED BY
MATSUSHITA
ELECTRIC,
A WORLD LEADER
IN ELECTRONICS.

Panasonic® presents the technology
Y

I

0

(6)

NTSC

NTSC. YIQ. Now you can make
the most out of both. Because
now Panasonic lets you do what
you couldn't do before: Enhance
your existing NTSC equipment
with the higher performance and
lower operating costs of the
Panasonic YIQ M -Format. The
result: 1 -inch performance from
1/2 -inch equipment.

Recam:
We've got your configuration.
ENG, EFP, and Studio. The three key Recam
configurations. In either three -tube Plumbicon*
or Saticont versions. And now you can use all
Recam cameras and VCRs with all your existing equipment because they're all YIQ/NTSC
compatible.
The Recam B -100B camcorder. It gives a
single operator total control of both video and
audio. With video playback and two -channel
audio monitoring in the viewfinder. In the field,
Recam gives you up to two hours from its onboard battery compared to just 20 minutes
from some other camcorders.
In the studio, Recam cameras can be fitted
with an optional 5 -inch viewfinder and camera
control unit for total broadcast versatility.

The AK -30 stands head -to -head

with the bestselling broadcast
camera in the world.
Digital registration. Image -enhancing circuitry.
Dual white balance with memory. Three high focus -field Plumbicon tubes. It's the Panasonic
AK -30. And it will challenge even the bestselling
broadcast camera in the world. With the industry's
highest S/N ratio: 62dB. And a razor-sharp 650
lines horizontal resolution. ENG, EFP and Studio
configurations. It
works with triax
and has a negative film switch for
telecine use.

Triax

Adapter

.Plumbicon is a registered trademark of N V Philips
tSaticon is a registered trademark of Hitachi, Ltd

Only Panasonic
gives you 1 -inch

color playback
quality in the field
from a 1/2 -inch portable.
ENG Camcorder

Studio Configuration

EFP Configuration

Up to now, if you wanted the quality of 1 -inch
color playback in the field, you had the hassle
and expense of 1 -inch equipment. Now all you
need is the Panasonic AU -220 portable VCR.
It's YIQ compatible. So you get 1 -inch color
performance from 1/2 -inch equipment. The
AU -220 also records and plays standard NTSC.
In the studio or van, the AU -220 doubles as an
ideal source VCR when you add the AU -S220
adapter. It provides power, a drop -out compensator, and a fully corrected broadcast signal
when you add a TBC, vectorscope and WFM.
For field playback on a budget, choose the
AU-100KB and get black and white video
confidence in the viewfinder.

behind component compatibility.
When it comes to post -production,
Panasonic speaks the language.

SIMPLE EDITING

The Panasonic RS -422 Serial Interface can
improve VCR systems control. Because it lets
you control high performance YIQ M -Format VTRs
from your existing VTRs and editing systems.
The Panasonic AU -300B editing recorder, the
AU-TB30 internal TBC, the AU -A30 full -function
editing controller and AT -Series color monitors.
Complete compatibility for total control.

MULTI -SOURCE EDITING

AU -300B

with built-in TBC

INTER -FORMAT EDITING

a4" or
1" VTR
w th

1

VTR
with

RS -422

RS 422

IMEMME
RS -42

RS 422

Controller

Only from Panasonic. Automatic,
continuous, reliable broadcasting.
It's the MVP -100 and it will revolutionize your
station. Because it lets you program in advance,
and automatically air, everything from news
spots to commercials to station IDs. Even
complete program -length material. All with YIQ

quality, time -code accuracy and computercontrolled reliability. At a lower operating cost
lithan conventional cart machines. Its recorders,
spot players, and up to 24 modular transports
operate independently. So the MVP -100 can
even be programmed to override a breakdown
the moment broadcast continuity has been
interrupted to virtually eliminate dead air.

Panasonic Broadcast Systems.
Panasonic broadcast components can enhance any broadcast system. Not only will we
make your images look better with advanced
M -Format technology, we'll make it easier for
you to originate, produce and broadcast them.
Panasonic Broadcast Systems. Watch us
improve your broadcast quality.

Call your nearest Panasonic regional office:
Northeast: (201) 348-7336
Southeast: (404) 925-6835
Central:
(214) 257-0763
West:
(714) 895-7200
Canada:
(416) 624-5010

Panasonic

Industrial Company
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NBC Digitizes
On -Air Graphics

NATIONAL VOTE

and NBC's chief technician was on

"NBC hadn't been paying much attention to on -air graphics displays in re-

hand while the Paint Boxes were being
tested at the Quantel factory.

cent years," explains NBC's VP of
special production and design Tom
Wolzien. Wolzien is the man in charge
of projects such as election night coverage, and is responsible for the selection
of everything from computer graphics
systems to newsroom computers.

NBC was therefore able to begin
planning from scratch back in January
1983 just how its election night graphics would look. Realizing that information absorption is limited when presenting results on nearly 500 races, Wolzien was determined to keep the displays as simple as possible. This was
done by conveying the name of the state
and its location using a map; showing
the candidates in the race, using photographs and character -generated names
(except in the case of the presidential
race, where the photographs alone were
sufficient); and implementing a way to
graphically show vote totals and projected winners.

"Once we had decided what we
wanted to get on the air," explains
Wolzien, "we took a team approach to
solving the problems. In the past, our
Election Unit had done all the displays.
But their expertise really lies in handling the numbers and analyzing them.
It seemed to us that if we were going to
actually get involved in real computer -

line storage. Two Quantel technicians
were at NBC during the design project,

The process of getting the graphics
on -air on election night began at the
Cherry Hill computer center, where
data from the News Election Service
"Towers, ' generated by MCl/Quantel
Paint Boxes, are proportional to
candidates' vote totals.

driven graphics, we needed a team of
people who really understood the creation and control of computer animations. "

was fed into RCA's IBM computer
mainframe for verification.
Verified returns were then uploaded
to the VAX computers at 30 Rock and

were formatted into the desired race
boards. A three -letter code (NYP for
New York President, for example) was

then used to set in motion the steps

Wolzien set up three six -person

leading up to the animation. The VAX
would find the latest results of the race

teams. The design team, responsible
for actually defining what the images
would look like, was headed by Bob
Brandel, manager of news graphics.

its database; find the background
image of the state in the Paint Box
memory; call up the pictures of the
candidates in another Paint Box; cut

David Rabinowitz, director of the com-

and paste their names from a character
generator input; generate the raw
number results as an on -screen message; and feed the Paint Box with the
vote totals. The process took about 15
seconds from the time the VAX command was issued to the time the animation was ready to air.
Since the framebuffer on the Paint
Box is almost twice as large as the ac-

puter imaging team, which was responsible for the computer graphics
systems, had been one of the main design engineers on the Chyron IV; one of
his chief programmers had worked on

the Evand & Sutherland computer
flight simulation project. Finally there
was the election reporting team.
The ideas evolved for election night
graphics centered around several VAX
minicomputers coupled to a vast array
of graphics equipment featuring nine

MCl/Quantel Paint Boxes (one for
backup), each with a gigabyte of on-

in

tive video area, elements of the animated sequence are stored together and

then played back rapidly to produce
"real-time" animation. Thus, in the
NBC setup, each Paint Box candidate
image also contained the elements of
the animated "towers" that were used
to illustrate the vote totals. These stacks

were interactive with the vote totals
themselves and would grow to a height
proportional to the vote total.
Also part of this graphic was a unique

way of showing the projected winner, using a "glow" surrounding the
candidate and his tower. This was accomplished by feeding the appropriate
Paint Box image through one of two
NBC state of the art graphics production rooms. Each has a Grass Valley
300 switcher with master E-MEM, and
a multichannel Ampex ADO, in addition to Chyron character generators and
Dubner CBGs. The glow effect was pre-

Election night at NBC.
Circle 130 on Reader Service Card

set in a framestore which could be accessed through the switcher. The image
of the projected winner was then fed
from the Paint Box to the switcher and
keyed under the framestore glow.
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Scanline Buys Editel,
Eyes Video Publishing
In Chicago. the Editel Group has announced an agreement to merge with
ScanLine Communications, a newly
formed joint venture between One
Pass. of San Francisco. and the George
Banta Co.. a media company based in
Menasha, WI.
Robert Dehlendorf, president of

Banta Ventures, and Steve Michelson.

allow his company to pursue the

president of One Pass. will manage
ScanLine from corporate headquarters
in San Francisco. Editel operates three
post -production facilities in New York,
Chicago. and Los Angeles.

"emerging market of video publishing."
Terms of the transaction were not
disclosed. Editel is currently part of a
joint venture between Bell & Howell

"We expect ScanLine to become

and Columbia Pictures: under the new

one of the most important teleproduction companies in our industry," Michelson said. Harry Earle, Banta's presi-

arrangement. it is to retain an "active
relationship" with that venture.

dent and CED, said the merger will

VBI Opened Up for
Data, Paging Software

FITS YOUR
CA
11A

In a move to further expand its recently
loosened rules on teletext, the FCC has
authorized television stations to operate
data transmission, computer software
delivery, and paging services over the
vertical blanking interval.

Citing its intent to give licensees
"the broadest possible discretion" in
making use of the VBI. the Commission said it would permit the transmission of data, processed information, or

any other "communication" in digital
or analog form. VBI services will be
considered secondary to regular programs so that Fairness Doctrine, politi-

cal, and public service rules will not
apply.
No additional approval for technical

facilities will be necessary where private or common carrier service is provided.

Comark, Marconi Ink
Transmitter Sales Deal
CHRISTIE

KS12
SNAP-ON CAMERA BATTERY
Now you can have a Christie battery to fit your
ENG or EFP camera.

Now you can have Christie reliability with mini-

mal chance of camera fade during critical
shoots.

Christi snap -on camera batteries are compatible with ENG and EFP camera battery mounts.
There is even a 13.2 volt model to power your

BetaCam. Christie batteries can be "burp.'
charged or charged in the field with a lightweight Christie slow charger.

Now you can have a Christie 20 -minute "burp"
charged on -board battery.

20665 Manhattan Pl. Torrance, Calif. 90501
213 320-0808

CHRISTI E

ELECTRIC CORP.

Marconi Communication Systems of
Chelmsford, U.K.. has made Comark
Communications, based in Southwick,
MA, the sole distributor of its transmit-

ter products for the U.S. and Central
and South America. Comark will sell
and provide support for Marconi's
UHF exciters and VHF, AM, FM, and

HF transmitters ranging from low power to 250 kW. Simultaneously.
Marconi will make available its new
series of high -band VHF transmitters
(see "Broadcast Equipment" in this issue). Comark says it will continue to
sell its own high -power UHF transmitters.

Comark's senior operating officer,
Nat Ostroff, described the agreement as

"the beginning of a long-term relationship whereby Marconi technology and
products will be integrated into the Co -

mark line." Marconi called its action

"a significant commitment" to
U.S. market.

Circle 111 on Reader Service Card
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Our cart machines work the way
Arthur does. At various speeds.
Ordinarily Arthur runs at 3.75, 7.5 or 15 i.p.s.
(ideas -per -second). He also has a few unique
variations. And so do Fidelipac's new DynamaxTM

CTR100" Series Cartridge Machines.
They have a variable speed DC Servo Motor
that will run at 3.75, 7.5 and 15 i.p.s. (inches -per -

second). But, the motor can be controlled externally to run at speeds from as much as 30% below
each of those speeds to 30% above them. And do it
without loss of cue tone sensing or clock accuracy.

Music cartridges can be played uptempo.
Special effects can be created and pitch controlled.

And Vary Speed enables you to interlock with

other machines using a SMPTE controller or a
9600 Hz -based synchronizer.
Vary Speed is just one of many standard
features our new cart machines have. No cart
machine comes close to offering what the
Dynamax CTR100 Series offers. And the price
is right. Substantially lower than the ITC 99B,
for example.
Don't consider buying any machine until
you've invested 15 minutes of your time. Write
for, and read our new CTR100 Brochure, or call
Art Constantine, our VP Sales. You'll be glad
you did.

BROADCAST PRODUCTS BY F1DEUPAC
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Fidelipac Corporation PO Box 808 Moorestown, NJ 08057 0 U.S.A. 0 609-235-3900 0 TELEX 710-897-0254 O Toll Free 800- HOT TAPE

Dynamos, CA R7'SCA N and ('TRUtH are trademarks of Fidel ipae Corporation.

NEWS BRIEFS
The curtain fell for 'Turner Broadcast-

ing's Cable Music Channel (CMC)
November 30 just weeks after the

especially for news programming. The
group's median income is about 20 percent above average, with many people

carriage of distant signals.
To protect TV channel 6 from edu-

would-be MTV rival made its debut.

close to paying off their mortgages.

MTV Networks, Inc., bought out CMC
for $1 million plus $500,000 worth of

They reportedly watch more than an av-

has adopted the same standards that apply to commercial FM stations for power and antenna height limitations. Any

advertising time on other TBS networks. CMC, which had initially projected millions of subscribers, actually
started up with fewer than 400,000 and
"no assurance" of future profitability.
MTV:Music Television is now seen in
24.2 million homes, according to the

erage amount of news; 60 Minutes is
their favorite TV show.
Cable TV and local telephone companies should consider working together, according to a study done by the
accounting firm of Coopers & Lybrand
and International Communications Re-

search, a cable consultant. The study

network; a new service, VH-1, was

says the industries' strengths in

launched January 1.

programming and equipment comple-

VCRs will reside in 45 percent of
U.S. television homes by 1990, ac-

ment each other, and telephone

"Home Video and Broadcast Television." Among topics covered are the
likely effects of VCRs, strategies for

companies are looking for unregulated
investments
"Stereo television
may represent your most serious technical challenge this year," says the Society of Cable Television Engineers. It

capitalizing on them, and the impact on
rating service policies, advertisers, and

is holding a multichannel TV sound
seminar on January 22 and 23

programming. Price to members is
$10. Call (800) 368-5644
A

The NAB has sent out cable copyright
royalty checks totaling over $1.7 million to more than 400 TV stations. The
association says this represents partial
distribution of 1982 royalties for cable

cording to an NAB report entitled

.

.

.

Young & Rubicam study found that 50
to 64 year -old viewers are often overlooked as a relatively affluent market,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

cational FM interference, the FCC

NCE-FMer with greater existing
facilites will be grandfathered. Higher powered facilities will be permitted for
those who choose to collocate their antennas within .25 miles of a TV -6 an-

tenna. The Commission emphasized
that interference can be reduced by en-

gineering "individual situations," but
in severe cases power may have to be
reduced.
The NAB and NRBA have changed

the dates of the 1985 Radio Convention and Programming Conference.
It had been set for October 6 to 9, but to

avoid "any conflict with the fall
Arbitron sweeps," it is now to be held
on September 11 to 14, although the
RTNDA is holding its convention from
September 12 to 14. An NAB official

said the RCPC dates are "firm" and
observed that the show draws mostly
programmers and general managers.

A DECADE OF PROGRESS...
A DESIGN FOR THE FUTURE`

Line Select and 1H/2H Mode highlight the
As we enter our second decade, our commit 1984 refinements to the ever -popular TSM-5A
ment to offer the best products, prices, delivery,
Waveform Monitor and VSM-5A Vectorscope. VIDEOTEK and service remains an uncompromised goal.
125 North York Street, Pottstown, PA 19464, (215) 327-2292, TWX: 710-653-0125/9625 North 21st Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85021, (602) 997-7523, TWX: 910-951-0621
1954-Videotek. Inc
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Qenesis 1 Digital Effects
The Price is Just the Beginning
At $21,990. With all the digital effects you need.
And want. Zoom, position, flip, tumble, crop,
border, posterize, mosaic, smooth, and freeze.

Genesis 1 costs less, at no loss in quality or
features. Third generation digital engineering makes this happen.

Genesis 1. Now you can afford to put
imagination into motion. Contact
your local Microtime regional
manager or dealer.

MICROTIME
A Subsidiary of ANDERSEN GROUP

1280 Blue Hills Avenue
Bloomfield, Connecticut 06002
1-800-243-1570 (203) 242-4242
TWX 710-425-1165

Western

Gary Armour
(619) 579-1344

Southcentral
Steve Krant
(214) 644-0232

Central
David Everett
(312) 934-9191
Circle 114 on Reader Service Card

Southeast
Jerry Rankin
(404) 979-4437

Northeast
Ray Bouchard
(609) 896-3716

QUALITY MANUFACTURING & PERFORMANCE
For over 40 years, Dielectric has
been a leading supplier of quality

components and equipment for
broadcast. telephone, industrial,
commercia and military applica-

final teEtirg. That kind of quality
assurance is available in a full line

of products to meet your specific
requirements, including
FM R ng Antennas

tions.

Our products are known throughout the world or their reliability
and pertormance. Why? Because
eve -y D electric product is devel-

oaed and p'oduced completely
in-house-from custom engineering and manufacturing through

DRY-PAK' Air Dryers
Lossy Dielectric Material
RF, M crowave, Millimeter Wave
Loads

At Dielectric, were proud of our

Singie or Multi Frequency Panel
Antennas

reputation as a manufacturer yon
can depend cn. Ard, we'll continue

Rig d Waveguide and Compo-

ieits

Rigid Coaxial Line and Components

Diplexers, Comtiners and Multi-

meet your component and
equipment requirements with

to

state-of-the-art products, quail ty
and service. Fo- more information,

call o- mite JS today.

plexers

DIELECTRIC

Raymond, Mamie 04071
(207) 555-4555
(800) 341-9678
TWX 710-229-6890
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ROADICO
programming & production

New Production Room Brings
WRVQ Some Unexpected Bonuses
By Michael Greenhouse
Associate Editor
Sometimes the best laid plans of a radio

station go slightly astray-and end up
benefitting the station more than anyone anticipated. Take WRVQ-FM,

Richmond, VA, for example. Last
spring the contemporary hit stationknown as Q-94-decided to replace
one of its 12 -year -old production stu-

dios. Alpha Audio was brought in to
design and install a room the station
could use primarily for spot production, and for generating Q-94 promos.
A few months and $80,000 later,
WRVQ had the production room it
wanted-and much more. The station
was able to produce "conventional"
spots and promotions in the room, as

thinking went into the room's design.
Long and Roger St. John, Q -94's di-

well as some promotions it wouldn't or

rector of creative services, worked with

it gets through the ports. The cabinetry
itself unbolts and can be moved, which
will be very helpful if and when the station moves to a new building next year.

couldn't produce before. WRVQ also
got an unplanned, unexpected bonus
from the room: two shows-Q-Zoo and
a talk show-are aired from the room.

Alpha Audio's Kirk Bowling and Joe
Horner to come up with what Bowling

Remote control

Both shows make use of capabilities the

station's other studio doesn't have.

Design
Chief engineer Harry Long says sitting in this one -person room is "like
sitting in the cockpit of a starship, like
the Enterprise." Well, not exactly. The

room has no phasers for battling
Klingons, but it does have "space age"
gear arranged in a functional semicircle. At the heart of the semicircle is a
Quad/Eight 248 console with 16 inputs
and three -band equalization. Four of

the inputs are switchable, mono mic
and line. The other 12 are stereo. The
room also has two Otari MTR-10 recorders, Technics turntables, ITC cart
machines, Orban limiters and equali-

Q -94's new semicircular production room , w;th a Quad/Eight 248 console and Otari
recorders.

A considerable amount of innovative

good view of the VU meters and can ad-

Because the room required a remote
system with one button to start and stop
all events at one time, the design team
came up with such a system; it controls
the turntables, tape machines, and cart

just the limiters, equalizers, and Harmonizers while listening to them. A
clear Plexiglass copystand and inter-

machines. While each machine has a
remote START, STOP, and RECORD
control, a group of machines can also

view table fold out of the way when not

be assigned to start and stop at the same
time to simplify tape transfers. Remote

calls the "wraparound look, where
everything is at eye level." The equipment is 180 degrees around the talent
and within arm's reach, so talent has a

needed. The overbridge, which contains some of the much -used rack gear
(like the cart machines), is sloped back
so nothing can sit on top of the console
without falling off the back. Coffee or
soda may spill, but it won't spill on the

console. The patch bays are sloped
back as well, making them easier to
read and use. They are lit from above,

as is the entire table surface area, so
everything is well -lit without having
lights shining in the eyes.

control can also be added from other
parts of the building so a taped show
can be run from the station's on -air stu-

dio. Also, the turntable interface has a
delay circuit so the turntable starts before the tape machines, eliminating an
edit by letting it get up to speed before
the tape machines kick in.

Promo and spot production
As St. John says, the "priority func-

tion of the room is production." The

zers, an Eventide Harmonizer, a

To combat the bass buildup of the an-

Marshall Time Modulator, an Orban

nouncer's voice caused by the over bridge and countertop resonance, the
cabinets are ported and covered with

station produces its own promotions in
the room, and it also rents out the room
to outside clients for spot production.

Soundtex, a new acoustic material. The
rear covers, which can be removed for

As for promotions, St. John says the

easy access., are lined with Sonex

ductions "different." One of these

acoustical foam to control the bass once

"different" productions is a promo in

reverb unit, and an Eventide long delay

line, which is used primarily for a
seven -second broadcast delay during
talk shows. Patch connections are made
with the ADC Ultra -Patch interconnection system.

room is best utilized to make these pro-
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SONY TRINITRONS HAVE BEEN
YOUR PICTURES CAN LOOK
1An Aperture Grille,
which doesn't warp,
instead ofa shadow mask,

which does-for high
color purity.

2Nine -hundred TV
lines for the highest
resolution of any master
control CRT-so details
are sharper, and noise is
never hidden.

3Advanced comb filterto achieve excellent
luminance/chrominance
separation with minimum artifacts.

mm convergence

4 ±.5
within center circleto prevent outlines
from appearing around
images.

5One -percent linearity

in center lines-to
ensure perfectly proportional images.

6Current feedback cir-

cuitry-to reduce color
temperature drift to 1%
over 500 hours.

CHROMA BRIGHTNESS CONTRAST

APERTURE

MODE

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVED SO
THEIR ABSOLUTE WORST.
If this were live, and you
were critically evaluating
your video signal, you would
be looking blissfully at one
ofthe most revolting pictures
you ever saw.
You would, that is, if you
were viewing a new Sony
BVM-1900 or BVM-1201
Broadcast Trinitron:
The new BVM Master
Control Monitors have been
completely re -engineered
to reproduce your signal
precisely the way it was fed
into them.
If Tiny Tim's hair was
covered with snow, or his ukulele was making too much
noise, you'd know it. Because
these Trinitrons offer the
highest resolution available
900 TV lines.
This degree of resolution has been made possible
through Sony's extensive research and development in
high -definition TV
However, the real reason
they're the state of the art in
broadcast CRTs is that they
give you the highest resolution without ever compromising color purity or
brightness.
That's because instead
of using a shadow mask,
which suffers from the disadvantage of being spherical
(therefore causing it to warp

-

Son, liroadcaq P odu, ( ompan, 161/1)(,),Icen 4nnc Rd
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from heat), Sony uses an exclusive Aperture Grille. It's
cylindrical, and is rigidly

held straight at the top and
bottom, enabling it to resist
thermal or mechanical
bending and ensuring white
uniformity.
And thanks to another
exclusive Sony feature, Auto-

matic Beam Control, when
Mr. Tim goes tiptoeing
through the tulips, they
won't turn into pansies right
before your eyes. Because
the monitor reads its own
signal and instantly corrects
for color drift.
Plus, all phosphors used
in BVM Broadcast Trinitrons
now match the industry's
US. standards.
For more information
on the one piece oftest equipment you shouldn't be without, the one with mixed
video capability, that's ready
to accept computer graphics,
and you don't have to be
Tiny Tim to afford, contact
Sony Broadcast today.
In New York/New Jersey
call Sony at (201) 833-5350; in

the Northeast/Mid-Atlantic
(201) 833-5375; in the Midwest
(312) 773-6045; in the Southeast (40A) 451-7671; in the

Southwest (214) 659-3600; in
the Wes`r_ (213)
841-8711.
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which $1000 is given away. For this
piece an announcer does several characters, each with different voices. This

effect is achieved with the Marshall
Time Modulator, which changes the
pitch of the announcer's voice, and a
good deal of reverb.
One of the biggest and most successful promotions Q-94 ever did was a spot
for The Jacksons' Victory Tour appear-

ance in Richmond. St. John says the
station would not have even attempted

this kind of spot if it weren't for the new

room. The time modulator was relied
on to create a variety of effects includ-

ing automatic double and triple
tracking, flanging, phasing, and detune
with reverb.
St. John says the revenue the station

generates from spot production is an
important factor in the station's financial success; the room, which gives the

station added production capability,
makes Q-94 attractive to clients. St.

John is particularly proud of spots the
station does for J.C. Penney and for a
local client, Hip Pocket Jeans. The ample number of mic inputs on the Quad/
Eight console is especially helpful for
these multiple voice spots; he says.

On -air production
Additional production capability
was what Q-94 thought it was paying
for when it hired Alpha Audio to do the
turnkey job. What it didn't plan on was
using the room as an on -air studio. But
that is exactly what happened when the
station realized its Q -Zoo show-a wild
morning show that features two jocks, a

cast of characters, lots of effects, and
heavy reliance on telephone callerscould be more easily handled in the new
studio.

The ability to create effects
immediately-without the need for
pretaping-is perhaps the major reason
for airing Q -Zoo from the room. Ef-

fects, such as multiple voices and
sound effects, are created live with time

modulation, reverb, and the Harmonizer. The room is also well set up for the
telephone interplay that goes on. With
just the punch of a button, all incoming
calls are automatically dumped into the
two -track Otaris. One track is used for
recording, one for auditioning. It's particularly important, also, that so many
functions are automatic; it helps keep
the jocks' hands free. The show is aired
from the production room for another,
more mundane reason: no production is
done in the morning.

The station-quite unexpectedly-

With McCurdy 's

Extended Range Meter
Accurate, self -conand line outputs.
tained unit in only 3.5
Optional PPM Meter
inches of standard rack for simultaneous
mount space.
measurements.
Input sensitivity from
Get performance and
-50 dBm to +30 dBm peace of mind in the
in 2 dB steps.
McCurdy tradition with
Bridging and match- the SA -14023 Extended
ing balanced inputs.
Range meter.

Balanced monitor

McCurdy Radio Industries
108 Carnforth Rd., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4A 2L4
Tel: (416)751-6262 Telex: 06-963533
1051 Clinton Street, Buffalo, New York 14206
Tel: (212)772-0719

also airs a talk show from the production room. St. John says the Quad/Eight
board's mic inputs gives the station the

ability to handle more guests than it
could before.
When the room isn't being used for
the two shows, promotion, and production work, it is being used to transfer all
the station's music onto the ITC carts.
Versatility seems to be the room's middle name.
With all the benefits the station has
gotten out of its investment, it should
come as no surprise that another Alpha designed room figures in Q -94's future.
St. John says the station will put in another room "just like this one" as soon
as the budget clears and the FCC gives

its approval. Certainly, the station
management won't have to wait for its

personnel to give its approval-that
Circle 116 on Reader Service Card
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happened a long time ago.
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A Command

Performer.

Whether you coordinate scores of

cameras, video tapes, remote units-or
hundreds-you can have control over the
rapid-fire decisions so essential to a successful production.
A new concept in intercom systems
now makes completely flexible communications an affordable reality.
The Intelligent Intercom System totally
integrates point to point, party line and
program interrupt (IFB) communications
into a single powerful system under unified control. This means all crosspoints
and key assignments can be changed in a
manner of minutes. How? The Intelligent
Intercom System is controlled and configured through uniquely versatile software at the master control console.

Each station contains a microcomputer
to receive instructions from central. It
stores and monitors key assignments,
senses external inputs and controls internal utility relays. And, it reports station
condition and key status back to central.
We build Intelligent Intercom Systems
for the full range of broadcast operations-plant, studio and on location.
And, our systems are designed to meet
your requirements now and for years to
come. They are fully expandable and
field upgradeable. Our basic system handles up to thirty-two stations with a 64 x
32 port matrix.

The technology has proven its advantages
in the most pressured of challengesthe 1984 Summer Games.

DATATRONIXmc
Datatronix, Inc
2100 Reston Avenue
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 620-5300

Call me I'd like to discuss this personally.

Send me more information.

Na -ne

Co -npany
City

State, Zip

Telephone
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Microdyne's Multiple Satellite Feed System lets
you add to your programming instead of your debt
Saves the cost of a new dish
With new programming constantly being added, you may want to
pick up programs from several satellites. Previously, this would involve
the expense of another dish. Now with
Microdyne's multi -feed system you

may be able to add programming

from additional satellites at about 1/5
the cost of a new dish.
The Multiple Satellite Feed System

can receive up to five satellites on the
same parabolic reflector when the satellites are located in close proximity.
In a TVRO system designed with adequate margins, the MSF will provide
quality pictures on all feeds.

Easily retrofitted

must be changed-no other antenna
changes are required. This simple
modification can be done by the user
or by Microdyne field service
personnel.
Even if you purchased your
existing antenna from another manufacturer, it may still be possible to
modify it for use with the Microdyne
Multiple Satellite Feed System. Please
give us a call.

Increases Capability
So, whether you are planning a
new system or expanding an existing
installation, the MSF can provide
increased capability while saving

both the cost and the real estate

Existing Microdyne antennas can
be easily retrofitted to accommodate
this new system. Only the struts and
brackets of the feed support hardware

required by a second dish.

When installed on a 5 -meter antenna, isolation between
beams is better than 20 dB, with a loss of about 1 dB at
,roff boresight.

Free Information
If you would like more information
on our Multiple Satellite Feed System,
contact your nearest Microdyne distributor, or give us a call at (904) 687-4633.

I!,!'

Microdyne Corporation
P.O. Box 7213

Ocala, FL 32672

(904)687-4633
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Adventure in ENG
By Eva J. Blinder, Senior Editor

batteries), which he slung over his
shoulder with the aid of gaffer's tape and

While it's a truism that television news
tends to seek out the unusual, few local
stations go as far as KIRO-TV, Seattle,
did for a recent news series. The station
sent reporter Hilda Bryant and photographer Richard Pauli, carrying a Sony

a webbing belt. By connecting the battery directly to the back of the Betacam,
he was able to get around 50 minutes of
power for both the camera and the attached VCR. "I used it for about a third

Betacam, all the way to Pakistan-and
from there into war -torn Afghanistanto capture footage of the war, the refu-

states, adding that the motorcycle bat-

gees, and the Pakistani opium industry.
The pair spent four weeks in Peshawar,

Pakistan, gathering news and making
contact with the freedom fighters who
would smuggle them into Afghanistan
for four days of shooting in mountainous Jajit Province.

of my shooting on the trip," Pauli
tery was also easier to charge than a
regular camera battery. In all, Pauli
carried four Betacam batteries and the
motorcycle battery.
In Afghanistan, Pauli resorted to the

highly unorthodox (and not recom-

sanction were captured and imprisoned; they remained in prison even after the KIRO team returned to Seattle.
For this reason, Pauli and Bryant had to
keep the Afghanistan part of their as-

signment secret, even from the U.S.
Embassy in Pakistan.

"The U.S. Embassy can't sanction
anyone going in there; they have to tell

you not to go," explains Pauli. "But
they were very interested in hearing
what we found after we got out."
Even in Pakistan, where the journalists were able to travel and photograph
openly. there were some restrictions.

"Pakistan is a military dictatorship," Pauli comments. "They want
the Ministry of Propaganda to inspect.

Power problems
Besides the actual danger involved,
the worst problem Pauli faced was finding reliable power sources for his Sony

Betacam. "That was the biggest headache," he recalls. "Originally I wanted
to bring in a solar battery charger. Our
engineers laughed at me, but I would
highly recommend it to anyone going to
shoot in a Third World country."
In the absence of the solar charger,
Pauli stretched his ingenuity to find a
variety of ways to power up the camera.

The situation was exacerbated by the
loss of his regular charger, which, he
says, "was fried by wild fluctuations in
voltage right after we landed in Kara-

chi." To clean up the voltage, Pauli
bought a voltage stabilizer at a local
store. In addition, he used a stepdown
transformer to compensate for the local
220 V power. In Peshawar, the power
was particularly unreliable and would
go off completely each day for an hour

KIRO-TV photographer Richard Pauli poses with his Betacam, surrounded by
his Afghan escorts. Pauli and reporter Hilda Bryant were smuggled into the
country by freedom fighters.

mended) expedient of using jumper ca-

bles to charge the Betacam's 12 V
battery off the 12 V battery from a farm
tractor. In fact, he and Bryant had to cut
short their trip when the tractor (which

served four rural villages) was destroyed by shelling.
In all, Pauli believes, variety is the

all footage that leaves the country. We
couldn't abide by that, but we did have
to meet with the Ministries of Informa-

tion in every city. We told them we
were covering the plight of the refugees
from Afghanistan, which was true. We
were escorted to some showcase refu-

gee camps, but we also went on our

best insurance of usable power. "I'd

own to some of the other camps where

suggest that any journalist going into a
war zone has as many different kinds of

the refugees weren't treated as well.

difficult.
Because mains power was so unre-

batteries as possible," including solar
if possible, he states.

liable, Pauli developed several other
power sources. For example, he fig-

Mum's the word

was."
According to Pauli, the Pakistani
government is anxious to have its ef-

ured out how to power the camera from
an automobile cigarette lighter. He also

Travel into Afghanistan is risky at
best, especially for Western journal-

purchased a 12 V motorcycle battery
(difficult to find in Third World countries, where most motorcycles use 6 V

ists. Just before Pauli and Bryant

and a half to two hours, usually at
night, making battery charging

Nobody really knew what our mission

started their trek, two foreign journal-

forts to help the refugees publicized as
an aid to positive world opinion. Nevertheless, getting tapes out of the country was a matter of concern to Pauli and
Bryant.

ists in Afghanistan without official

"In some cases," Pauli says, "we
BM/E JANUARY, 1985
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The Nearest Thing to

a Custom Made VTR.
Even if you could have your VTRs
custom-made to fit your needs and
facility, you really don't need that
luxury. Now Ampex offers so
many VPR-80 configurations and
accessories that it's almost like
having your VTRs custom-made.
And all the choices are priced
affordably.

111611

.

111111111111111111111111111

There's a VPR-80 for any job in
any studio, editing suite or remote
truck. Along with all the options,
many VPR-80 features are standard, such as AST automatic scan
tracking, microprocessor -based
dual -cue editing, and many more.
You also get the bonus of Ampex
service and support, unequalled
anywhere in the world.

1111111111111111111111111111

It's easy to match your individual
needs and budget with the VPR-80
that fits best. Call your Ampex
sales engineer for the details you
need to make a decision.

AMPEX

Ampex Corporation One of The Signal Companies

Atlanta 404/491-7112 Chicago 312/
593-6000 Dallas 214/960-1162
Dayton 513/254-6101 Los Angeles
818/240-5000 Louisville 502/2396111 New York/New Jersey 201/8259600 Salt Lake City 801/487-8181
San Francisco 415/367-2296 Seattle
206/575-0156 Washington, DC 301/
530-8800
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tape, he and Bryant split up their crucial

footage among various pieces of luggage in the hopes that not all cassettes
would be stopped.

Pauli found working in a Third

To attract less attention in the Afghan
countryside, Pauli and Bryant wore
local dress. Pauli usually kept the
Betacam under wraps because of its
resemblance to a high-tech weapon.

got footage out by going directly to the
U.S. Embassy and asking them if any-

one was leaving the country. Then
we'd put the tape in an envelope with a
Federal Express label and have that person hand -carry it back to the U.S. and
drop it off at Federal Express for deliv-

ery to the station." (He notes that the
embassy prefers not to do this.) In addi-

tion, to protect against seizure of the

million refugees, and Pauli says that
many fear the city will become another
Beirut.
According to Pauli, journalistic ca-

maraderie was mixed with secrecy in

World country a whole different ball game. "The whole shooting pace was
much slower in Pakistan because of the
electrical and protocol problems," he
says. "Travelling was also very slow.

Peshawar.

The city traffic is crazy-you have

lot of people understood what our mission was, more or less. We got a lot of
assistance in unofficial ways, such as
people nodding and looking the other
way, or warning us of danger." The ac-

camels, cars, motorized rickshaws, pedestrians everywhere." He adds, "The

other tough thing is just the physical
travail. The small size and light weight
of the Sony equipment really helped."

Undercover negotiations
The informal networking that often
exists among journalists was of limited
usefulness to Bryant and Pauli in their

efforts to enter Afghanistan. During
their stay in Pakistan, they were stationed near the fabled Khyber Pass in
Peshawar, where many European jour-

nalists work. The town, which is a
staging area for incursions into Afghanistan, is home to between one and three

"The best way to

get into

Afghanistan," he advises, "is to get re-

liable contacts and not to let anyone
else know about them." He adds, "A

tual border crossing had all the hallmarks of a good spy novel. "At 11:00
one night I got a call saying to be ready
at 4:00 in the morning. At 4:00, a jeep
pulled up. They were real quiet and fast
about it. I left emergency instructions
with our host. Then, with me in the jeep

and Hilda in an ambulance, we drove

south about five hours to the Jajit
Valley."

Protective camouflage
If travelling in Peshawar was slow,

Broadcast -Copy: Correct
..." .0

cos..CC...mod.'

Available How
)

Advanced color correction and video
processing techniques are used in the new
FOR -A CCS-4300 Color Corrector to solve
a variety of color balance and level problems in on-line broadcast production,
post production editing and duplication
systems.

No compromise because FOR -A's
design:
Uses an exclusive technique to maintain the highest signal quality - check
the specs!

es the system user friendly by
incorporating RGB controls which
broadcast and post production people
already know how to use.
Considers your system design first and
provides: a by-pass delay equal to the
processing delay, burst phase and
chroma controls, plus the capability for
remote cables up to 1,000 feet - all
insuring easy system integration.
The CCS-4300 is easy to use:
Simple and independent adjustment
of RGB Black and White balance and
gamma correction.
Full proc amp signal control
Three operating modes: Correction -On,
Correction -Off and By -Pass.

Balanced and Differential correction
modes.

Presets for all controls
Plus the FOR -A performance edge with:
0.25 Differential Phase and 0.5%
Differential Gain
Full bandwidth well beyond 4.2 MHz
Less than 1% K -Factor
Off color? Make it proper . professionally with the CCS-4300.
.

INNOVATIONS IN VIDEO

FOR -A CORPORATION OF AMERICA 49 Lexington St., Newton, MA 02165
East Coast: (617) 244-3223
West Coast: (213) 402-5391
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TELEVISION PROGROMMING
travelling in Afghanistan was downright dangerous. "I didn't think so at
the time, but as I look back I think so,"
Pauli laughs. The danger necessitated
some extraordinary travel procedures.

"One must be escorted at all times

by someone who speaks the language," Pauli asserts. In addition to the
escorts, he and Bryant wore traditional

local garb to be less conspicuous. In

Bryant's case, this meant a long
chadorah and purdah face veil. The restrictive costume had some positive effects, however.

"Hilda was treated like royalty the
whole time," Pauli says. "Because she
was a woman we were offered a lot of
opportunity and luxury that otherwise

wouldn't have been the case." In the
Islamic world, he notes, men are not al -

lowed to talk to a woman they're not re-

lated to, or even to look at her face.
This tradition is so strong that even at
the border checkpoints, guards were
not allowed to ask Bryant even to show
her passport. During the crossing, Pauli
rode in front in a jeep while Bryant fol-

lowed in an ambulance supposedly
headed for the front.
"When we were smuggled through
the 12 checkpoints," Pauli continues,
"most of them we'd be waved through
because we looked like locals. If they
stopped us [in the jeep], the driver of
Hilda's ambulance would honk impa-

tiently, and they'd usually let us
through. If they then stopped the ambu-

lance, they couldn't ask Hilda anything. If they asked the driver who she
was, he'd say she was a nurse headed

for the front, and they'd let them
through." Pauli's costume, which included a blanket universally worn by
the men in the region, also proved use-

ful for hiding the Betacam, which resembled a high-tech weapon closely
enough to make carrying it a possible
source of danger.
Hospitality is another powerful tradi-

tion in Afghanistan, and the Afghan

HAT

A
SMART
ALEX!

Charge Video
Battery Packs the
Smart Way. With

the Alexander
Smart Charger

Pathans," Pauli notes. "They will lay
down their lives for the safety of their
guests. Everywhere we went, we got

the first cup of tea, the first plate of
food with the best food, and the nicest
place to sleep. We were escorted every-

where." Leaving the escort could be
hazardous, as he relates: "One time I
tried to go alone to get a shot. Suddenly

I was being shouted to in a foreign

language and I found I was in a
minefield."

into factions, they are serious and organized in their efforts. They regard
foreign journalists with respect. We
were never denied access to anything
we asked to see. They were ready to

processor to sense the full charge point of
a nickel -cadmium battery. Then it goes to

trickle. Ordinary chargers operate on a
timer and continue to charge even when
the job is done. And that's dumb.
The Alexander Triplex Smart Charger will
work with up to three packs in the 12-14.4

volt range. Each pack is brought to full
charge in less than two hours. Automatic-

ally. Without monitoring. And that's

ASK FOR THE NAME OF YOUR
ALEXANDER BATTERY DISTRIBUTOR

smart.

ALEXEMIDER
Alexander Mfg. Co., Box 1645, Mason City, IA 50401
515-423-8955
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hospitality is legendary among the

Pauli continues, "The freedom

Smart Charger utilizes a unique micro-
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Bryant took it seriously. "The sense of

fighters in Afghanistan very much want
publicity. Even though they're divided

How smart is it? This smart. The Alexander

38

freedom fighters that escorted Pauli and

take us right into the war zone, although retrospectively I'm glad we
didn't go."
Pauli and Bryant may not have made

it to the front, but they brought their
viewers closer to the Afghanistan con-

flict than most Americans will ever
be.
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TASCAM's complete audio system brings video
production in-house with ease andeconomy.

Eliminate Outside Production Costs.
Move Inside With Tascam.
You've been thinking about
1 making the move to in-house
video. Or expanding your present
modest set-up into a fully professional
environment. You've had to depend
on outside sources for on-line work.
And possibly off-line as well. You've
been watching money drain out of
your budget. Lots of it. Money put
to far more profitable use in-house.
Now you can bring your production
inside. Allowing yourself the control,
time, and creative flexibility your
work deserves. TASCAM is ready
to help you make the move. Quickly.
Easily. Economically.
From training to point -of -purchase

videos, from the assembly line
to the board room, TASCAM
recorder/reproducers and mixers
give you the dependability, quality
and versatility essential to keeping
pace with the rigorous demands
of SMPTE production and post production.
Our 58 recorder/reproducer syncs
you into video interlock with a single
connector. This rugged 1/2" 8 -track
gives you the performance capabili-

For less elaborate productions, our
ties and engineering depth of a 1"
machine. But at a fraction of the
4 -track 44B keeps SMPTE up to
speed for fast editing. Or integrate
cost. Full microprocessor 3 -motor
servo control provides unsurpassed
it as a mastering machine for layback
editing speed and precision, taking
from multi -track.
When you've got to balance sophisyou rapidly to the point you're
ticated audio capabilities against your
after and stopping on
the dime.
budget constraints:
Our 58's unique
Don't! TASCAM offers
Omega Drive ensures
the uncompromising
smooth tape handling
audio quality and
Compatible with any
and uniform tape
sturdy reliability of
professional system.
tension. It keeps tape
equipment costing
from stretching or
much more. At any
bouncing no matter how often you
price, TASCAM is the professional's
start and stop. And assures clear,
total audio system for video interclean signal reproduction.
facing. At this price, what are you
The 58 links superbly to a complete
waiting for? Your TASCAM dealer
TASCAM system. Our M520 mixer
has full details or write TASCAM,
gives you the fast signal routing,
TEAC Professional Division,
logical, easy -to -use board layout,
7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello,
and full creative control vital to your
CA 90640 (213) 726-0303.
Copyright 1984-TEAC Corporation of America
professional video productions.
And when you're ready for layback,
our 52 provides exceptional mastering capabilities, with the same
dependability, accurate SMPTE
control, and precise audio perforTEAC Professional Division
mance as the 58.

TASCAM
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Audio
Production
Notes
By Eva J. Blinder, Senior Editor,
and Michael Greenhouse,
Associate Editor

Barcus-Berry Electronics Processes Broadcast Audio
The first live use of the BBE Signal
Processor, formally introduced at the
AES Convention in October, took

dB. The amount of high -frequency

place last summer, at the Los Angeles

further analysis of the program

boost or cut actually applied to the output signal is, however, determined by

Olympics. Processors were used on
stage at the Olympic Jazz Festival, a

content-partly by internal reference to
the amplitude of the mid -frequency
band and partly through arbitrary limits
imposed by adjusting the front -panel

four -concert event staged as part of the
Olympic Arts Festival.

The new device can be used in a
number of ways-in monitoring, recording, and transmission-but each
application of the technology has the
same result: the correction, and improvement, of the audio signal. In a

live, on-stage situation, such as the
Olympic Jazz Festival, the processor is
used at the amplifier/speaker interface.
Here the device corrects, or unmasks,
the phase distortion or frequency band
masking that occurs between amplifiers
and speakers.
In recording, where the technology
has not yet been applied, the processor
is placed between the mixer and record-

er. And in a broadcast situation, the
processor corrects the signal prior to

controls on the processor while lisThe Model BBE 202R-a multiband
signal processor which improves
sonic clarity.

frequency bands and delivered to a

are applied to the output only when

"surrogate" load. This load is actually
a circuit possessing reactance characteristics similar to those of a dynamic

needed to compensate for the effects of
speaker reactance.
BBE processing also utilizes a com-

speaker. The output signal derived

bination of phase compensation techniques that cause the higher partials of
any given sound to reach their full amplitude before the lower harmonics and
fundamental frequency of that sound
arrive at their maximum level. Such
alignment of the "starting transient"
formant structure is essential for the
perception of a sharp, clean, incisive
attack and for faithful preservation of
the original tone character.

from this synthesized load is then compared against the original program in-

put and, where a difference exists,

processor in for testing. Hubbard Com-

pensation for the limiting effects of

munications is also currently evalu-

speaker reactance.
The magnitude of gain change avail-

BBE's processor utilizes a unique

environment, and type of program material, its operation is essentially auto-

matic. Amplitude changes are devel-

tion in Los Angeles, has had the
ating it.

for a given sound system, acoustic

configuration of dynamic gain control
and phase compensation. The incoming program signal is split into three

appropriate amplitude changes are applied to the high -frequency band of the
signal, thus providing effective com-

transmission. KFOX, an FM radio sta-

tening to the program.
Once the processor has been set up

able is in the range of + 12 dB to -5

oped only in response to application of
a spectrally diverse program signal and

The importance of audio in the broadcast environment has never been
greater. Visits to a few outposts of top -grade audio production

illustrate the state of the art at the audio frontier.
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Audio Delay Solves ABC Lip Sync Problems

NTSC standard, delay was inherent.
The 1300 was invaluable for restoring
lip sync. All told, we deployed more

By Kevin Dauphinee

than 10 1300s there, primarily to com-

When video frame synchronizers became available several years ago, the
television industry adopted them widely because of their ability to conform
incoming sync from remote feeds to
plant sync. But the video delays caused
by frame synchronizers can result in a
discernable lip sync problem. In a typi-

cal network remote news pickup, the
video might be cascaded through five

the program had anchors dispersed in
Washington, Chicago, and London,
but with central control in New York.
The Model 91, however, required an
operator to dial in audio delay offsets
manually, and considerable skill (and
guesswork) was required to obtain correct lip sync. We therefore asked Lexicon to develop an enhanced model that
could detect the frame offset imparted
by a frame synchronizer and then auto-

frame synchronizers, for an average 83

matically delay the audio by the correct
amount of time. The ABC engineering

ms delay, which viewers would find

staff worked closely with Lexicon's

quite objectionable.

management, marketing, engineering,

pensate for the frame synchronizers
used on feeds from numerous venues.
At the Summer Olympics in Los Angeles, the 1300 helped us solve a diffi-

cult problem resulting from ABC's
decision to broadcast the opening ceremonies from the Los Angeles Coliseum

in stereo sound, to become the network's first live stereo TV broadcast in
the U.S.

The stereo audio pickup was to be
broadcast by KABC-TV to the Los Angeles area. We fed the stereo directly to
KABC-TV from our stereo production

truck at the Coliseum via the international broadcast center and the ABC
unilateral center. However, the
video-along with conventional mono
audio-took a much longer route from
the Coliseum to KABC-TV. From the
unilateral center, it was uplinked via
satellite to New York for commercial
integration. Then it was uplinked back
to Los Angeles. With two transcontinental satellite trips and several frame
synchronizers in its path, the video and

mono commercial audio arrived at

Kevin Dauphinee (right) and equipment planning engineer Achille Raspantini
inspect a bank of Lexicon 1300 digital audio delay synchronizers at the network's
New York central control.

At ABC Television, we currently
employ a number of Lexicon Model
1300 digital audio delay synchronizers
to solve these everyday lip sync problems. The 1300 also solved some unu-

we took delivery of our first Model

TV-one for each channel-to delay
the local stereo audio feed and restore
lip sync. (The 1300 is now available in
a stereo version.)
Other 1300s were used in the stereo
production truck at the Coliseum to reduce PA system echo during podium

1300 in July 1983, it passed all our tests

speeches by the event's dignitaries.

coverage of both the Winter and Summer Games of the 1984 Olympics, and
was also used extensively for ABC's

and was ready for operational use.
Essentially, the 1300 is wired to any
companion frame synchronizer to receive frame offset and hysteresis infor-

election night news programming,

mation. It will decode three types of

which involved many complex remote
pickups.
ABC first became interested in applying audio delay for lip sync problems prior to the 1980 political
conventions. We evaluated and tested

incoming encoded signals: pulse width,
wild -feed genlock, or serial data. When

The podium microphones picked up a
speaker's voice directly, but mics located in the stands for ambience pickup
also received the speaker's voice via
the PA system, after a 50 ms propagation time. The 1300s were inserted into

several units before choosing Lexi-

useful to compensate for additional

con's Model 91, which was successfully employed at the conventions and for

our coverage of President Reagan's

frame synchronizers upstream.
We experienced an interesting video
delay problem during ABC's coverage

1981 inauguration. It was also instru-

of the 1984 Winter Olympics in

sual sync problems during ABC's

mental in maintaining lip sync for

slaved to a frame synchronizer, it requires no manual adjustments. However, the new unit still contains means for
manually dialing in additional delays,

World News Tonight, especially when

Sarajevo, where the 1300 was used for
the first time in network programming.
A number of feeds from remote venues

Kevin Dauphinee is equipment planning engineer, broadcast engineering,

were obtained from the Yugoslavian
host broadcasters, and arrived at our

for the American Broadcasting
Company.
42

and design team to insure that the resulting Model 1300 would fully meet
ABC's network requirements. When

KABC-TV a full 750 ms later than the
stereo audio from the Coliseum. So we
placed two Lexicon 1300s at KABC-

BM/E JANUARY, 1985

control center in 625 -line PAL. When
we converted the feeds to the 525 -line

the podium microphone lines for a
compensating 50 ms delay to assure
clean, echo -free audio when mixed
with the ambience pickup.
During election night coverage on
November 6, several 1800 audio synchronizers were used in New York cen-

tral control to correct the audio of
incoming remote feeds from key
polling locations and candidate headquarters. Since many of the pickups
originated with ENG units and associated frame synchronizers, there were up-

stream video delays. But the Lexicon
audio delay synchronizers helped us
deliver flawless audio to the ABC television audience.

CONRAC

-V/ !UTICA:

--

The new 300 Series Audio Production Console has been specifically designed to complement the latest audio and video technology. It's the only
console in its class, offering mono or stereo inputs each available with or
without equalization, output submastering, audio -follow -video capability,
a comprehensive user -programmable logic system, and a wide range of
accessories for custom tailoring to your specific requirements. Availabl
now. Call us collect for further information.

auditronics. inc.
.11Slow,o

3750 Old Getwell Rd.
Memphis.TN 38118 USA
Tel: (901) 362-1350
Telex: 533356
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YOUR WORL

The whole show
builds to a se.ries cf

quick cuts. But building those cuts isn't a quick process. So you take it back
and forth ...frame by frame ...over and over. Through endless passes -and endless

points of view. But in the end, what you really have to trust are your own eyes.
And your instincts. And your tape.

Photographed at VCA Teletronics, New York City.
h.:1984 3M Co. Scotch' is a registered trademark of

.

UR TAPE

We know
you need a
videotape that can take the punishment of relentless editing. So we're taken the
number one 1 -inch tape in the world -our own Scotch 479 -and topped it. With
SCOTC H 480-d B LOSS Scotch 480. With the same excellent electromagnetics
as 479. The same superior dropout performance. And
the same laser -tested consistency. But witn 480, we've

made a tape that's still more rugged -capable of
retaining original picture quality even after 1000 edit

UIVIF3113 OF PASSES.

passes from the same pre -roll point. With less than 11/2

dB loss. Without stiction. And with the backing of
Scotch engineers just a cad away. Scotch 479 and
480. Two of the tapes that make us...number one
in the world of the pro.

cotch
VIDEO TAPES

UWIER ONE IN THEAlluifiiiitbIFTH

Compusonics Delivers
First System

clude all dialog, sound effects, and music editing. The DSP will also be used
to mix and turn out the final product directly to film or video master.

ber, took delivery on the first Audio
Kinetics MasterMix. The new disk based automation system is used in one
of the company's multitrack rooms, in

conjunction with a Harrison MR -4
24 -track console. MasterMix controls

the console (it can be interfaced to a
number of other manufacturers' consoles as well) for the mixdown of library spots as short as 30 seconds #nd
as long as four minutes. The room, one

of two used for multitrack music recording at Media General, also has an
Otari MTR-90 24 -track machine and
JBL monitors.
The beauty of MasterMix, according
to Glen Crawford, VP, director of engi-

neering, "is that it's disk -based, and
you only use one track (instead of two)
to lock the disk drive of the MasterMix
computer to the 24 -track tape machine.
Paul Vitello, right, working with his company's new Compusonics system. At left is
engineer Joe Zappela. The console is a Harrison Raven.

In November the DSP-2000, Compusonics' digital recording/mixing system, was delivered to its first home,
Paul Vitello Productions, Hollywood,

Media General

Automates with
MasterMix

1984, a number of radio stations have
been looking at the DSP-2000 as a pos-

Media General, Memphis, TN, is

find its way into a radio station; a

something of a production factory. It
produces-in the form of commercial
packages-the equivalent of nine records a month for up to 300 radio sta-

Compusonics official strongly implied
this back in September, when BM/E

multitrack rooms, and several other

first covered the DSP-2000. But for
now, this system, based on a unique

tions. Ten recording studios, four
production rooms are used to create :Ds
and various other promotional

data reduction scheme, has turned up in
a sound effects/post-production house.

products-jingles, contests, and generic music for backgrounds.

"It was the only system we found
that had the editing and manipulation

It was primarily for the production of
this generic music, which the company

capabilities we need," says Paul
Vitello. "Speed and quality both are
outstanding."
The new DSP-2000 will, for now,

slaved to the tape machine with
SMPTE time code." All control infor-

mation, which of course is digitally

CA. Since its introduction in May
sible replacement for their cart decks,
according to Compusonics. Sooner or
later a Compusonics system will indeed

The information stored on the disk is

calls "library productions," that Media General purchased and, in Novem-

encoded, is stored in up to four files in
the data disk. This allows an engineer
to compare mixes, going back and forth
between two files and listening to both.
Crawford says it is also easy to mute
and control level with this system.
Looking to the future, Crawford says
the company "anticipates having three

units in operation," because three of
the rooms at Media General are set up
to do mixdowns. The MX644 computer
portion of the MasterMix cost Media

General $14,950. The Harrison
console-like the Amek and Sound
Workshop boards-is automation ready and did not need any interfacing,

which Audio Kinetics will provide.
The console also did not need faders,
which Audio Kinetics will also supply
as part of a retrofit package.

store multitrack library sound effects in

Vitello's two -room facility, replacing
the company's half -inch four -track li-

brary system. These effects are pro-

duced in Vitello's Foley and ADR
stage, and recorded with Otari MTR

machines along with a 24 -track
Harrison Raven and BTX Softouch.
Back in November the DSP was put
to work storing newly produced effects
and background sounds for Voltron , an
animated television series, and A.D.,
an NBC miniseries.
As for the future of the system at the
facility, Vitello has big plans. He will

use it to handle all post -production
sound work for the films and television
work the company does. This will in 46
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MasterMix controls a Harrison MR -4 in one of Media General's four multitrack
rooms.

THE WHEATSTONE SP -5 STEREO
PRODUCTION CONSOLE
WHEATSTONE BROADCAST GROUP announces the SP -5 Stereo Production Console,

the latest in a long line of high performance audio mixing systems from AUDIOARTS
ENGINEERING, a company with an established reputation for technical excellence,
quality production and product reliability.
Modular, and specifically designed for stereo broadcast productior, the SP -5 offers true
stereo subgrouping for mix -minus and stereo program work. Optional configurations
allow mono subgroups and outputs, dual stereo line or mono mic/line inputs, and a wide
variety of mainframe sizes accomodating 8 to 52 input modules.

NWheatrtone Broodcort Group
5 COLLINS ROAD, BETHANY, CT 06525 (203) 393-0887
Circle 124 on Reader Service Card

At Teletratiics, the SSL has been in-

VCA Teletronics in Control with SSL Integral
Synchronizer and Master Transport Selector

terfaced with an Adams -Smith synchronizer, a system Cuminale says
works "very effectively."

Compact Video
Automates with
Neve's Necam
The advent of multichannel television
sound is having a profodnd effect on
virtually every facet of the television

industry. Compact Video, Burbank,
CA, is certainly well aware of this. The

teleproduction facility, which is gearing up to do post -production work on

"film -style" television shows, has
Audio engineer Don Wershba at the company's SSL 6000E console.

started to encounter stereo and, consequently, complex audio post -produc-

tion that only an automation system

The audio post -production room at
VCA Teletronics, New York, is almost
literally full of audio and video record-

ers. There are Studer A-800, A-810,
A-80, and A-710 audio machines. And

A compact display houses indicators
showing the absence of time code, the

could make manageable.
According to Kelly Kotera, chief en-

absence of phase lock, the locate mode,
and the record status of each machine.
Sharing the resources of the SSL stu-

gineer, sound department, the audio

there are Sony BVU-800 VCRs, and
1100 and 2000 VTRs. The room also
features a console, of course: an SSL
6000E. In a sophisticated environment

dio computer, the synchronizer

like this, how is control maintained? In

this case, with an Adams -Smith synchronizer, a new SSL synchronizer/

as the master, and up to four additional
machines can be designated as slaves.
The entire system is then operated from

master transport selector (recently

the built-in keyboard and/or manual

introduced at the New York SMPTE

transport remotes as if it were a single
machine.
If the offset values required to syn-

Exposition), and the SSL console.
With this combination of units, the
24 -track console is able to control the
tape machines, keeping them "code locked" through post -production.
Normally, at Teletronics the original
material for a show (the rough cut, or
guide material), which also contains
audio and time code, is transferred to

1/4 -inch. The guide audio is also
transferred to 24 -track. Then the
24 -track and 3/4 -inch cassette are used
for overdubs and effects to the picture.
The audio is finally mixed on 24 -track;

displays a list of up to 32 available au-

dio, video, and film transports. Any
one of three machines can be selected

chronize a set of tapes is unknown,
each can be manually rolled to approxi-

mate sync positions and "marked" by

a single keystroke. The time code
values are displayed and may be
incrementally nudged until exact frame
lock is obtained. The computer then automatically calculates all offset values,

post -production room at the facility is
staffed by just one person (there is also
a recordist in the machine room). But
for film -style shows, where "music,
effects, and dialog are needed constant-

ly," the mix is really a three -person
job. And for stereo shows, it is even
more complicated. There are "lots of
effects, tracks, music, dialog," says
Kotera. In order to handle the added
complexity, Compact Video has purchased a Neve Necam 96 system.
Compact's audio post room features
a Neve 5116 that has been customized
to do television sound rerecording. It
has an eight -bus output with four stereo
pairs to handle dialog, music, effects,
and stereo audience reaction. Also featured in the room are Ampex ATRs, an
EECO synchronizer, Sony BVU-800

VCRs, and a Sony large -screen

and stores these on floppy disk as a
"sync preset" for subsequent

projector.
When the Necam 96 is in place, the

reference.

engineer will of course have greater

everything, of course, is laid back to
one -inch.

According to Don Cuminale,
Teletronics' head of maintenance, au-

dio, "The SSL allows us to move
multitrack around, and the picture will
follow the audio." This video -follow audio system involves the coordination

of a number of sources, and the SSL
system allows the engineer to control
all of the various transports as if they
were a single unit. Interfaced with the
SSL 6000E, the only additional con-

trols required are five buttons-in a
single row-which determine which
machines are selected into the system.
48
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One of Compact's sweetening rooms includes a Neve 5116 console, a voice over
room, a Sony projection television, and a sound effects library.

And we just made it better.
Introducing the new SP -3A.
NEC's second generation in
CCD cameras. With a dramatic
30% increase in light sensitivity.
And 100 time improvement in
high -light handling.
And no pick-up tubes inside.
So you can forget about burn ins. retubing, sticking, comet
tails, and re -registration. Forever.

Because now, NEC gives
you locked -in image quality to
match any conventional ENG
camera. Cranking out more

than 450 lines of beautiful color
resolution, for any VTR format.
And it's all neatly packaged
into 5.9 lbs. (head only) of
solid state power. So rugged,
so reliable, you can probably
drop it on a sidewalk and still
get the picture.
To find out more, including
a very newsworthy price, just
call NEC toll -free at 1-800323-6656. And see why this
CCD is making ENG video
better than ever.

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
,tiO-842

NEC America. Inc.. Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane. Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
In Illinois 312-640-3792.
Circle 125 on Reader ServiceCard

control over the 5116. The unit can
control up to 96 faders. Grouping is
simplified: move any fader in a group
and the rest will move in perfect step.
You can make as many groups as you
like. A mute group can also be set up;

MTV, VH-I Go Digital
With Dolby ADM Stereo

switches the rest. The unit also has a

VH-1 may be MTV's second music
video channel, but it is the first cable
television network to use the Dolby

rollback key if you miss a move or want

Adaptive Delta Modulator to distribute

to go over a move again. Auto merge

its stereo sound in digital form. Delta

lets you work on a few spots in the mix,

modulation has been experimented

then merges them with the rest of the

with for several decades, but required
too much bandwidth to make transmission practical. Dolby's adaptive delta
modulation (ADM) system, however,
cuts the bandwidth sufficiently for efficient transmission.

switching any mute in the group

mix automatically. Up to 999 snapshots
of fader and mute settings can be stored
for instant call up. Or you can crossfade

to a store, over a time you select, or
manually, at any rate you like. The 96
will also give up control of the deck to
another system. It uses SMPTE time

code or foot/frame counts. Data is
stored on a twin disk drive.
Kotera says the facility has already
done HBO's Not Necessarily the News
in stereo, and anticipates doing much
more. Assuming TV goes stereo the
way he thinks it will, Kotera will be
prepared with automation: "If television goes through the same metamorphosis film did when it went stereo,

there will be a great need for
automation."

Ready for

"At MTV Networks, Inc., we've
been studying this system for a long
time, and believe it's the best way to
transmit stereo sound via satellite,"
commented Andrew G. Setos, MTV's
senior vice president, engineering and

operations. "In fact," he continued,
"we are going to use it for MTV as
well."
Affiliates who wish to receive either
VH-1 or MTV in the ADM format will

require an ADM receiver, which

The Dolby DP -80 professional encoder
will be used by VH-1 for its
digital transmissions.

cost to analog equipment." MTV will
continue to transmit its standard analog
stereo audio, and affiliates will be able

to receive VH-1 in monaural with
standard satellite receivers.
Because decoders for consumer receivers cost very little to produce, the
Dolby digital audio system is also suitable for bringing audio into the home via

DBS or terrestrial broadcasting. According to Dolby, several manufactur-

ers are already licensed to build the
decoders. In addition, Dolby says, the
ADM encoded signal is inherently less
prone to degradation during transmission than PCM or other digital systems,

Wegener Communications will manu-

and does not require elaborate error

facture and supply "at a comparable

correction.

multichannel
sound

The new Larcan TEC-1 V
VHF television exciter
was developed specifically

with the new multichannel services in mind.
In addition to the superior
visual performance, the
new exciter features

excellent stereo separation,
linear phase response
and the flat amplitude
response required for the
new services.
The exciter also
features modular construction for ease of

III

service and future
updating should

changing technology
require it, and many
other user oriented
features.
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ICPM Correction
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Numerous Front Panel Test Points
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LARCAN COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT INC.
6520 Northam Drive, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L4V 1 H9
Telephone (416) 678-9970 Telex 06-968055
Eastern USA: 14440 Cherry Lane Court, Suite 201, Laurel, Maryland 20707
Telephone 13011490-6800 Telex 82-1569
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SAW Filter

Over 200 broadcasters bought
the Harris Medalist audio
console in its very first year!
Here's why.
Wide input switching flexibility. Transparent
audio performance. Choice of attenuators.
Adaptability to any application. Excellent
cost/benefit ratio. Broadcasters across the
country cite these as major reasons for choosing the new Medalist dual stereo audio console
over all others.

Switching Flexibility

Easy To Install...Easy To Maintain
The barrel terminals on the input and output
circuits connect quickly and surely. Additional preamps and program amp interconnect
with plug-in ribbon cables. Also, you can
change attenuator modules-even while
you're on the air-in about the time it takes to
cue up a record.

Input selectors switch after the mic preamp,
allowing intermix of mic and other types of
sources on any channel. The Medalist also
gives you six selector positions each for
headphone and speaker monitoring.

Now In 8, 10 and 12 Channels

Superb Audio Quality

Learn more about the Harris Medalist
family of audio consoles. Write Harris
Corporation, Studio Division,
P.O. Box 4290, Quincy, Illinois
62305-4290. 217-222-8200.

Harris engineering makes the Medalist remarkably transparent. The Signal -to -Noise
ratio of 95 dB beats the competition by 10 to
20 dB, and is typical of the Medalist's outstanding performance.

The Medalist is equally well suited for AM/
FM/TV on -air and production applications.
Take your choice of three models -8, 10 or 12
channels.

Linear Or Rotary: Take Your Pick
Harris gives you a choice-two styles of linear
and two styles of rotary attenuators. Intermix
rotary with linear if you like, to suit your
station's particular needs.

HAFIFIIS
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The rich radiance of
hues captured in
their true position
within the spectrum.
Radiance achieved
through the

combination of
superior chrominance
with unparalleled
luminance. Radiance
resulting in a video
tape of sensational
color. Ampex 197.

AMPEX

.Ampex 9orporahbn Ope of The Signal Conipathesil

Ampex Corporation, Magnetic tape Division, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 9ki063, (415) 367-3809
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ADM Post -Production
Console Introduced

Audio Upgrade Uplifts
Midwestern FM Station

At the recent New York SMPTE Conference, ADM showed a prototype of
Post -Pro, an audio console designed for
audio -for -video post -production applications. The new console uses much of

Those familiar with radio station opera-

the same technology as ADM's VP
Series. Parallel logic is standard and

tions know that equipment can often
spell the difference between excellence
and mediocrity. At KJLS-FM of Hays,
KS, a mere $20,000 of the latest stereo
ADM's new Post -Pro.

equipment combined with a new

the "break" mode. Eight- or I2 -input
mainframe sizes are available, and a

tion, and some tender loving care to
bring the former third place station to

modular three -band equalizer with Hi/
Lo pass filter may be added "in -line"
to any or all input modules. Dual monitor buses for input, output, and VTR re-

the top in its market in just six months.

turn monitoring are also included, as
are output and monitor metering.

owners to upgrade. "I saw an opportunity to hype our technical facilities,"

or the break (manual) mode. Individual -

There are two basic models: the Post -

he recalls. "We were working with

inputs are assigned to an "A" or "B"

Pro 8 ($9500), with an eight -input

bus and may be controlled individually
or bus -by -bus through the editor/
switcher.
All required functions such as module ON/OFF, VCA ramp up/down, output assignment, and monitoring, can be

mainframe and eight line inputs; and

the Post -Pro 12 ($12,500), with a

equipment that was cumbersome and a
drag on the type of programming and
production that I had planned to put in

I2 -input mainframe and 12 line inputs.

place when I arrived here two years

Delivery is set to begin in February.
Distribution agreements have been
reached with a number of companies

ago." The go-ahead given, Rogers began the search for new gear.

placed under editor control for com-

including Midwest Corp., Custom Vid-

plete hands-off operation. Total manual operation or override is possible via

eo, Snader and Assoc., and A.F.

enables the Post -Pro to interface with
virtually any editor or switcher that provides an analog control ramp and parallel output lines. Additionally, a serial
interface is available for most editors
utilizing serial control.
The Post -Pro is designed for ease of
operation in both the edit control mode

Associates.

Introducing
the ultimate
FM Exciter!

Continental's Type 802A

solid-state FM Exciter
offers broadcasters
unmatched performance.
Modulation performance of this new
exciter exceeds all currently known or
marketed FM exciters.
No tuning adjustments are required
other than selecting the operating
frequency.

Power output is 50 watts into a 50
ohm load at all FM frequencies.

programming format, creative promo-

When the station recently changed
hands, general manager Mike Rogers

thought he could convince the new

"My first priority was a new on -the air console for the broadcast room," he

continues. "I had a relatively modest
budget to work with and was discour-

4 <;
1,

The exciter may be used as a low
power transmitter.

Special circuits protect amplifier from
mismatched loads. Automatic power
control maintains output at preset
levels from 5 watts up to the
maximum level.
The Type 802A FM Exciter accepts
composite baseband signal from a
stereo generator, STL system or
monaural and SCA programming.
A digitally -programmed, dual -speed,
phase -locked frequency synthesis
system generates exciter frequency.

Case design is very clean: front panel
analog or digital meters and LED
readouts give clear, accurate
indications of system status and
performance. A digital LED display
shows true peak level of modulating
signal in 5% increments with an
accuracy of better than ± 2%.

Modular subassemblies may be
removed from the exciter without
removing the exciter from the
transmitter. The exciter moves
on slides for easy access
from front of transmitter.
Call us for specs and prices.

C 1983 Continental Electronics mfg. Co/5286

Continental Electronics Mfg. Co. Box 270879 Dallas, Texas 75227

(214) 38? -7161
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music and commercials without losing
natural sound properties." DJs assume

most on -air engineering duties at
KJLS, which has only one engineer.
In order to produce stereo, the slides
on the console's 24 plug-in modules are
tied together with "mickey" knobs that
provide up to 12 stereo outputs.

KJLS's production studio is
equipped with a smaller RAMSA
WR-8210 recording console, also part
of the modernization plan, that has giv-

en the station the ability to produce

KJLS-FM program director Doctor Ken Charles operates the station's new RAMSA
console during his on -air shift.

commercials in-house. Four Technics
RS-M85MKII cassette decks are also
on order, in addition to Technics SL1200MK2 turntables and a 1500US
reel-to-reel deck already in service at
the station.

aged when I saw the prices of conventional high -ticket equipment that
promised to give us the kind of sound

signed for commercial broadcast use,"
he asserts, "but we've put it through its
paces 24 hours a day for the last seven

reproduction we were looking for."
Tapping his knowledge of concert au-

months and we've had absolutely no
problems." Besides the board's flexi-

dio equipment from his commercial
production days, Rogers finally se-

of maintenance, Rogers particularly

Please take a moment to complete

"We're able to equalize sound at the
high, low, and mid ranges," he says.
"The system gives us the sound I was

page 53 and return it to us postage -

lected a Panasonic RAMSA WR-8724
sound reinforcement mixer as the sta-

tion's main on -air console. He is
pleased with the performance and features of the inexpensive board.
"I don't know if it was expressly de-

bility, ease of operation, and simplicity

likes its sound control properties.

looking for-I like to call it 'major market' sound. We've added punch to our

The unequalled
equalizer.

Overall, Rogers credits the audio
equipment modernization for KJLS's
current success. "You've got to have
the tools," he maintains.
BMX
the Audio Production Survey on

paid. For more information on
audio production products advertised in this issue, use the
Reader Service Card.

Not all equalizers are created equal. You know that
from experience. So do we. Our years of parametric
design experience let us build so much performance
and versatility into our 672A (mono) and 674A
(stereo) graphic/parametric equalizers that Modern
Recording & Music (October, 1981) described the

674A as "...the most powerful equalizing tool for
pro audio work that I have yet to come across".
They clearly appreciated the versatility and functionality of eight bands of EQ with fully adjustable
center frequency and bandwidth, plus the availability
of 12dB/octave highpass and lowpass filters to limit
signal bandwidth or to serve as a full electronic
crossover.

No matter what your application-production, program shaping, room tuning, reinforcement work, or
clean-up chores-you can count on Orban's heavyduty professional construction and equally professional documentation and service. Find out why the
Orban 672A/674A's are truly the "un-equalled equalizers:
Orban Associates Inc. 645 Bryant Street
Francisco, CA 94107 (415) 957-1067
orboul San
TLX: 17-1480
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The World's Leading Portable
TV Standards Converter Bar None
Professionals demand an uncommon level of picture quality and
smooth image reproduction in TV standards conversion.
The LT1210 is the world's smallest converter able to handle
NTSC, PAL and SECAM, with PAL -M conversion as an option.

The image enhancement function ensures a high -definition picture
with outstanding image clarity. This converter is also a totally
integrated unit so no adaptor or changing of encoder/decoder modules is required
for conversion between NTSC, PAL and SECAM. The cost -performance of the LT1210 is
nothing less than outstanding. The LT1210. Check it out. Anywhere.
Oki also produces the high -end LT10152; Digital TV Standards Converter.

LT1210 Digital Television Standards Converter
In the U.S.A. and Canada, contact:

In other areas, contact:

Oki America Inc. (Oki Telecom)

Head Office:
Overseas Marketing & Sales

One University Plaza
Hackensack, New Jersey 07601
U.S.A.

Tel: (201) 646-0011-0015
Telex: (25) 710-990-5004 OKI ELEC HAK

10-3, Shibaura 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel: (03) 454.2111 Telex: J22627
Cable: OKIDENKI TOKYO
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OKI

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Tokyo 108, Japan

INTRODUCING THE ORBAN OPTIMOD-TV STEREO GENERATOR

Experience counts.
hi

In the ten years since the introduction of Orban's original OPTIMOD-FM Model 8000A, FM stereo has grown
up and we've grown with it. There are more Orban FM
stereo audio processors and stereo generators in service than all other makes combined.
Now we bring this experience to the design of a BTSCstandard television stereo system. It starts with our
refined, field -proven OPTIMOD-TV Model 8182A
stereo audio processor, with patented CBS Loudness
Controller and our exclusive Hilbert -Transform Clipper
peak limiter. To this we add a BTSC stereo generator
chassis precisely harmonized to the 8182A. Some of its
special features include:
Left and right computer -optimized filters which not
only notch out the 15734Hz horizontal line frequency, but also equalize the 8182A to make it even
flatter than it would be without the filters!

A genuine dbx encoder card to assure tightest conformance with dbx standards.
A high -precision realization of the required (and
infamous) sum -and -difference 11 -pole 15kHz low-

pass filters which draws upon every bit of Orban's
computer -aided filter design experience to assure
highest standards of accuracy and stability over
time and temperature.

Sync can be derived from either program video or
sync bus to simplify installation. Video loop through is provided.

A built-in monitor facility using a high -precision
dbx decoder card to verify stereo generator per -

formance independently of the exciter, RF link, and
modulation monitor.
A stereo baseband generator based on the servo stabilized matrix design used in our OPTIMOD-FM
Model 8100A, literally thousands of which are in
service.
A user -adjustable baseband clipper to prevent the
large overshoots introduced by the 11 -pole filters
from causing IM between the stereo and the SAP,
the Pro Channel, and the pilot tone.
Auxiliary input for our separate SAP generator.

Prewired card positions for our optional
Professional Channel generator.
A significantly lower price than most of its competition, thanks to our efficient systems -oriented
design.
Orban wasn't the first to announce a TV stereo generator because we wanted to take the time to do the job
right - to provide the level of design, quality, support
and documentation which our customers have come to
expect.
Now the wait is over. And your choice is clear, because
when it comes to audio processing and baseband generation, you can count on Orban experience.
See your Orban Broadcast Products Dealer for brochures, delivery information, and prices, or contact us
directly.

Orban Associates Inc. 645 Bryant Street
San Francisco, CA 94107 Telex: 17-1480
Toll Free: (800) 227-4498 In California, (415) 957-1067

orbcin

ORBAN PROCESSING KEEPS YOU COMPETITIVE
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TV Stations

Gear Up
For Stereo
Multichannel TV sound may have strolled to
the starting line, but it has sprinted out
of the blocks. Stations around the
country are vying to be the first
their markets to bring
stereo TV to viewers.
30 YEARS AGO WE INTRODUCED COLOR TV.
NOW WE'RE GIVING YOUR EARS THE FULL PICTURE.

KOMC's stereo TV promotion
included print ads like this one.

By Judith Gross
Contributing Editor
When TV equipment manufacturers
announced new offerings in multichannel sound gear right around the
time of last year's NAB, a lot of station
engineers might rightly have dismissed
all the enthusiasm as just plain jumping
the gun on a newfound marketing fad.
The networks seemed far from ready to

send down stereo or bilingual programs, and many affiliates weren't
even on the satellite systems yet, making the possibility of multichannel audio seem even more remote.
But now, less than a year after the
FCC helped along the rallying around a
single standard multichannel, the revolution is here.
The revolution isn't coming from the
networks or the consumers, and only
partially from the manufacturers. Instead, it's being born from the efforts of

WTIC-TV, Hartford, synthesizes mono programming into stereo with an Orban
stereo synthesizer, Aphex Compellor, and Harris AM limiter.

local TV stations, both independent

weekly. 1985 looks to be the year

and affiliated, who are clearing the path
across the country.

stereo TV comes of age.
Spurred on by promotional opportunities, and in many cases by market rivalry, these stations are racing to be the
pioneers of multichannel audio, just as

At press time, some eight stations
had started actual stereo broadcasting
to date, one was making regular use of
the second audio program (SAP) channel for broadcasts to the blind, several
stations were synthesizing stereo, and

the list of newcomers was growing

their predecessors braved the new
world of color video two decades ago.
What they have encountered in the

process, in addition to the technical

puzzles that need solving, is a real gap
in programming (which this month's
NATPE may change), plus the absence
of complete stereo equipment packages
in the form of production models ready
for shipment.

Who's on first?
Hartford, CT, seems an unlikely
place for a revolution. But a hot and
BM/E JANUARY, 1985
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Sound Traxx, a music show scheduled

for late Friday nights. The show will be

taped live at rock clubs.
According to Allen, WTXX saved

more than time by building its own

--

Engineering technician Dawn Skarset
mixes the audio for a KOMO stereo
production as (left to right) director of
engineering Bob Plummer, station
manager Patrick Scott, and general
manager Monty Grau observe.

stereo generator: the station also saved
money. He estimated his total cost of
converting to stereo sound as being under $10,000.
WFSB borrowed a prototype stereo
generator from Modulation Sciences,
the Brooklyn -based manufacturer that
is currently in the forefront in providing
stereo equipment to stations. Engineering manager Steve Vigneaux said that

after the station's initial broadcast in
September, a production model was

summer between well -entrenched inde-

pendent WTXX-TV, CBS affiliate
WFSB-TV, and the new kid on the
block, independent UHF WTIC-TV.
WTXX chief engineer Charlie Allen
didn't want to be left at the gate waiting
for stereo equipment to arrive, so he decided to build his own stereo generator.
By his own account, he took a Moseley
Associates SCG-9 generator for FM radio, added two low pass filters accord-

ing to the BTSC standard for multichannel sound, plus 11 -pole Cauer
filters, matrix and buffer circuits, and
the noise reduction IC card from dbx

putting research and development dol-

lars into the wrong standard. By last
spring, the Broadcast Television Sound

Must -Carry Puts MTS Plans On Hold
support from the Association of Inde-

Reiser of the FCC's Policy and Rules

pendent Television Stations, ABC,
CBS Network affiliates, Bonneville
International Corp., Tribune Broad-

pected to reach a decision on whether cable companies carrying stations
broadcasting with multichannel au-

dio must pass along the stereo and
other program aural subcarriers.
A clear line divides broadcasters
and cable operators on this issue, although a "middle ground" proposal
from the NAB and the Association of
Maximum Service Telecasters may
provide an answer.
With the National Cable Television

Association's estimate of a cost to
the industry of $669 to $709 million to

implement must -carry, most cable

systems are supporting softer requirements-"may" as opposed to
"must." Broadcasters, on the other

casting, Gannett Co., Lee Enter-

prises, and the American Foundation
for the Blind, among others. ABC and

CBS both argued that conversion
costs for cable operators would not
be exorbitant. NBC supported the
compromise except in cases where

cable systems already provide
stereo or second -language pro-

gramming on any of their channels,
including vacant FM channels.
Zenith Electronics, which is partly
responsible for the development of
the multichannel standard, opposed
must -carry, as did Dolby Laboratories, in separate filings to the FCC.
Cox Communications favored a
waiver of must -carry in cases where
cable operators lack the necessary
equipment; even where the system is

The WTXX Townsend Associates

hand, are concerned for the integrity
of their programming as well as for
possible loss of ad revenues.
The compromise worked out by the

transmitter was fitted with a Nera

NAB and the AMST would create two

exciter and the transmitter bandwidth
was widened by retuning the exciter
and the klystron. Allen added an Orban

and "non -must -carry." It would allow

and Tele-Communications, Inc.,

cable operators to strip multichannel
audio at will in non -must -carry programming, and to delete multichan-

urged the Commission to delay a

that is also a part of the BTSC standard.

81-82 stereo audio processor, and a
Tektronix 1450 demodulator to pass the

wideband signal. Since the station's
transmitter is within 500 feet of its studio, a direct wire carries the signal from

one to the other, with the stereo
subcarrier transported via a fiberoptic
link.

In spite of trends toward' -,half- and
now 1/4 -inch videotape, one -inch tape

seems to be the tape of choice for
stereo, according to station engineers.
The station's Sony BVH-1100As and

Ampex VPR-80s are all capable of
stereo operation. WTXX will also use a

Sony one -inch portable VTR along
with an RCA TK-86 camera and Milab
X -Y stereo condenser mic to produce
60

were afraid of "getting burned" by

Early this year, according to John

Division, the Commission is exheavy competition to be the first TV
station in the market broadcasting in
stereo boiled over at the end of last

purchased from the company.
Vigneaux pinpointed a major obstacle in the paths of stations looking toward conversion to multichannel audio:
a lack of available equipment, especially a precision audio demodulator to insure the signal's accuracy.
"The problem is, we will be broadcasting stereo, but we won't be able to
test it for months," Vigneaux explained. He said he believes manufacturers held back on the production of
multichannel equipment because they

BM/E JANUARY, 1985

program categories: "must -carry"

nel audio in must -carry programming

if the deleted audio is not integrally
related to the program content. Cable

operators would also be let off the
hook if they could prove that carrying

the subcarriers would cost the cable
system over $1000 (an arbitrary figure), except in cases where broadcasters were willing to pick up any
expense above the $1000. Cable operators could also get a waiver of the

requirements if equipment purchased before the end of last March
was found to be incompatible with
must -carry.

In filings to the Commission, the
"middle ground" proposal received

rebuilding and opting to use old,
noncompatible equipment.

Group W, Viacom International
all

must -carry decision.

Must -carry was flat-out opposed
by many cable operators, including
American Cable Systems Corp., Perry Cable Corp., United Artist Cable
Systems Corp., United Cable Television Corp., and Times Mirror Cable
Television.
Ironically, in many cases, local sta-

tions that have switched to multichannel sound are apparently not
having problems with nearby cable
systems.
Seattle's KIRO is carried on several cable systems, and chief engineer
Chuck Morris said, "Most cable sys-

tems we speak with are enthralled
with the idea of carrying a stereo
signal."

The original ProCam" Video Cameras
that combine high -end production quality with JVC value.
house or on -location, you know that with the 90C
and 950 you're always assured of the highest
quality teleproduction possible
For a demonstration of the ProCam GOO or 950
Video Cameras, Spec Sheets, or JVC's complete
catalog, call, toll -free:

1-800-JVC-5325
JVC Company of America
Professional Video Division
41 Slater Drive, E mwood Park N.J. 074(17
JVC CANADA, Scarborough, Ont.
c 1384 JVC :ompany of America
ProCam is a trademark of US JVC CORP.
"Sahcon is aiegistered trademart of Hitachi Der shi, Ltd.
.Plumbicon is a registered trademark of North
American Philips Corp.

ProCam 900, with its LOC diode gun Saticon*
tubes, and ProCam 950 with its LOC diode gun
Plumbicon** tubes. Significant achievements from
the acknowledged leader in the miniaturization of
electronic components: JVC. Never before has
so much performance been packaged into such
compact cameras.
These ProCam Video Cameras have earned a
reputation for high quality engineering, rugged
construction, and value; a reputation enhanced by
operating performance, handling convenience,
and on-the-job versatility.
Performance features abound, and include,
among others, electromagnetic focus and deflection
yokes, automatic shift registration at the flip of a
switch, 8 -bit digital auto -white and -black balance
circuits, and automatic beam control. No video
cameras in their class are easier to handle. The
900 and 950 are housed in compact, diecast aluminum bodies that weir in at only 111/2 pounds;
so they're easily shouldered and carried.
A broad selection of accessories and attachments impart to the 900 and 950 not only a great
flexibility in meeting specific user requirements;
but also a job -to -job versatility unmatched in their
class.
News coverage, documentaries, commercial
production, sales meetings, seminars are but a
few of the applications for these cameras. In-

JVC
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video Di ,ision
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Committee (BTSC) was considering
three similar multichannel standards.

Although no official adoption of

pability, so no modifications were
needed. The studio -to -transmitter link
also had dual channels. Vigneaux said

standards was made, the FCC protected

that this year he will select new

the standard developed jointly by Zenith and dbx, Inc., which has come to
be known as the BTSC standard.
In addition to the dearth of
demodulators, which won't be on the

switching equipment to complete the
stereo setup; he said his choice would

market until some time this year,

adding more one -inch tape machines to

Vigneaux lamented the shortage of

the station's studios to accommodate
stereo production this year as well. He
said the station has made a firm commitment to multichannel sound.
"We're looking to an expenditure of

complete stereo packages from any of
the large manufacturers.
"The only manufacturer in the coun-

probably be a Grass Valley stereo
routing switcher and a stereo master

control console. Vigneaux will be

tion with it at this time. The station

$350,000 to $400,000 to accommodate

went with Modulation Sciences also for
its permanent stereo equipment. With a
brand-new Harris 240 kW transmitter,
stereo, SAP, and the pro channel are all

at the time this article was written.

stereo," he said. But WFSB isn't the

possible. For monitors, WTIC uses

"They managed to beat all the biggies."
Several other "biggies"-Harris,

only one.

both stereo and mono receivers,

"We made a decision to treat our

including two RCA 25 -inch MTS re-

McMartin Industries and Broadcast

sound very seriously from the start, so
we're going with 20 percent aural at a

ceivers and two Sony Profeel monitors.

time when other stations are cutting

stereo quad machines from Ampex and
one -inch Ampex tape machines for pro-

try that can deliver a full stereo generator
is Modulation Sciences," Vigneaux said

Electronics to name a few-have stereo
equipment in the works, with some prototypes in use.

back to five percent," said Arnold

WFSB had installed a brand-new

Chase, president and general manager

Harris dual transmitter with stereo ca-

of WTIC, Hartford's new and very

Programming:
Progress Slow But
Steady

year, converted Seattle affiliate
KOMO was gearing up for an ABC
special, "Ewok." KOMO said the network would send the program down
in mono, but would use two channels

off the ABC radio network to send
The most abundant programming
available in stereo by the end of last
year consisted of syndicated music

video shows and the more recent

movies, which are recorded in
multitrack audio but are usually
mixed down to two channels when
they are edited for TV.
All three commercial networks
have made commitments to stereo
and eventually bilingual programming, but massive stereo offerings
seem to be awaiting the time when
more affiliated stations convert to
multichannel on the local level, or join
each network's satellite system.
NBC currently tapes two programs

in stereo. The Tonight Show has
been recorded in stereo since Octo-

ber 1982 and was experimentally
broadcast that way one night last
year by New York affiliate WNBC. Mi-

ami Vice is also recorded in stereo,
but plans to arrange for simulcasts
with FM stations never materialized.
The network is planning to broadcast
those two shows, plus Friday Night
Videos, in stereo through this year,
and will also offer "limited specials
and sports" in stereo, according to a
spokesperson.

62

powerful UHF station. WTIC boasts a
5 MW omni visual signal and 1 MW
aural, and planned the high power with
stereo in mind.
"Stereo, SAP, and the pro channel
all tend to degrade the signal-to-noise
ratio, and we wanted our station to be
the strongest possible," Chase
explained.
WTIC had a Harris prOtotype stereo
generator, but Harris is not in produc-

stereo audio which the station would
pick up via satellite. A delay between
video and audio could be corrected
by the station by recording the program onto video with both sound and
visuals synchronized, and aired with
a slight delay at the same time.
CBS says it is committed to stereo

programming but has announced
nothing so far. A network spokesman
said most CBS programs are not the

type that would be enhanced by

accommodates stereo and SAP switching, and the station has an Aphex synthesizer for nonstereo programs.
Who was really the first to broadcast

multichannel audio on TV in the
Hartford market? All three stations
scrambled to have that distinction.
WTIC announced that it would sign on
for the first time in stereo on September
17. WTXX hurriedly cut over to stereo
five days sooner than that, on September 12, and WFSB began three days later. But wise to its competition, WTIC

beat them both at the finish line by
broadcasting station promos in stereo
on September 7, 10 days before the official sign -on.

In addition to syndicated music programs and movies that were originally

probably become a thing of the past,

tion to selecting the right equipment.

except where they have benefitted
the FM stations. PBS stations are

WTXX does a live, in -studio children's

ideally set up to receive stereo broadcasts from the service, since for sev-

coordination of as many as a half -dozen

eral years they have been part of

stereo and SAP programming this
year as well, with nothing definite
scheduled as yet. At the end of last

DATE, a digital satellite system
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duction. The Ampex VPR-3 features
three -channel audio which accommodates the SAP. A Grass Valley 1600

stereo, such as music or entertainment. He also said the network believes the switch to stereo would be
"evolutionary, not revolutionary,"
presumably meaning that it would
emerge as more affiliates convert to
multichannel sound.
The Public Broadcasting Service
has been sending stereo programming to member stations for about a
decade. Previously most of the programs were simulcast by public FM
stations. As PBS stations convert to
multichannel sound, simulcasts will

ABC has announced plans for

BM 'E

The station also installed two-inch

which facilitates the transmission of
multichannel audio.

filmed with stereo sound, the three
Connecticut rivals recognize the great

shortage of stereo programming.
WFSB is a CBS affiliate, but so far that
is the one network with no announced

plans for stereo broadcast (see
programming sidebar).
To solve the problem, all three stations are involved in their own stereo

production, a task which has meant
more problem -solving and more atten-

program five days a week, involving

mics on stage, plus a few more, at
times, for audience reaction. That has
meant reeducating an audio person, according to chief engineer Allen. WTIC
has planned a local children's show as

The ProCam Video Camera
with Plumbicon tubes at Saticon price.
JVC's experience-and
success-in designing
the highest quality and
reliability into compact
video production cameras is unmatched. Now,
continuing this tradition
of high performance at
an affordable price, JVC
has brought a "high end" teleproduction
camera within the financial reach of production people often victimized by modest budgets. This time, it's ProCam 320.
What a package!
SENSITIVITY. ProCam 320 features

three, 2'3" Plumbicon pick-up tubes for
incomparable picture quality. A refined
f/1.4 prism optics system provides horizontal resolution of better than 600 lines
at center. A 2H vertical contour correction
circuit further assures image clarity. And
minimum illumination measures only 38
lux (3.6 fc) at V1.7, permitting shooting
even in limited or artificial light.
A video S/N ratio of 57 dB. Color framing output signal (RS -170A). A split field
color bar generator for consistent color
reference. A genlock circuit for maintaining a stable picture while switching or
mixing with other signals locked
on the same source.

lighting. High degree of
automation. An extensive
selection of options and
accessories combine to
make the ProCam 320
suitable for both studio
production, EFP, or ENG
or, indeed, to any application, anywhere, that calls
for top quality video production while staying
within a tight budget.
PROCAM TECHNICAL

SUPPORT. Your ProCam

sales representative will
be happy to explain the
availability and calibre of
the ProCam technical
support program.
For a demonstration of
the ProCam 320 Video
Camera, a 320 Spec
Sheet, or JVC's complete
catalog, call, toll -free:

1-800-JVC-5825
JVC Company of America
Professional Video Divisiz r
41 Slater Drive,
Elmwood Park, N.J. 074127
JVC CANADA,
Scarborough, 0 -it.

EASY OPERATION.

Several 8 -bit data memory chips offer operator
conveniences for quick
set-up and consistent
performance. These
include: Auto centering,
auto -black balance and
auto -white balance,
auto black level stabilization and auto
beam control circuits.
Matrix masking for true
color reproduction and
automatic protection for
the pick-up tubes are a
few of the many features
standard on this new
camera.
VERSATILITY. Easy

portability. Outstanding
performance in low-level

©1984 JVC Company of America
ProCam is a trademark of US JVC CO3'.
Plumbicon is a registered trademark cf
North American Philips Corp.
'*Saticon is a registered trademark of
Hitachi Denshi, Ltd.

JVC
JVC COMPANY OF AMERICA
Professional Video Division
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New Year

Special
Video Values

DTISCOuN
VIDEO
WARM 1'10U8[

TERMS

Payment -In Advance
or COD Cashiers
Shipping:
FOB Morton Grove, IL

WV -5490 19" Black

and White Monitor..
$392
WV -5410

14"

Black

and White Monitor..
$254

WV -5302B Triple 5"
B&W Monitor
$599
WV -5352 Dual 8"

B&W Monitor...$415
TR-932 Dual 8" B&W
Monitor
$291
TR-124M 12" B&W
Monitor
$185

SIGMA
Sigma VDA-100A

Video Distribution
Amp
$263
Sigma ADA-108

Audio Distrubition
Amp
$263
Sigma PDA-100A
Pulse Distribution
Amp
$263
Sigma CSG-355A
Master Sync
Generator with Bars
and Tone
$1,315
Sigma CSG-365A

Master Sync
Generator with Bars
and Tone Plus
Genlock
$1,570
Sigma VPA-380

JANUARY'S SPECIAL OFFER

Point -of Purchase
Panasonic CT -130V
VHS Recorder/13"
Color Monitor Combo
$1,069
AG -2200 VHS Player/

Recorder with Tuner/
Timer
$620
AG -6200 VHS Player/

Fluid Head and
Husky Tripod

$338
OMT-3 Elevator
Tripod
$257
QMH-17 Jr. Fluid
Head (30LB Cap.)
$518

QHH-15 Hydro Head
(40LB Cap.)
.$779
OHM -23 Super Hydro
Head (50LB Cap.)

Directional Dial With Fujinon 12X
External Lens
$5,595

Sync
$1,354
CT -130V VHS Re-

corder/13" Color
Monitor Combo

CT -1330M 13" Color
Monitor
S366
BT-S1300N 13"

Studio Color Monitor
with Pulse/Cross,
Underscan and Blue
Gun

$460

SEG'S
Panasonic WJ-5600
Built-in Colorizer and
Chroma Keyer .$ 4,350
(AC/DC)

Panasonic

WJ-5500B....$2,995

RM-86
$7,295
JVC BP -5100 VHS
Player
$480

JVC BR -8600 Editing
VHS Recorder $2,195
JVC TM -22 5" Color
Monitor
$310

JVC BY-110UP

With 10X lens
$2,995

System SEG-2000A;
Wipe Generator;
Chroma Keyer .$7,415
Sony WEX-2000A
Wipe pattern
extender; 84 wipe
patterns
$1,875

JVC C-2082UM 19"
Color Monitor/TV
$665
JVC TM-R9U/RK-9U
Dual (2) TMR9U Color Monitors in Rack
Mount
$1,195

P.O. Box 48456
Chicago, IL 60648

Recorders
Sony V0-6800

Sony ECM -150
$2,799

JVC CR-4900
$3,185
JVC BR -6200
$850

Sony BP -60 Battery
Sony NP -1 Battery
JVC NBP-1U Battery
JVC NBP-4U Battery
Panasonic
LCS-2012V Battery
Panasonic AG-BP202
Battery

Sonar Radio VX1401
Bulk Eraser
Smith Victor FCL-150
Light Meter

-Victor RR -1
Feedback ....$5,199 Smith
Video Recorder Rack
Microtime T-120

Lowel T1.25
Totabrella
(6) 3M 1.120 VHS
Iso
Videocassettes
$6,199 (4) Sony KCS-20K
Videotek TSM-5A
Harris 540 16H Line
U-Matic VideoWaveform Monitor .. Window; 3.58MHZ
$1,735 Subcarrier Feedback cassettes
Bogen 3145 Video
Videotek VSM-5A
$5,275 Tripod Caddy
Vectorscope $1,985 Harris 540VT Same
Nady PRC-1X WireVideotek RS -10A
as Above With
less Headset
10X1 Vertical InterVariable Tracking
val Video and Audio
$5,685
Switcher
$1,006 Harris 550 16H Line
LIGHTING
Videotek ADA-15
Window; Standalone

VIDEOTEK

Stand Alone and
3.58MHZ Feedback

S8 499

.

.

.

Lowel Tube Kit - 2

1.5" Viewfinder
AAC-50U AC/Charger
DCC-50U Battery
Carrying Case
and either VC-512BU
14 Pin VCR Cable or
VC-511BU-2 10 Pin
VCR Cable

Editing Recorder ...
MEI

I. I

NEW!
Sony VPH-202001
200" Universal Video
Projector
.$5,050

NE W

'

Sony KV-4200 4"
Color Profeel Monitor
$395

Sony VPH-7220/VPH10200 72"/100" Ceiling/Floor Mount Wide Screen Projection
Unit

$4,385

SONY K -TAPE

SALE
KCS-10K
KCS-20K
KCA-30K
KCA-60K
KCS-20BRK
KCA-30BRK
KCA-608RK

ii

I

II
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Sony VO-5850 PAC
Editing System Includes: VO-5850;
VO-5800; RM-440
Controller; Cables
SUPER SPECIAL
PRICE
$9,47:
Sony SLO-383
Editing Beta
Recorder
$1,88

Sony PVM-8000 8"
Color Monitor
(AC/DC)

$49

Sony CVM-1900 19"
Color Monitor/TV $83
Sony PVM-1220
Studio Color Monitor

$10.45
$11.80
$14.00
$18.85
S1,59
$13.45
$15.75 New Sony PVM-1910
..$66
$20.65 19" Monitor

When you Buy the New Microtime
Genesis Digital Video Effects Systems
for the Introductory Price of $19,995.
You may also Purchase a Sony VO-5850
PAC U-Matic Edit System for the Special
Low Price of $8.995. You save $480!

.

.

.

$6,908

Lowel Ambi Kit - 4

Lights, Barndoors,
Scrims, Brellas,
Gels, Flags, Flectors, Stands,
Unbelievable Low
Clamps, Mount,
Discount Price:
$5,950 Gaffers Tape and

JANUARY'S BEST BUY
HZ -512U 12:1 Servo
Zoom Lens VF -215U

Sony VO-5800
3/4" Recorder
"Feeder"
$3,24
Sony VO-5850 3/4"

DVE BY DVW

Nova 500 32H -Line
Window 3.58MHZ

Lights, 1-Brella,
Monitor
$595 tioner, Digikey and
2 -Stands In Tube
Videotek RM-25 25"
Remote Control
Case
$420
Color Receiver/
$23,535
Lowel Action Kit Monitor
$855
Harris 550VT Same
3 Lights, Barndoors,
Videotek VM-13PRO
as Above with
13" Professional
Stands and Case ...
$782
Rackmount Monitor . Variable Tracking

JVC KY-210UP Color
Camera Full ENG
Package Including:

NEW!
Sony FP -60 Video
Projector w/built-in

Sony VP -5000 3/4"
Player
$1,34
Sony VO-5600 3/4"
Recorder
$1,69

& 3.58MHZ Feedback

Amp
$259 Subcarrier Feedback
Videotek RM-13 13"
$4,895
Color Receiver/
Harris 632/DNR
Monitor
$485 Package Frame SynVideotek RM-19 19"
chronizer,
Color Receiver/
Compressor/Posi-

$1.245

Nor
Sony FP -62 Video
Projector
$1,645

.

.

Audio Distribution

SONY -

Betamax ,,,, $2,295 $5,225

Lavalier Mic

16H -Line Window;

Video Distribution

Sony Director 2000

COLUMN C

Mlcrotime T-100-16
H -Line Window; 3.58
MHZ Subcarrier

Amp
$259
Videotek VDA-16

JVC KM -2000 Built-in
Colorizer and Chroma
Keyer
$3,995
Sony SEG-2000A
Built -In Colorizer and
Camera Setup
(AC/DC)
$3,895

COLUMN B

TBC' S

$1,069

CT-110MA 10" Color
Monitor
$350

JVC
JVC Editing System
ill CR-8250; CP-5550

COLUMN A

Search

QuickSet.
$246
OLH-7/QLT15 Mini

Choose any Color Camera from Column A and any
VCR from Column B at our already Fabulous Prices,
and Choose any one item from Column C FREE.
This offer is limited so act fast.

Cameras
Sony DXC-M3AK
Search
$1,250 With Canon 15X Lens
AG -6300 VHS Player/
$6,665
Recorder with Bi- JVC KY-210UP

$1,485

QLH-7 Mini Fluid
Head (10LB Cap.)

PICK 2 AND GET 1 FREE

Recorder with BiDirectional Dial

Video Processing

Amplifier

All Prices Subje
to Chan
All Sales Fin

Panasonic
MONITOR
CLEARANCE!

Quantities Limit

Case

$1,185

Lowel Close Quarter

sit

Klt - 4 1000 Watt
Lights, Barndoors,
Scrims, Gels,
Stands, Clamp and
Case

$1,355

Lowel Standard Soft
Kit Soft Light, Stand,
Barndoors and Case .

PHONE TOLL FREE

1-800-323-8148
NOW IN ALASKA & HAWAII 1-800-448.0354
Circle 135 on Reader Service Card

$510

All 3 -Tube Color
Cameras Are QualityControlled Before
Shipping
Introducing DVW's ATA approved
Heavy -Duty Shipping Cases First Class Custom Shipping
Cases for Most Video and Audio
Equipment at Significant Savings
Sony V0-4800 with AC Case
$242.95
Sony V0-5600 Case with Casters
$304.95
JVC BR -6200 with AC Case
$179.95
JVC CR-4900 with AC Case
$204.95
AMP Rack Case, 12 Space (21") 14" Deep
$284.95

AMP Rack Case, 12 Space, 24" Deep, Real
Rails will Fit Type V Sony VTR
S404.95

In Illinois Phon
(312) 966.613

well, while WFSB taped the annual
Hartford "carol sing" at Christmas.
All engineers agreed that live stereo
production poses some tricky problems, perhaps the most obvious of

In addition to widening the bandwidth in the transmitter, Morris found
that KIRO's RCA notch diplexer would

only barely accommodate the extra
width required for stereo, and would

which is phasing.
Two mics are generally used for live
recordings. If there is a phasing problem, one whole channel can be missing
from the audio. This will result when
the L + R and L -R cancel each other
out. Engineers emphasized the importance of monitoring stereo recordings

not be suitable if the station decides to
make use of the SAP or pro channel.
Morris expects to replace the diplexer
with one designed by Harris which will

in mono to determine if there is a

pressed with the sound. "You get a big

sound from it," he said, "even though
you can't pinpoint the exact location of

each sound, as you could with true
stereo."
Like the other stations at the forefront of stereo sound, KIRO has had to
produce some of its own programming

in order to broadcast in true stereo.

handle the wider bandwidth, and he
will do so "sometime next year." For

Movies have provided some multichannel audio as well. But KIRO also waits
patiently for CBS to come up with some

nonstereo programs, Morris also chose

concrete plans for network stereo

an Orban synthesizer, and he is im-

broadcasts.
Not far away, another Seattle station

phasing problem, and reversing the
fields or installing a reversing switch if

the equipment is out of phase. Other
station engineers said there usually
isn't a problem with some of the newer

audio equipment. In resolving stereo
phasing problems, TV station technicians are now experiencing what audio

With the new A14 x 9ERM,
just add a camera.

recording engineers have always learned

to deal with.

West coast pioneers
Just like their east coast counterparts, stations in at least two western
cities, Seattle and Los Angeles, have
decided to become pioneers and begin
broadcasting multichannel sound.
Another CBS affiliate, KIRO-TV,

Seattle, was the first station in the
northwest to send out a stereo signal.
KIRO tested its multichannel capabilities on August I I of last year, then had
its two newscasters on separate mics for

newscasts the following two days.
From August 25 on, the station has

Fujinon offers everything else.
One lens for every ENG and EFP
production-Fujinon's new 14X is
smaller, lighter, weatherized for use
anywhere and available with an ultra compact built-in pattern projector.
For studio use, choose from a full array

of conversicn accessories including
Fujinon's exclusive multi -processor
shot box, servo focus with remote de-

mand or conventional remote zoom
and focus controls. And for added flexibility, select Fujinon's front -mounted
wide and tele-converters.
The new 14X offers more than size,

range extender is built in). Its F1.7
maximum aperture remains absolutely fla' from 9mm to 103mm. In addition. corner resolution has been

increasei while longitudinal chromatic
aberration has been reduced. And with
its weatlerized features, the new 14X
is the ideal lens to take into the field.
For more information about the most
widely used lenses in broadcasting and
the most extensive selection of accessories of any lens maker. contact:

weight and range advantages (a 2X

been broadcasting in stereo using an
Orban synthesizer for programs without two -channel audio.

KIRO first used a Modulation Sciences prototype stereo generator, then
switched to the company's production

model once it became available. As
chief engineer Chuck Morris put it,
"This thing [the finished generator]
didn't even exist when we ordered it."

Morris is anxiously waiting for a
Modulation Sciences demodulator as
well, but right now he uses a spectrum

analyzer to set the signal, which he
compares to mono stations on the station's Zenith stereo TV sets. Morris replaced his audio consoles with ADM
controls both in the main control and in
the production studio. The station uses

one -inch Ampex tape machines for
most stereo programs, but the Ampex
cart machines used to play commercial
spots can't accommodate stereo, and
this poses another challenge for Morris.

He is working on a method of conversion for them.

FUJINON INC.
FUJINON INC.
FUJI OPTICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
672 White Plains Road 2101 Midway
118 Savarona Way
4855 Atherton Avenue
Scarsdale. NY 10583
Suds 350
Carson. CA 90746
San Jose. CA 95130
(914) 472-9800
Carrollton. TX 75006 (213) 532-2861
(408) 866-5466
Telex 6818115
(214) 385-8902
Telex 171164
Telex 194979
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IS VIDEOTAPE
THE RIGHT
MEDIUM?

It is really time that the world of video production
and animation was offered a real timely product.
For more information about arranging for a demo
of the revolutionary Abekas Digital Disk
Recorder, call us at (415) 571-1711, or write
Abekas Video Systems, Inc., 319 Lincoln Centre
Drive, Foster City, CA 94404.

Abekas
Video Systems, Inc.

Circle 137 on Reader Service Card

has been broadcasting stereo audio
since August 21 of last year. ABC affil-

iate KOMO-TV started out with a
stereo setup built by its own engineer-

ing staff, but had every intention of
switching over to a Modulation Sciences generator because, according to
chief engineer Jack Barnes, "We did-

n't want to get into the business of
building stereo generators."
Barnes, like WTXX's Allen, used an
FM stereo exciter and added the dbx
noise reduction. Barnes explained that
he had to move the generator's pilot

for the SAP and pro channel generators
Modulation Sciences manufactures.

KTLA is sending Spanish translations of Love Boat and the station's
10:00 p.m. newscast over the SAP. The
Spanish Love Boat audio is inserted by
an outside production house and costs

the station $600 per hour-long show.
Goldstone said the station hopes to sell
Spanish advertising to pay for the extra
expense.

The pro channel controls the sta-

for nonstereo shows, and Goldstone
said the station will be testing a prototype Orban stereo generator for use as a
backup system in the near future. A relatively new Harris transmitter the station bought was planned from the start
for multichannel capability. Goldstone
also added a Micro Communications
dual cavity notch diplexer because he
thought the single cavity would not get
a good audio response.
Through a Harris STL, Goldstone is

tion's two ENG satellite stations.

sending discrete stereo (left in one

KTLA also uses an Orban synthesizer

channel, right in another). This is con -

tone and phase -lock with the horizontal

sync of the video signal. In the RCA
F -line transmitter, Barnes bypassed the

input transformer and lifted the
preemphasis. In the generator, he
added equalization and preemphasis to
the L + R. He also designed and built
215 kHz bandpass filters to meet the
specs of the BTSC system. Another audio channel had to be added onto the

With the new A17 x 9ERM,
just add a camera.
Fujinon offers everything else.

microwave link carrying the signal
from studio to transmitter.

To KOMO' s Grass Valley 164-S
switcher, Barnes added a second audio

keyer that Grass Valley is selling for

Field range-studio performance-

range extender is built in). Its Fl .7

Fujinon's new 17X EFP lens is smaller,
lighter, "weatherized" for use any-

lutely flat from 9mm to 114mm. In ad-

maximLm aperture remains abso-

stereo audio and upgraded the board for
multichannel sound. The station's one -

where, anc available with the industry's most compact, built-in pattern
projector. For field and studio produc-

dition, corner resolution has been
increased while longitudinal chromatic
aberration has been reduced. And with

inch tape machines were capable of

tions, Fujinon's remote focus and servo

its weatierized features, the new 17X
is the ideal lens to take into the field.
For more information about the most

handling stereo, but for audio control,
Barnes uses a multiline control board
with each audio channel taking up one
line. With its remote production truck
the station had no problem at all; it was

demand units bring full control back

already setup for multichannel. The

The new 17X offers more tan size,
weight and range advantages (a 2X

most amazing part of Barnes's task was

to

the

pan

bars.

Other

acces-

sories inclJde remote servo focus,
Fujinon's exclusive multiprocessor shot
box, and front -mounted wide and teleconverters.

widely used lenses in broadcasting and
the most extensive selection of acces-

sories of any lens maker, write or
phone:

not the conversion of existing equipment into stereo generating facilities; it
was the time it took him to complete the
work. He said it took only three or four
days to convert the station's audio, and

adds, "The system

is working
flawlessly."
Down the coast in Los Angeles, in-

dependent KTLA-TV is using both
stereo and SAP capability to become
the market leader in multichannel
sound. Manager of engineering Ira
Goldstone said it's not surprising that
independent stations are paving the
way.

"That's because the independents
have their own source of programing,
while the affiliates have to rely on the
networks," Goldstone observed.
KTLA started stereo broadcasts on
October 15 with a Modulation Sciences
prototype generator, later switching to
the production model. With a 35 percent Hispanic community in the area,
and with the station's heavy local news
commitment, Goldstone opted as well

FUJINON INC.
672 While Plains Road
Scarsdale, NY 10583
(914) 472-9800
Thies 6818115

, UJINON INC
2101 Midway
Suite 350
Carrollton. TX 75006
(214) 385-8902

FUJI OPTICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
4855 Atherton Avenue
118 Savarona Way
Carson, CA 90746
San Jose. CA 95130
(406) 866-5466
(213)532.-2861
Telex 171164
Telex 194978
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TVtest equipment
from the inventors of
the Plumbicori tube.
At long last a new, reliable source of TV test equipment. One that offers fast, predictable delivery. One with
a name all the world trusts-Philips. Four quick examples:

PM5565 Waveform Monitor
Enjoy the luxury of examining one line and one field
at a time. On top of this, there's a convenient front probe
input so you can use the monitor as a troubleshooting
oscilloscope.

PM5567 Vectorscope
If you want more accurate decoding and the ability to
have an external reference from composite video signals,
choose our vectorscope.
Both waveform monitor and vectorscope mount side
by side, fit all existing hardware and use less power than
the competition.
3111111121111111E

PM5539 Color Analyzer
Take it on a quick trip through your studio or control
room and adjust all monitors to the same color temperature in a matter of minutes.
With four different memories, there's no problem in
quickly calibrating four different phosphors.
Variable full-scale, from less than set up to more than
reference white, allows measurement of color tracking as
a function of APL.

PM5534 Color Pattern Generator
Our universal pattern contains all the signals needed
to verify overall system operation-directly from the picture. No wonder virtually every set manufacturer uses our
pattern for their TV set alignment.
Of course our TV test equipment line doesn't end
here. Today Philips offers a wide range of equipment including sync and pattern generators, VITS generators and
analyzers, and TV modulators and demodulators.
For nationwide sales and service information call
800-631-7172, except in Hawaii, Alaska and New Jersey. In
New Jersey call collect (201) 529-3800, or contact Philips
Test and Measuring Instruments, Inc., 85 McKee Drive,
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430.

1,11.11.111.
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PHILIPS Test & Measuring

Instruments
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verted to matrix stereo (L -R in one
channel, L -R in another) in the stereo
generator itself. Goldstone is also using

a Tektronix 1450 demodulator, al-

spring, when the FCC issued its statement protecting the BTSC standard,

broadcasts directly from the PBS satellite and airing them as is, instead of re-

WTTW was forced to switch over.

sorting to simulcasting as many other

Since August 7 of last year, the station

public stations have been doing for several years.
In Princeton, NJ, WNJT, one of four

though he would rather have one de-

has been using a prototype TZ-30

signed just for TV multichannel sound.
"Ideally I would like a real monitor,
but they won't be available until around

stereo generator from Broadcast Elec-

March," Goldstone said. He currently
feeds the Tektronix's aural spectrum
into a stereo decoder attached to a Sony
Profeel monitor. He monitors the SAP

channel right off the air with special
SAP decoders. KTLA's conversion to
multichannel comes at a good time for
Goldstone. He is in the process of installing a new master control and can
plan his equipment needs around the
station's stereo and SAP requirements.

He said he would most likely buy a
Grass Valley 16004S switcher and a

Neve or Ward production audio
console.

According to Goldstone, KTLA is
all set with its one -inch Ampex tape
machines, but the two-inch Ampex
ACR-25 and RCA TCRs are used for
commercials and pose a problem since

they only have one audio channel.
However, he is looking into a method
developed by Grumman Aerospace that
would add a second audio channel into

the horizontal blanking interval-a
method which some cable companies
use for scrambling.
While most new equipment now being marketed has been designed with
stereo capabilities in mind, Goldstone
pointed out a problem involving Sony's
automated Betacart system. It is set up
for two -channel audio, but does not
have the third channel necessary if a
station wishes to play spots with both
stereo and a foreign language translation. At this writing, Goldstone was

tronics. Chief engineer Larry Ocker
also modified the transmitter, which
had stereo capability, to the BTSC

public stations operated by the New

standard. WTTW is producing some of
its own programming in stereo, such as
Sneak Previews, which is aired by other
PBS stations. The station also has the

ice involving the New Jersey Library
and the state government. Special programs for the blind, mainly a reading
service, are being broadcast over the
SAP channel. Assistant director of en -

advantage of taking the many stereo

Jersey Network, is using its SAP
subcarrier as part of a community serv-

With the new Al2 x 9ERM,
just add a camera.
Fujinon offers everything else
The high quality ENG/EFP lens that
meets procuction demands and budget constraints-Fujinon's new 12X is
smaller, lighter and "weatherized" for
use anywhere. For studio use, choose
from a full array of conversior accessories including Fujinon's low cost remote focus with servo zoom demand
controls. For added flexibility, select
Fujinon's front -mounted wide and teleconverters.
The new 12X offers more than size,
weight and range advantages (a 2X
range extelder is built in). Its F1.7

maximum aperture remains absolutely flat from 9mm to 94mm. In ad-

dition, corner resolution has been
increased while longitudinal chromatic
aberrati)n has been reduced. And with
its weatherized features, the new 12X
is the ideal lens to take into the field.
For more information about the most
widely used lenses in broadcasting and
the most extensive selection of acces-

sories of any lens maker, write or
phone:

waiting for word from Sony on a possi-

ble resolution to this problem.
As of press time, KTLA was the only

station in Los Angeles broadcasting
multichannel audio. KABC-TV used a
prototype from McMartin Industries to
broadcast the opening of the summer
Olympic games in stereo; but the station is awaiting McMartin's production
model and plans to begin stereo broadcasts early this year, according to chief
engineer Bill Dryer.

Public stations
The first station in the country to
broadcast regularly in stereo was public

station WTTW-TV in Chicago. The
station started using the Telesonics sys-

tem, one of the original three

competing standards, in 1983. But last

FUJINON INC.
FUJINON INC.
FUJI OPTICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
672 Whrte Plains Road 2101 Midway
118 Savarona Way
4855 Atherton Avenue
Scarsdale. NY 10583
Suite 350
Carson, CA 90746
San Jose. CA 95130
(914) 472-9800
Carrollton. TX 75006 (213) 532-2861
(408) 866-5466
Telex 6818115
(214) 385-8902
Telex 194978
Telex 171164
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Digital

0.025% harmonic

That's what is designed into
Lexicon's Model 1300 audio -to -video
delay compensator

or Transmit

20 -kHz bandwidth

Affecting

VVithout

by Satellite

freed0111

Processor
A
your

Your video devices should communicate with an audio
delay unit that precisely* compensates for video delay,
holding lip sync.

I

distortion
Transformer balanced inputs
and outputs

Delay from 0 to 340, 680,1365,
or 2048 ms - 1300s (stereo)
0 to 680, 1365, 2731,
or 4096 ms - 1300 (mono)
+ 24-dBm inputloutput level

Lexicon -designed and

manufactured converter
subassembly with 16 -bit
linear PCM encoding and
48 -kHz sample rate

The Model 1300 does just that - with any video device you
own or expect to own. The Model 1300's advanced engineegi
ing provides transparent audio processing and conforms to
the 16 -bit standard, offering the highest quality broadcast
audio even when your signal is passing through a series of
delay processors.
The Lexicon Mode11300 has been evaluated and approved by
ABC, CBS, and NBC network laboratories and is in use at all

Software -based input
control module that measures
video timing differences or
recognizes pulse widths,
RS422, or a variety of other
sync protocols

three facilities. For more information call or write Lexicon.

Lexicon, Inc.
60 Turner Street
Waltham, MA 02154 USA
(617) 891-6790
Telex 923468

Hysterises prevents video sampling alone from doing the job - for more
technical information call or write for our Delay Synchronizer Applications

Export: Gotham Export Corporation
New York, NY 10014
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no connection to WNJT's regular

spread music sounds. The station had
been testing stereo for NBC, which has

programming.

definite stereo plans of its own (see

The station uses a Modulation Sciences SAP generator to send out the
signal. The state government is supplying Blonder -Tongue SAP decoders
to blind people who request them. Will
said the same kind of programming

sidebar), but is currently taking the network feed in mono while waiting for a

gineering Larry Will said the audio has

may be offered on one or two of the oth-

channel switcher to be installed this
spring.

Other stations' plans for stereo are
growing from the emergence of low power and UHF all -music video sta-

ing, "The following program is

stereo, and KRLR-TV in Las Vegas,

brought to you in stereo [or Espanol]."

which is already on the air in mono, has

Some stations use a "headphones"

plans for conversion to stereo this
spring.

Two stations aren't actually broadcasting with multichannel sound but are
synthesizing stereo on a full-time basis.

They are WTLV-TV, Jacksonville,
FL, an ABC affiliate, and WNBC-TV,
NBC's O&O in New York.

WNBC is using equipment developed with RCA. The synthesis involves
a comb filter with speech sounds placed
in the center and a frequency divider to

'PACO

ments prior to stereo and bilingual

begin its 24 -hour music format in

receiving the necessary funding.
As the end of 1984 approached, one
other PBS station, WEDH-TV in Hart-

The next best thing

down to station promos and announce-

Boston's WZTZ-TV was getting set to

tions. At the time of this writing,

broadcasts.

The changeover from mono to multi-

channel TV is going to remind many
broadcasters of the change from black
and white to color in the 1960s, even
programs.
KTLA begins a stereo or SAP broadcast as many other stations do, by say-

er New Jersey Network stations. He
also said the network is considering
stereo broadcasting, but that any concrete plans will be contingent upon

ford, was gearing up for stereo

stone pointed out. "It's so new, nobody knows which equipment is the
best quality yet."

By the end of this year, the number
of stations broadcasting multichannel
sound is estimated to total several hundred, and already the equipment manufacturers are having difficulty keeping
up with the demand.
As the first handful of stations blaze
the trail, it will get easier for other sta-

graphic to explain it visually, but many
are trying to come up with a symbol for
both stereo and bilingual TV that is a bit
more enticing, and will excite viewers
as much as the logos for color used to.
Now if they could just come up with another "peacock".
BM/E

tions to follow. KTLA's Goldstone
said one of the problems at the beginning is the lack of anything with which
to compare the initial stereo equipment
setups.
"There are no standards yet," Gold-

.

.

Please take a moment to complete

the Audio Production Survey on
page 53 and return it to us postage -

paid. For more information on

multi -channel sound equipment advertised in this issue,
use the Reader Service Card.

Ni-Cd BATTERY PACK

J\iE(A3-DP-121,0 12V4Ah

Other Ni-Cd Battery Packs have particular good features
but ONLY PACO HAS THEM ALL!

PACO

ELECTRONICS U.S.A. INC.

714 West Olympic Blvd., Suite 706 Los Angeles, CA 90015

TEL:213-747-6540/TLX:756923/FAX:213-747-3731

Circle 184 on Reader Service Card
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Everyone's got an agenda for 1985
issues which must be addressed both on an individual
level and by the industry as a whole. Here's what some
of the most influential members of the industry have to say.

SPEAK
OUT!
Staff Report

and maintenance free-in other words,
an improvement in what we already
have, because you can't invent some-

thing new everyday-except for
HDTV, or something like that. So

Renville McMann
VP ADVANCED TV
TECHNOLOGY
CBS
"I feel the biggest priority is for broadcasters to decide soon whether they're

going to go to the digital standard for
the studio and production, or have an
intermediate component analog standard. I believe we should try to go direct-

ly to the digital standard, albeit there
will be component analog around. But
that signal would just be digitized."

Julie Bamathan
PRESIDENT

ABC BROADCAST
OPERATIONS &
ENGINEERING
"The two things we need most right

Doyle Kaniff
PRESIDENT

Bob Lifton

THE EDITEL GROUP

PRESIDENT
REGENT SOUND

"I feel the main priorities in the coming

"For broadcasters, I believe the mandate is to have a game plan for the dis-

tribution and transmission of stereo
signals within their plants. Also, all
broadcasters have to think about digital

year are to continue to improve sound
quality, particularly for stereo; to further the use of computer graphics; and
to develop a half -inch cart system for
commercials."

audio. I think it's going to have a tremendous impact in radio. I see digital

Roger E. Johnson

audio replacing the cart machine. It will
be a solid investment for even small radio stations. Digital audio in television
will also end up being a very good price/

SOCIETY OF BROADCAST

performance technology. I'm talking
here about disk -based systems."

PRESIDENT
ENGINEERS
"Productivity is one of the prime concerns of management people in radio
and television. Engineers will be re-

quired to do more in less time. The

John Lowry

available manhours in the industry will

DIGITAL VIDEO SYSTEMS

continue to decline for engineering
jobs. We're going to have to increase
our skills. TV has done a much better
job of continuing education than radio

"A lot of people are excited by the

has. The technology of radio has come

a long way. Continuing education is
one of the problems we are going to

seen so far are okay. But they don't

prospect of HDTV, and I believe it will
come one day. But we've got to get into
it gently. The way to do that right now
is to set up the analog component stu-

commercials.

dio, and have all the pieces in place.
This way, we can use standard trans-

now are developments and standardization in small -format recorder/cameras,
be they half- or 1/4 -inch, and a commer-

cial -quality on -air cart playback system. The cart machines are especially
important for our stations-they're dying for them. The new cart decks we've

have the quality we need to air

"On a more general note, we're
looking for equipment to be errorproof
72

we're looking for a gradual change to
better quality systems."
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PRESIDENT

face. The question is, where is the time
to keep up with new technologies?
"I see a continued, growing demand

for good engineers. There's a tremen-

mission channels and standard TV sets

dous need for people with good produc-

to deliver an even better picture."

tivity and state of the art skills."

Neil Feldman
PRESIDENT

VIDEO POST AND
TRANSFER
"Our interest is further developing interfaces for devices like the Montage
[Picture Processor], which we just put
in, and coming up with a system that allows more creativity in a pre -line system, and allows us to conform in video

later. Right now Montage has not yet
allowed a full interface for the on-line
session. We intend to try to develop a
full interface for Montage.
"My personal goal is to place high
priority on a number of R&D projects.
Our future is entailed in having things
no one else has. We're not looking to
buy those things on the market as much
as to develop them ourselves. We think

that in the future-maybe five years
from now-the whole structure of video on-line will be different, much more

like conforming film than it is today.
Devices like Montage are starting to
make that possible."

quality-particularly in stereo. We're
now supporting the development of
technology that will overcome the 23
percent signal-to-noise loss when you
go to stereo. In general, as an industry
we need to get together and avoid situa-

tions like AM stereo."

Stan Baron
CHIEF OF ENGINEERING
THOMSON-CSF/CHAIRMAN
SMPTE WORKING GROUP

ON DIGITAL VIDEO
STANDARDS
"The real task over the next year is for
the industry to decide where it's going.
With video sources in the home, DBS,
cable, and low -power TV, there are all
kinds of factors that broadcasters didn't

consider 10 years ago. It's like han-

tional broadcasting. We have controlled operating costs as much as
possible, and there is still pressure to
generate a better rate of return.

"The FCC's deregulatory moves
have us all watching closely. Any great
and dramatic change creates wobbles,
and after the major surgery we've had,

you expect the patient to be unsure of
his feet, even if the operation is successful. We're looking to see who's left
in control.
"Engineers, especially in radio, are
becoming lonely people, a staff of one,
if you have the luxury of one station to

tend. Engineers I talk to across the
country feel vulnerable and insecure,
*surviving the '80s,' as one put it. And
because engineering is inescapably an
expense item, something management
would not mind doing without, it's now

necessary to market engineering's desirability."

dling an amoeba. You're not quite sure

what it's going to look like. And this

impacts all the way down the line.
What kind of programming is going to

be needed? And for manufacturers,
what kind of equipment is going to be
needed?"

Emory Cohen
PRESIDENT

PACIFIC VIDEO
"Our priority is still a viable and at fordable single -camera editing system.

We're a Montage owner, and we're
working with EditDroid. We'll be
receiving an Optical Disc Corp. laser

disc recorder within the next few
weeks. We're in the process of working

on a timing system and on high throughput video dailies. But the elec-

Tom Keller
SENIOR VP
SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY
NAB
"One of the most important things is to
make sure we guarantee a future for ter-

restrial broadcasting. We just completed a study trying to improve the
quality of AM broadcasting. We're
supporting the development of technologies that will reduce skywave signals

and increase groundwave. We're also
promoting the improvement of receiv-

ers. In FM, we have to improve the

tronic laboratory still isn't there, and
it's the key.
"There needs to be some resolution
of the issues of digital video and digital
component video. People like us don't
know if we should look at Betacam and
M -format seriously, or if they will be

replaced by a digital system in a few
years."

Andy Butler
VP AND DIRECTOR OF
ENGINEERING
DOUBLEDAY
BROADCASTING
"My overall concern for broadcasting
is the declining profit margin of tradi-

ohn H. Battison
DIRECTOR OF
ENGINEERING
WOSU-AM-FM-TV
"Probably one of the most pressing issues is stereo and second -language TV.
It's been approved and it's being initi-

ated, but there isn't very much [receiving] equipment available. It's sort
of a chicken and egg situation.
"Getting knowledge of digital operations will be a big priority for both radio and television broadcasters. Digital
audio is pretty much a fait accompli.
We're using Sony CD players on the
FM side. But we need more music on
CD. Digital video is a little way in the
future. It's not as close as TV stereo,
but it's coming along fast. Digital video
will bring the possibility of a truly inter-

national video standard."
BM/E JANUARY, 1985
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WHILE
EVERYONE ELSE
HAS BEEN
PROMOTING A
FORMAT, SONY
HAS BEEN
PERFECTING A
SYSTEM.

Over the last three years, Sony's rivals in the combination
camera/recorder arena have spent considerable time inventing wonderful things to say about their new formats. But apparently, they've overlooked inventing many wonderful new
products to go along with these formats.
Sony has taken a different course.
In 1982, Sony introduced Betacam'' and the BVW-I0 play-

back unit. An evolutionary system that didn't force stations to
abandon their existing 3/4" and 1" equipment.
Then, in 1983, Sony expanded the system with the threetube Betacam, the BVW-40 edit/recorder, and the world's first
battery -operated 1/2" field playback unit.
And this year at NAB, Sony announced a major breakthrough in cart machine technology with Betacart:" A system

Sony Broadcast Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07668. G1984 Sony Corp. of America. Betacam, Betacart and Newsmaker are trademarks and Sony a registered trademark of Sony Corp.

ViCEOCASSETTE RECORDER

hat demonstrated the Betacam format's strength beyond the
iewsroom, beyond the studio, and beyond field production.
At the same time, Sony also unveiled the world's lightest
:amera/recorder, the BVW-2 Newsmaker.`"And a prototype
:oder/decoder system that will make it possible for Betacam to
)e transmitted by microwave.
Each of these products is the result of Sony's dedication to

BVW-40

the needs of the ENG and EFP industry. Work which has earned
the Betacam format widespread acceptance by television stations and production companies around the world.
Which only makes sense. After all, in this business you
don't win sales on the merits of your
arguments. You win them on the merits
Broadcast
of your products.
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Take One! Or take several. Studer's new A810-

TC has established a new standard for stereo
audio -for -video production. By placing time code

on a center track between standard stereo audio
tracks on 1/4" tape, the A810 lets you synchronize
high quality stereo soundtracks with your VTRs. So
you don't need a 4 -track recorder using costly 1/2" tape.

Two separate code heads and a microprocessor delay
line add up to the best center track SMPTE system on the
market.

In all respects, the A810 is the most advanced analog
recorder available. With microprocessor control of transport, audio functions, and audio parameter settings. Digital
memory storage of audio parameters for two tape formulations. Four speeds. Advanced phase compensation circuits for superior square wave response. Plus a serial interface

option for external computer control. The list goes on.
Details on the A810 could fill a 20 page booklet. So we
wrote one. Call or write today for your free copy.

STUDER
Studer Revox America, Inc./1425 Elm Hill Pike/Nashville, TN 37210/(615) 254-5651
Circle 143 on Reader Service Card

A810-TC shown with
Studer TLS4000 mod-

ular synchronizing
system.

Rich Thorne

Bob Thomas

SENIOR VP
THE POST GROUP

SENIOR EQUIPMENT
PLANNING ENGINEER
ABC/CHAIRMAN
SMPTE WORKING GROUP
ON 1/4 -INCH STANDARDS

"I'm looking for more of a standard or
cooperation between manufacturers. I
mean a standard protocol and/or method by which there is a universal language or interface for digital effects,
graphics devices, and so on. I've been
talking about a subcontrol panel which

"As chairman of the SMPTE working

group on 1/4 -inch video recording
standards, I would place the highest
priority on achieving a compromise in
time to allow manufacturers to solidify

can control all these devices so they can
speak to each other. It would be nice to

have something universal."

designs so that 1/4 -inch can be available
to broadcasters, and can compete in the

Alex Weil

our meeting in February, when we can
finally establish a definite direction for

ENG market. I'm looking forward to

CO-OWNER
CHARLEX
"From my end of the industry, the
number one priority is to continue to
create creative depth. Our technicians
and designers need to continue to move

forward and break barriers. As far as
tools are concerned, we need a digital
box that can play back and record many

passes without losing quality. We're
also waiting for a high -quality image mapping system."

Ken Davies

Richard Martinez
DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL
OPERATIONS
ABC RADIO NETWORK
"Over here at ABC we've been doing

camera design because of the broad market that would then exist for a variety of

so much in developing engineering
planning in the past few years. 1984 for

us was a year of building a new plant
and of coordinating massive outside
broadcast events. We've set 1985 as the
year of getting our organization in better shape. When we sit back and take a
look at what we're doing, we recognize
that in a high-tech plant like ours people

and rapid improvement in receivers are
delivering better entertainment to viewers. Broadcasters should upgrade their

production facilities, especially in au-

facturers and some produced by us dur-

dio. The broadcaster is also going

ing training sessions. Without that, I
feel we're not going to be able to sup-

TECHNOLOGY PLANNING
CBC

"Television distribution by satellite

to have to move into component and
CCD cameras, and move away from

"There's really no training ground
anymore for operators and engineers.

fordable production tools. We think

People move into these areas 'out of the

broadcasters are going to have to look

shadows.' There's really no avenue

more carefully at graphics and still

into broadcast engineering. It's one of
those professions that takes a whole
lifetime to learn. Broadcast engineering tends to be almost a blind profes-

"In HDTV, current pressure from
Japanese and European marketers is
forcing the development beyond where
it is ready to be. A full system is not re-

alistically within our grasp. But spinoffs-lenses, monitors, recorders-are

camera and recorder combinations."

Tomlinson Holman
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR
OF AUDIO
LUCASFILM
'' The broadcast industry needs to upgrade its audio plants, equipment, and
techniques in order to accommodate
stereo properly. Films like ours lack a
great deal of the theater experience on
television. TV broadcasting needs to
produce some of the same qualities as a
film. Right now in the sound area, TV

cannot reproduce a film. Signal-tonoise ratio, for instance, is much poorer

than a theater."

port a plant like ours over the long term.

U-Matic.
"Graphics devices are becoming af-

stores. Also, the digital video recorder
is approaching rapidly; it will probably
appear on the market in late '86. It will
have an impact on production.

"Also, the work that is being done
on mechanical and electrical interfaces
will eventually give broadcasters more
choice in camera and recorder combinations. And, it should stimulate ENG

are our most important resource. Unless you build a good staff and upgrade
people's technical knowledge, a terrific
plant will get you nowhere fast.
"Over a year ago we started an organized training program, which we're
continuing to refine. We're going to
start building a library of VHS training
cassettes, some from equipment manu-

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF

1/4 -inch.

sion-you almost don't know what
you're getting into until you're into it.
It's not like other sciences where when
you get out of school you're pretty well
abreast of the latest techniques in the
field. In broadcasting, you've only just
started when you get your first job. A

Birney Deyton
VP ENGINEERING
GRASS VALLEY GROUP
"Certainly the highest technological
priority facing our industry is defining
and implementing a path to higher quality television pictures in the home. The
solution must be one which allows or-

derly upgrading while maintaining
downward compatibility with the delivery systems that provide service to
today's receivers. Concurrently, improved delivery systems must be devel-

going to spill over into existing produc-

broadcast engineer is made, not

oped to deliver tomorrow's studio

tion before HDTV is ready."

graduated."

quality to tomorrow's receivers."
BM/E JANUARY, 1985
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must be developed so we don't over-

the audio/video sync delay would sim-

whelm audiences by overexpanding the
stereo stage. We believe dialog should
be centered with the picture. Audio has
been the poor stepchild of television for
many years. A lot of our thinking has to

ply count up the number of marks in

change."

Tom Wolzien
VP SPECIAL PRODUCTION
NBC NEWS
"The biggest concern facing us today is
that when we cascade frame synchroni-

zers, as often happens when doing a
large production such as election re-

DIRECTOR OF TECHNICAL
FACILITIES AND
STRATEGIC PLANNING
NBC
"Stereo, which is one of our top priori-

ties at NBC, really presents a big
challenge-aside from equipment issues. We must be aware of the capabilities and limitations of the system so

we don't create something unrealistic
for the viewer. New mixing techniques

porting, we have a terrible audio/video
sync delay problem. By the time you're
finished sending the video through effects and switching and graphics sys-

tems and the like, it can be several
seconds out of sync with the audio. But
although there are units which can delay the audio, there's no way of telling

by exactly how much. The industry
needs a new standard here. Something
that will write a piece of information
into a line in the vertical interval every
time the frame goes through a synchronizer. At the end of the studio process,

the VI, and then delay the audio
accordingly. "

Nick Hudak
MANAGER OF SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT AND
MARKETING
PANASONIC
"We've got to get to the point where
we can go through the entire studio
process, from beginning to end, from
shooting to multigeneration editing, to
on -air playback, in a single format. The
biggest problem facing the engineer today is that he's got to make a decision
on which format to go with, and then
he's got to sell that decision to his man-

agement. And with all the formats
around, it's not an easy decision. But I

think the key word is 'system,' and
that's where we've got to go.
"Another thing we're all waiting for

is a half-hour version of half -inch
videocassettes for the analog component formats. That's going to make a
real difference in how they can be used

at every level of station operations."

The best portable wireless.'
The Model 66A PRO is the latest version
of Cetec Vega's popular compact, battery powered wireless microphone receiver.
Features include:
Lower power consumption for 8-10
hours continuous operation from four
internal 9-V batteries.

High signal-to-noise ratio and wide
dynamic range (over 100 dB in Model
66A/DII with DYNEX® II audio
processor).

True helical -resonator front-end filter
and multiple -pole crystal IF filter for
superb selectivity.

External power capability for field and
portable use, from a 12-V camera belt
pack or other +10.5 to +18 Vdc source.
Lightweight and compact
(5.4 x 1.3 x 6.25 in ).
Write or call for further information and
location of your nearest dealer:
Cetec Vega, 9900 Baldwin Place,
EL Monte, CA 91731. (818) 442-0782.

CCetec Vega
...the professional's wireless

66A PRO
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C -466A Quad Case
Houses four 77/66A systems.

users. Many technologies have been
under discussion and development for a

long time, and they hold much promise. Now, we must concentrate our efforts on making the benefits of those
technologies available to users today,
rather than concentrating on potential
systems that are three to five or even 10
years away.

Corrac Model SNA-9/
RBL for CCIR 625/50
Pal -B. $1000.00

"To further this goal, the working
groups within SMPTE which are developing standards for component video,

in both analog and digital forms, are

working jointly to answer the remaining questions which apply to com-

(4) Conrac Model SNA15AS for CCIR 625/50
Pal -B. $1100.00 each.

ponent video systems in whichever

S. Merrill Weiss
PRESIDENT

IMAGEX CORP./CHAIRMAN
SMPTE WORKING GROUP
ON COMPONENT ANALOG
VIDEO STANDARDS
believe one of the most important
priorities for the industry in the coming

year is to make the advanced technologies practical and accessible to

form. The standards being developed
are designed to integrate easily into an
overall system and to work together to
permit users to choose the best technique for each part of the system.
"New facilities can be built to these
standards, but more importantly, existing facilities can easily incorporate
them. The result is that superior pictures can be delivered to viewers as
soon as users implement the systems.
The difference that can be achieved is

Conrac 25" Model
5223C25 CCIR 625/50
Pal -B. $3500.00. Con-

tact: Dept. 820 Harris
Corporation, P.O. Box
4290, Quincy IL 62305.

dramatic, even for delivery to the viewer in NTSC, let alone the newer delivEMIT
ery systems."

Portable diversity wireless.
Cetec Vega's Model 67A PRO portable
diversity receiver provides improved
effective operating range and virtually
eliminates signal dropouts caused by
multipath conditions.
Features include:
True dual -receiver diversity.

Low power consumption; operates
from four internal 9-V batteries.

DYNEX® II audio processing for over
100 dB dynamic range and high signalto-noise ratio.
True helical -resonator front-end filter
and multiple -pole crystal IF filter for
superb selectivity.
External power capability for field and
portable use, from a 12-V camera belt
pack or other +10.5 to +18 Vdc source.

Lightweight and compact
(6.95 x 1.4 x 7 in ).
Write or call for further information and
location of your nearest dealer:
Cetec Vega, 9900 Baldwin Place,
El Monte, CA 91731. (818) 442-0782.

Cetec Vega
...the professional's wireless

67A PRO
Circle 145 on Reader Service Card
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Digital recording gets
its own microphone.
At Camera Mart.

The VIP -50 by Milab, the prestigious
Swedish manufacturer of professional
microphones, is the first microphone
fully able to cope with the stringent
demands of digital recording.
It is transformerless for 48 volt systems and features freedom from phase,
harmonic and overload distortion, a
noise level approaching the theoretical
limit of modern circuit design, and a
sonic purity previously unavailable at
any price.
The VIP -50 sets new standards of
excellence that will be hard to match for
years to come.
It's new, and, as you'd expect, it's
available right now from Camera Mart.

MILAB VIP -50 Professional

Digital Microphone

The more you know about video,
the more you can rely on Camera Mart.
The

Camera Mart, Inc.

456 West 55th Street. New York 10019 (212) 757-6977/Telex: 1-2078
304 First St., Liverpool, NY 13088 (315) 457-3703

Sales Service Rental
Circle 146 on Reader Service Card

SMPTE

SHOW -IN -PRINT
SMPTE Elects New
President
"The number one priority of the society, since its inception, is the estab-

lishment of standards," said Harold
Eady, president and CEO of Novo
Communications, who was elected
president of the SMPTE for a two-year

term beginning January 1985. "We
want to enhance our position as the
force that's going to establish those

A comprehensive
analysis of the
most significant
developments at the
New York show.

groups-particularly those working on
some of the thornier problems facing
the industry.
One, the Subcommittee for Digital
Control, chaired by Thomas Meyer,

Staff Report

cal interface and SMPTE Recommended

standards. And toward that end, I'd like

announced that it had nearly completed
the basic architecture for a digital control network for television. Two basic
documents have already been approved

as U.S. national standards:ANSI/
SMPTE 207M electrical and mechani-

Practice RP 113, a supervisory protocol. Two basic documents remaining to

be drafted are tributary interconnect
and message architecture.

Analyzing the Analog
Component Dream
recently, most broadcasters
were ready to dismiss analog components as an engineering curiosity, or
just another new format to confuse the
already confusing standards question,
or as a set of proposals put forward by
Until

manufacturers who had no idea of
broadcasters' needs. Now, suddenly, it
appears that many people are quite serious about analog components, that de-

to improve and increase communica-

tions between the society and the
broadcasters."
Eady acted on his words shortly after

his election by holding a December
meeting with engineering representatives of the major networks.
Eady's election follows on the heels
of the most successful New York conference in the society's history. More
than 12,500 persons registered for the

conference -10 percent more than
originally projected. In addition, with

169 companies participating, the
479 -booth equipment exhibit was 20
percent larger than the 1982 New York
conference.
Particularly well attended this year
were meetings of some of the SMPTE
engineering committees, subcommittees, working groups, and study

SMPTE STORIES IN THIS REPORT:
p. 81

SMPTE Elects New President
Analyzing the Analog Component
Dream
Post -Production: Real World
Considerations
Effects and Graphics under $50,000
Is Videotape the Right Medium?
Cameras and Lenses Eye the Future
Lighting, Power and Support to Play

p. 81

p. 82
p. 86
p. 90
p. 92

p. 98

Increasing Roles

Automation Dominates Master Control,
p. I 00
p.I 01

Routing Systems

Processing in the Digital Era
Other Significant Developments
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velopments are moving forward all
over, and that some broadcasters are

the existence of the MERPS decks allows the Betacam and Recam formats
to be promoted as an entire system, allowing the station to go from field re-

committing big money to these new developments. (One exception appears to
be the CBS network, which is holding
out for the arrival of digital recording,
according to Bernie Dickens.)
This has been fueled, in part, by the

tremendous impetus of both Sony and
Panasonic with their analog component
Betacam and M -format technologies.
But this push alone is not enough to account for all the other analog component developments. Rather, it seems
that the industry has woken up and real-

ized that analog component encoding,
if it can be kept up throughout the entire
studio operation, can result in substantially better image quality than current
NTSC.
One of the clearest demonstrations of
this was the B -MAC transmission sys-

tem being promoted by Scientific-

The Video Editing Workstation of
EECO's EMME editing system.

ing a proposed standard, meaning that
within a few months manufacturers can
begin turning out equipment that will
cement the analog component studio
together.

Meanwhile, numerous pieces of

scheme, and transmitted over a

standard satellite transponder with six
to eight digital audio channels and a
data channel, the image received on a
standard TV set is far superior to a sig-

analog component studio equipment
field with its 1600-1LCV production
switcher, is working on a less costly,

plexed according to the B -MAC

nal which is transmitted in encoded
The Scientific-Atlanta system
is being proposed for services such as
pay -per -view or premium cable distribution, or, perhaps more significantly,
for a DBS service that could deliver a
better -looking picture without going to
an expensive HDTV system. But its
impact on broadcasting cannot be overlooked. In fact, Australia has chosen
B -MAC as a nationwide standard and
has ordered 200 downlinks for delivery
this year. S -A's Sidney Topol stated
confidently, "We think this has the op-

portunity to become the global
standard" for satellite broadcasting.
Also demonstrated at the conference

by the SMPTE itself was S -MAC.
S -MAC, as the preliminary draft of a
standard for a single -channel component analog video waveform has come
to be known, is the studio version of a

multiplexed analog component
scheme. It obviously will be far too
costly to distribute three separate component signals around the plant; but the
Y, R -Y, B -Y signals can be time divi-

sion multiplexed together and fed
through a single data line. The results
cannot be distinguished from the original analog component signal, and the
multiplexed signal carries all the data
necessary to perform analog component processing of the signal, including
BM/E JANUARY, 1985

Post -Production: Real -

World Considerations
brilliant chromakeying. S -MAC has already progressed to the point of becom-

component gear are already beginning
to show up, awaiting only the interconnection protocol that will allow them to
form an entire system. Grass Valley,

Atlanta. What these people showed is
that if analog components are multi-
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cording through editing to on -air
playback in a single format.
Other component developments are
discussed in the story on digital processing developments at the show.

for example, an early leader in the

more compact version of a component
switcher to be based around the Model
100 switcher architecture. Meanwhile,

at SMPTE, it introduced a new
transcoder, allowing translation from

RGB to Betacam (Y, R -Y, B -Y)
signals.

Panasonic, too, is obviously concerned about being able to interface its

M -format decks with other types of
equipment in an editing configuration.
New at SMPTE was an RS -422 serial
interface box. Its effect is to interface
the AU-300Bs with other one -inch and
3/4 -inch decks, and vice versa, tying

them together into a single editing
system.
Both Crosspoint Latch and Shintron

also showed their component production switchers (See "The Analog Component Dream" in our October issue).
The Crosspoint Latch Model 6116, a
three -level switcher, has four inputs
dedicated to analog component sources
and an additional three inputs which accept composite video, meaning that al-

though component and composite
sources cannot be mixed together, the
6116 can handle all types of video signals.

Meanwhile, both Sony (Betacart)
and Panasonic (MVP -100) were extolling the virtues of their half -inch cart
playback systems. For both companies,

The high-tech world of video postproduction systems has been especially

glitzy of late, with high -end systems
from such companies as CMX, Convergence, and Montage sporting
various sophisticated capabilities:
voice recognition, trackball controllers, and frame -by -frame displays.
With the NAB stardust beginning to
settle, however, SMPTE gave manufacturers and users alike a chance to
evaluate the new systems in terms of
real -world considerations.

One thoughtful perspective on the

future of video editing came from
Emory Cohen, president of Pacific
Video, who delivered a paper on what

he called "The Electronic Laboratory." Cohen addressed the continued re-

luctance of film producers to take
advantage of video editing, despite the

strenuous exhortations of the video
community. One problem, according
to Cohen, is that true film -style editing
is a process of reediting , a major weak-

ness of most video editing systems.
Some of the newer systems are beginning to address this, he noted, but acceptance is still in the future.
Another telling event was Montage's

announcement, a week prior to the
show, of a "baby brother" for its Montage Picture Processor. A limiting factor in the Picture Processor's
popularity, however, has been price: at
$260,000, the off-line system is clearly

only for the very high -end post production houses. Not to worry,
though-the new Montage, known as

the Picture Cutter, sells for a mere
$125,000 and has almost all the features of the Picture Processor.
As the name implies, the Picture
Cutter is a cuts -only system, reflecting
the accepted wisdom that 90 percent of
all edits are straight cuts. In fact, an editor can instruct the Picture Cutter to do
a dissolve, which will be duly entered
in the edit decision list; it simply won't
be displayed.

SUPER POD

TM

(soo' per pod) noun 1. A microwave
transmit/relay system used with ENG helicopters: enhances
and extends the coverage capabilities of television news
departments. 2. Nurad's advanced airborne ENG system

featuring an automatically rotated transmit antenna;
incorporates a sophisticated Loran C. control system.
LOW PROFILE

THE SUPER POD CONCEPT
The operational concept of the SUPER POD is
sophisticated yet simple. As the helicopter changes
direction, the Loran C interfaced control system
constantly computes the helicopter position and
automatically points the transmit antenna toward the
receive site.
SUPER POD features a unique circularly polarized
transmit antenna and a circularly polarized receive
antenna (for relay operations) housed within a sleek,
aerodynamically streamlined radome.

2165 Druid Park Drive

Baltimore, MD 21211

The SUPER POD radome is only 8.75 inches in height
for maximum ground clearance under the helicopter.

r1URAD

Telephone (301)462-1700
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TWX/Telex (710)234-1071

PHASER V

The smart

framestore
synchronizer
The Phaser V framestore
synchronizer is designed to
simplify system requirements
and operations in
broadcasting.
It is particularly suitable for cable networks
and distribution systems, for synchronizing
critical feeds or a complete head -end. When
genlocked to an interfering source, the Phaser
V will reduce co -channel interference.
Digital Video Systems Corp.
120 Middlefield Road,
Scarborough, Ontario
Canada M1S 4M6

(416) 299-6888

Telex: 065-25344

With a Phaser V synchronizing all
sources to one system reference, you can provide
the viewer with stable channel changes, insert
commercials and key in messages. You can cut,
wipe, fade and use switcher effects yet never suffer
vertical roll. The Phaser V will also pass VITS, VIRS,
teletext and closed captions in the correct line and
field.

Features:

Microprocessor controlled
Memory diagnostics
Built-in test generator

More features for a remarkable price

DIGITAL
a subsidiary of Scientific-Atlanta
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Convergence had a large, busy booth

Paltex, which last year acquired the

at the Sheraton hotel, but no actual

Datatron editing line, took the Vanguard editor to its logical conclusion

EditDroid. Rather, representatives of
Droidworks, the joint venture of Con-

vergence and Lucasfilms that

is

producing EditDroid, were tucked
away in a corner with a videotaped
presentation. This didn't seem to deter
visitors, who crowded the screen for a

glimpse of the "Star Wars" editing
system. In addition, Ralph Guggenheim
and Andrew Cohen of Lucasfilms pres-

ented papers describing EditDroid's

with its introduction of the new Esprit
editing system. According to Paltex director of marketing Al Paz, Esprit is a
"Rolls Royce" system with all the features of the top -of -the -line Vanguard,

plus a new editor interface complete
with 10 user -programmable keys and
an ASCII comments keyboard. The
system, which should be deliverable
this month, includes the electronics

EV-BLOC, a modular system from
Evertz, has time code, video DA, and
other modules.

design and editor interface. According
to Droidworks, Beta sites were scheduled to receive EditDroid last month;
delivery of production models begins

rack, three VTR interfaces (with interface to the new Ampex VPR-6 availa-

interface, 500 -event memory, amber

the aid of a joystick (for shuttling

next month with Complete Post in

display monitor, and Backtrac and
Smartscan software-in other words,
everything except a printer and disk

through the 32 frames) and a 16 -button

drive for the EDL-all for $54,000, the
same price as the old stripped -down
Vanguard.

Step, which also operates in an audio
mode, interfaces with all SMPTE time
code edit controllers and all half -inch,

Another new editing system that

3/4 -inch, one -inch, and two-inch VTRs

generated some excitement at the show
was En Vision, a touchscreen-based editor on view at the BHP booth. EnVision, an off-line 3 -inch system, again
reflects the video industry's increasing
fascination with film -style editing techniques. The basic three -machine system is expandable to 24 machines.

that provide RS -170 or CCIR signals
with at least 35 dB S/N, according to
the company. The first unit has already
been delivered to Video Post & Transfer in Dallas.
Comprehensive Video introduced an
enhanced version of its Edit Lister, an
edit list management program for Apple and IBM PCs. Edit Lister allows
off-line editing systems to compile edit
lists either on a control track system,
using window dubs, or by transmitting
information directly from a controller's
RS -232 output. Features include
995 -event memory, reedits, and insert/
delete edits.
With the increased emphasis being

Hollywood.
While EditDroid is geared mainly toward video post -production of feature

film, convergence is certainly not
forgetting its roots in video. The main
part of its SMPTE booth was dedicated
to the established 200 Series editor, the
modular, joystick -controlled machine
for which the company is famous. The

display featured the 204 editor with
new software, including improved list
management. Also new is an optional
CMX-compatible eight -inch floppy
disk drive (also compatible with ISC
and Amex ACE editors), immediately
available at $4500.

EECO, like many other editing
companies these days, is paying close
attention to the way different editors'
styles vary. With this in mind, the company, in conjunction with Swiderski
Electronics, introduced a new cinema -

ble), the keyboard, serial switcher

EnVision will edit material originated on either film or videotape and in-

tended for release on either medium.
EnVision is supplied as a complete
packaged product including furniture,
monitors, tape decks, controller, printer, and even a chair for the editor. Ac-

cording to Jack Behrens, who

graphic editing workstation for its

presented a paper describing En Vision,

EMME multimachine editor to comple-

the user needs only a 110 V ac outlet
"and a room to keep the rain out."
Control Video, recently acquired by

ment the previously shown video
editing workstation. Unlike the latter,
which is a dedicated keyboard with rotary shuttle knob, the cinemagraphic

workstation has only one control-a
single -button mouse, which can be

rolled on any surface including

ADDA Corp., was in the ADDA booth
with its advanced list management system (ALMS). The system functions as

a standalone unit to manage CMXformat edit decision lists, or as an op-

desktop, clipboard, even one's leg-to

tion to Control Video's Lightfinger

move the cursor around the small mon-

touchscreen editor. Features of ALMS

ochrome monitor that displays the
menu. All editing decisions are made
with the mouse. A pair of color monitors display preview and picture information. Although the system uses time
code internally, it displays no time code

numbers (time code information is
available with the video editing work
station, however.) An optional alphanumeric keyboard is available.
The cinemagraphic workstation allows control of up to four VTRs; with
the dedicated keyboard, EMME will
control up to nine VTRs or ATRs.

include an "undo" function that deletes mistakes or accidental keystrokes,
a help function that provides information about any key's functions, list sort-

ing, unlimited notes and comments,
sublists, tape reel directories, insertions or deletions in the list, list cleaning and ripple, and other management
functions.

Apert/Herzog's latest item is The
Step (for "select the edit point"). This
device stores two seconds of video as
32 digitized images, displayed frame by -frame on a monitor, to allow the op-

erator to select an exact edit point with

keypad (for selecting any of the 16
frames displayed at one time). The

placed on audio production for TV
programming, time code and time code
synchronizers continue their develop-

ment. Sony Pro Audio unveiled
Syncmaster, an innovative new synchronizer which draws on video editing
technology to create a system that easily fits into the post -production environ-

ment. The Syncmaster, which locks
together and controls up to four ma-

chines, is built around a central
keyboard/display unit that provides an
audio edit decision list with management capability.
A.F. Associates showed the Scantex
audio follow system, which AFA represents in the U.S. on an exclusive ba-

sis. The system can be directly
controlled from an editor or switcher;
interfaces are available for Grass Valley switchers and Convergence,
Ampex, Paltex, and 1SC editors. It sells

for $2800 to $8000, depending on
configuration.
BM/E JANUARY, 1985
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A new company, TimeLine, Inc., introduced its Lynx time code module, a
$2450 unit that combines a wideband

tion is available for another $9900. A
digital key manipulator adds only another $2000.

SMPTE time code reader, multi standard SMPTE time code generator,
audio/video tape machine synchronizer, and RS -422 communications controller for use with external editors. In

its maximum configuration, the
TimeLine system is capable of
synchronizing and remotely controlling
up to 32 machines, on-line and simultaneously. The system can also be used as

a standalone chase synchronizer for
two or more machines.
Another modular system was introduced by Evertz Microsystems, repre-

sented by Amtel in the U.S. The
EV-BLOC system allows the user to
arrange time code, video DA, and other
modules in any quantity needed. Initial
modules include a time code generator

(LTC and VITC), time code reader/
translator, source ID encoder, SC/H
phase meter, video DA, 8 by 1 video

switcher, character generator, and
computer editor interfaces. The system

uses VITC user bits to send the time

code and source ID information
through the routing system. The modules mount side -by -side in Eurocard
racks and can be used singly or in interactive blocks.
Skotel demonstrated "evolution, not
revolution" of its full time code prod-

uct line, according to the company's

Stephen Scott. One new feature is
front -panel controls for character
insertion.

Effects and Graphics
Under $50,000
For some time now it's been apparent that although digital effects started
out as the plaything of the rich, afforda-

ble only by the largest stations and
teleproduction facilities, there's now a
movement afoot to bring digital effects
prices down to earth and to put some
form of effects, if not also digital still
storage, into every station and facility.
The magical number here appears to be
$50,000 (although many companies are
making digital systems for far less).

II III

*

AY

II II

software updates for the basic effects
package. The first, picture cropping,
involves the ability to individually manipulate the key signal rather than having it follow the video. This allows the

creation of mask areas within the
Microtime's compact Genesis 1 effects
system sells for only $21,990.

frame, or the main video signal itself to

be cropped. This software upgrade is
$150.

extremely small size (under 24 inches

of rack space) make it perfect for
smaller installations. Its processing
power comes from a new Model 654
frame synchronizer with four frames of

component coded memory, and up to
four NTSC encoded outputs.
On the other hand, ADDA continues
to reduce even further the _price of its
ESP II still store. With the newly introduced single -channel processor priced

at $19,500 and a new 80 megabyte

Also available immediately is the
Cube Maker software upgrade for the
E -Flex Optifex 3D module. The new
$100 software upgrade greatly

simplifies the creation of six -sided
rotating cubes. The perator defines the
size, position, perspective, and path of
the first face of the cube. In successive
passes, the Cube Maker automatically
determines these values for succeeding
faces. Each face of the cube is built in a
single pass.

fixed disk drive capable of storing 200

frames priced at $5500, the system

price can come down as low as
$25,000. The system can be upgraded
to a two -channel unit for $9990.

Harris was also showing the
HDE-100 digital effects system, also
priced under $50,000. The basic package includes standard video effects,
plus Montage, Multifreeze, Reflect,
and Orbit. The basic unit can also be
expanded with modules that add dual-

channel operation, and automatic
events sequencing of 150 events in nine
blocks.
As had been predicted for some time,
Microtime is swinging heavily into the

digital effects area, putting its frame

The Abekas A62 records 50 or 100 sec-

synchronizers to more use than as simple passive correctors. The new system
introduced at SMPTE was Genesis I,

onds of video on a Winchester hard

priced at only $21,990. The compact
unit features a full range of digital effects: V and H compression, crop, bor-

der, zoom, flip, tumble, posterize,
mosaic, and so forth. It can take either
composite or component inputs and has

disk.

For its digital effects system, Abekas

introduced the A52 combiner, which
allows two single -channel units to be
operated as a dual -channel system from

up to four control panels. An assign-

a full -preview keyer. Spatial antialiasing is incorporated to help cut

ment matrix permits extremely flexible
operation, allowing the channels to be
simply split apart or combined.

Harris, one of the most important

quantization.
The Illusion system from DSC is also

companies aiming at the under $50,000 price range, introduced Iris C

making considerable headway in this
market. $39,900 buys the basic digital

Not exactly in the under -$50,000
category, the Bosch FGS-4000 has
some new software that adds
capabilities to its already mind -

down on jagged lines caused by

boggling graphics. The most important

at SMPTE. The full-function/dual-

effects system with an awesome lineup

channel still store differs from the Iris H
in that it's limited to two users, whereas

new feature is smoothshading-the

of digital effects including flips, rotation, barrel roll, spiral, strobe, and so
forth, all under x,y,z-dimensional
joystick control. A 3D perspective op-

ability to add both shading and highlights to any object, be it round or flat,
concave or convex. This technique,

the II supports a multiuser environment. But its price (under $50,000) and
86
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NEC E -Flex owners will be happy to

learn of two extremely low-cost
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carried over from industrial CAD/

DO A
VIDEO CART
COMPARISON
BEFORE YOU BUY
Check all LA-KART's features below
then check our competition.
We're sure you'll choose LA -KART.
SMP?E Time Code

Modular Construction
Stereo

3ilingual
Delay System
68,000 Microprocessor
Automatic Directory Reading
Disc Drive

Manual or Automatic
Compatible with Columbine

Connects to Master Control
component Switching & Processing
Printout

70 Individual Segments on Each Tape
1000 Events
Random Access
Touch 7erminal Screen
1/2" Type M
1/2 r Type Beta
3/4" U-matic

Redundant

Custom Station Design & Software
Available to: Immedlate Delivery

Complete Turnkey Capabilities

LA

-KART'

LAKE SYSTEMS CORPORATION

The Leader in Video Cart Systems
Lake Systems. Corporation, 55 C:lapel Street, Newton, MA 02160 617 244.6881 TWX 710 335-1639
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CAM applications, is one of the corner-

stones of solid modeling, but is rarely
achieved in real-time as in the Bosch
system. Another major new piece of
software is the trajectory editor, which
allows objects to be added into or taken

away from animation trajectory sequences by simple reprogramming.
Other new software includes the pain
program introduced at NAB, a 3D editor which allows a two-dimensional object to be instantly transformed into 3D,
and the HQAS high -quality animation

editor for adding glows, streaks, sparkles, and so forth.
Bosch also revealed that The Post
Group in Los Angeles has purchased a
second FGS system.
MCl/Quantel also had software additions. Encore, the company's digital effects device introduced at NAB, was
shown with several new features-the
most notable being "Spacetrak." It is a

signed for both production and
post -production, this is an A/B,
program/preview design with lots of
features, effects, and interface
capabilities. One of its most significant

advances, based on the microprocessor -control design, is that the status of
all the crosspoints and settings is continuously displayed on a data screen,
allowing the editor to have an instant
reference when trying to establish a
carefully controlled effect.
Crosspoint Latch had an impressive
array of new switching gear at the con-

ference,

including the 6116
component/composite switcher described earlier. The company also in-

troduced the The 6112 AK, a new
microprocessor -controlled version of
the company's 6112 production switcher. It has nine inputs and two mix -

New Graphic Arts Generator from 3M
has a palette of over 16 million colors.

encoded data in 96 scan line blocks;
larger characters are automatically

tracking system with two sets of

effects generators,

crosswires that gives the operator a true

frame -accurate programmable duration
timers and countdown display on seven
readouts.

stored as interlocked groups of 96 scan
line pieces. Once stored, the character
can then be cropped in eight -line increments, compressed in one -line incre-

spatial representation of picture
sweeps, greatly simplifying complex
perspective moves. The system also
now features soft focus for enlarged
pictures; a live front -back source selection with different pictures on each side

of a surface; a dedicated input freeze
store that permits manipulation of a live
image on one side and a frozen picture
on the opposite side of a surface; and an
internal nonvolatile memory capable of

storing up to 5000 sweeps.
In the production switcher department, Ross, represented by its American distributor Adcom, was featuring

add-ons for its production switcher

line. Among these is Encore, a
microprocessor -based memory system
with five memory pages, each of which
holds 20 events. Also featured was the
UltraKey, an RGB chromakeyer priced

at $3780 which is integrated into the
switcher. It can track a key on up to four

separate camera inputs.
Central Dynamics also featured ad-

ditional switching capabilities in the
form of a new microprocessor control
module, the ISO Chroma Key system.

The system is designed to switch
multikey effects in fast-moving live sequences without degradation of the key
signal and precisely and automatically
recall all key preset operating parame-

ters such as hue, delay, shadow, soft

levels, and so on. The system has
CDL's new integral chromakeyers,
both RGB and encoded.
Shintron continues to make advances

into more sophisticated production
switchers with the introduction of
88

EMPRESS-Events Memory Programmable Effects Switcher System. De-
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each

with

Crosspoint also announced it has

ments, moved about, and ultimately

started delivering its newest Auto Drive

added to a font library in any character

Controller. The 7239 is an eight -bit

position. One of the most interesting
byproducts of the run length encoding
approach is that characters can also be

computer controller capable of storing
the entire configuration of the 6112 and
6139K production switcher series and
interfacing with most computer controlled editors. The price, with editor interface, is below $14,000.

The character generator market is
likely to heat up a bit now with the
somewhat surprising introduction by
Dubner of a real character generatorTexta-capable of high -resolution (37
ns) lettering. One of the big selling,
points for Texta is its low price. For a
base price of only $42,000 you get a
full-blown system capable of proportionally spaced characters; unlimited
bordering and drop shadowing; nine speed roll, crawl, and slow reveal; diagonal typing; 3D shadows; tumbling
and rolling; 64 -color logos; and a host
of other graphics features. In addition
to the text mode, there is also an ability
to automatically draw geometric forms

such as circles and ellipses. A video
digitizer is optional, as is a weather
service interface for automatic recording of weather displays.
Featured at Quanta was its amazing
new font compose for the Q8, available

as a $2995 extra circuit card and
software update option. The first step in

logo creation is to scan in an image
from any video camera, selecting the
correct capture level from the Q8 keyboard. The logo is stored as run length

quite easily expanded vertically. Multicolored fonts can be created by multiple
captures which are then stored on dif-

ferent memory planes one behind the
other.

Chyron highlighted the production
model of its 4100 EX, which the company introduced in prototype form at
NAB. EX stands for expanded system,
which essentially means that the font
and computer memory have been doubled. New computer software allows
for a number of new features including
automatic kerned fonts; twodimensional rotation of characters (pin -

wheeling); and three-dimensional
rotation with perspective and depth of
characters. Also, MGM software has

been changed to allow cutting and
pasting with resizing capabilities, and
type styles can be modified
automatically.
3M showed a prototype of its Model
MFA 24 -bit -plane paint system, a more

powerful "big brother" of the company's BFA system. The MFA, which
will sell for $50,000 to $60,000, features "true color" painting capabilities
and photographic image grab quality.

The company also demonstrated its

D-5000 character generator, and
showed an audio -only addition to its H
Series routing switcher line.
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THE NEW NAME IN VIDEO
WON'T DISTORT THE NEWS.
The new three -quarter -inch EASTMAN Professional

to work with today's state-of-the-art recording and

Video Tape gives your news crews the reliability
needed to deliver the story accurately every time.
With high signal-to-noise ratio and the lowest of
dropouts. With consistency, cassette after cassette.
This broadcast -quality video tape is designed

editing equipment. It's available in all popular
sizes of standard and mini cassettes.
Ask your dealer or Kodak sales and engineer-

ing representative about the complete line of
EASTMAN Professional Video Tape.

Eastman Kodak Company, Motion Picture and Audiovisual Markets Division
Atlanta: 404/351-6510 Chicago: 312/654-5300 Dallas: 214/351-3221 Honolulu: 808/833-1661
Hollywood: 213/464-6131 New York: 212/930-7500 Rochester: 716/254-1300 San Francisco. 415/989-8434
Washington, D.C.: 703/558-9220 Montreal: 514/761-3481 Toronto: 416/766-8233 Vancouver: 604/926-7411.
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videodisc recording system.

Is Videotape the Right

ODC, which has actually been in

Medium?

business for about two years, chose to
formally introduce its system in a paper
by Don Hayes, senior member, technical staff. This introduction coincided
with the delivery of ODC's first system
to Spectra -Image, Burbank. The post -

The folks at Abekas asked this leading question in a suite at the Sheraton
Centre where they demonstrated the
brand-new, much heralded A62 digital

disk recorder. Based on Winchester
hard disk technology, the system can
simultaneously record and play back

production facility plans to use the low -

volume, fast -turnaround system to do
disc -based editing. Pacific Video has
the same thing in mind for its new system, which the facility took delivery of
in late November.
The ODC 610 system sells for about
$200,000. A playback machine, which
the company does not provide, is also
necessary; the discs produced on the
ODC system are compatible with any
laser disc player currently on the mar-

single frames of video at any speed, on
a random access basis, with a total sys-

tem memory of either 50 or 100 seconds (only the 50 -second version was
demonstrated).
The concept is that the new disk recorder should emulate a high -quality

Type -C VTR-in both price (the
50 -second version is $98,500 and the
100 -second version $148,500) and performance (but without the color fram-

ing problems and other hassles of
videotape recorders).
To understand the impact of this new
development, consider its possibility
for doing station promo work. Only one
set of frames of the entire full-length

promotion need be recorded, using a
video camera, a computer graphics system, or any other NTSC input. Once re -

Optical Disc Corp. showed its DRAW
videodisc recording system.

BECOME A QUALITY V.I.P

Q ualitY
VIDEO SUPPLY
CORPORATION

As a V.I.P. you will receive:
1. NEW! 1985/86 VIDEO SUPPLY CATALOG
2. NEW! VALUE PRICING
3. NEW! PRODUCT SELECTION
4. NEW! 5% TERMS
5. NEW! FREE UPS FREIGHT
6. NEW! BONUS DISCOUNTS

Reserve Your 1985/86

Quality V.I.P. Catalog Today
To Qualify Circle Reader Response No. Below

V.I.P

QUALITY VIDEO SUPPLY CORPORATION
76 Frederick St., Hackensack, NJ 07602
1.800-431-6000

ket. ODC also sells blank discs for

corded, the frames can be played back
in any sequence, allowing a producer to
build up as many different spots as he
or she chooses from the raw material.
Abekas was not the only company to
introduce a new recording technology
at the conference. Optical Disc Corporation (ODC) also chose this place and
time to reveal the inner workings of its
new LaserVision-compatible DRAW

(201) 488 -V -DE -0

a commitment to serve the Video Industry Professional
Dealer Inquiries Encouraged
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$ WO each.

The 610 is a real-time system. A
half-hour show could be encoded and
recorded in about 45 minutes. The 612
encoder will insert required and optional control and address signals, as well
as specified VITS and VIRS into the
vertical interval of a video signal. The
encoded video can then be used to feed
the recorder, or create a fully encoded

SERVICE
ENGINEERS
Opportunities Available In
Los Angeles, Atlanta, Dallas,
New York G Chicago
SONY Broadcast Products Company, a world
leader in professional broadcast television
equipment, has highly visible opportunities in
Los Angeles, Atlanta, Dallas, New York and
Chicago for Service Engineers.
The successful candidates should have several
years experience in television operation with
emphasis on installing, maintaining and servicing a wide range of sophisticated
microprocessor based broadcast equipment.
BSEE or equivalent experience is preferred.

SONY offers a competitive starting salary and
comprehensive benefits package which includes company paid pension, dental, profit
sharing and savings plan. For prompt consideration, please send your resume indicating
preferred location and salary requirements, to:
SONY BROADCAST PRODUCTS COMPANY,
ATTENTION: MANAGER, HUMAN
RESOURCES, 1600 QUEEN ANNE ROAD,
TEANECK, NEW JERSEY 07666. We are

pleased to be an equal opportunity employer

M/F/H/V.

SONY.
THE ONE AND ONLY
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Get it out of your system.
Television is an electronic medium. Yet
TV graphics still involve messy paints,
glue, air brushes, razors, and other
paraphernalia.

MCI /Quantel's Paint Box can put your
TV graphics into the electronic medium.
So you can get all the messy paraphernalia out of your system. Digitally.
The Paint Box lets you do a lot more
than you can do with traditional art
materials. A lot faster. And with typical
Quantel picture quality
It gives you over 16 million colors. If
that's not enough, you can mix your
own, just like you'd do with paints.

It's incredibly versatile. You can
produce the look of oils, watercolors,
chalk, pencil. You can make stencils.
Air brush. Cut and paste. Even
animate.

Call your focal MCI /Quantel office.
They'll be glad to show you a demonstration tape. Or get in touch with us
directly at 415/856-6226. Micro
Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 50810,
Palo Alto, California 94303.

You can grab TV frames off the
resize them, retouch them, mix them
with graphics.
You can set type from a large variety
of the highest quality fonts.

And you can interface the Paint Box
to Quantel's DLS 6000 Library System
for a totally digital still -picture system.
It's awesome.
Graphics like this are easy on the Paint Box.
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The digital video people.
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videotape which can be sent to disc
manufacturers for mass replication.
Despite the "alternatives" offered
by Abekas and ODC, videotape certainly will be the medium of choice in

most applications for a long time to
come. And, as BM/E reported in September, Ampex introduced the brand-

Though images from its Super
Motion "super slow motion" system
are by now familiar to sports viewers on

ABC, Sony introduced the system
formally to the industry at SMPTE.
Utilizing some of the technology developed by Sony for its HDTV system, the
Super Motion system eliminates much

new VPR-6 Type -C VTR, with

of the blur and fuzziness associated

production capabilities in many ways
the equal of the VPR-3 but with a price

with conventional slow-mo by recording three times as much information.
The Super Motion BVP-3000 camera
scans at 90 frames per second, resulting
in RGB bandwidths three times that of

- $72,500 - more like the current
VPR-2B. Ampex stresses that although
the 6 will eventually replace the 2B as
the intermediate machine between the
low-cost VPR-80 and the top -of -the line VPR-3, it is infinitely more sophisticated than the current 2B model.
The features are well thought out.

There is, for instance, an automatic
end -of -tape sensing mechanism that
slows the rewind transports (achieving

up to 500 ips in shuttle speed with
viewable picture to 450 ips) when approaching the end of the reel, thereby
avoiding both head and tape damage.
Ampex announced at the show the
sale of 20 VPR-6s to National Video

Center, the New York City teleproduction facility-a contract worth
$1.5 million.

conventional NTSC. The 90 Hz scanned signals are then digitally con-

verted to the standard 30 Hz rate,
resulting in three separate NTSC pictures. The signals are then recorded on
a

specially modified BVH-2700

Type -C VTR with three recording
heads and a tape speed three times normal Type -C speed. The result is that ev-

ery high-speed frame scanned by the
camera is recorded at the equivalent of

normal speed, so that the full bandwidth playback images can be

slowed or stopped with no degradation
in quality from regular NTSC.
Also introduced by Sony at the show

was the BVH-2180, a three-hour

record/play version of the Sony Type -C
VTR.

Some developments in half- and
1/4 -inch recorder/cameras have been
covered in the discussion on cameras
themselves. Bosch, however, amid re-

ports that the SMPTE

1/4 -inch

committee may be leaning back in the
Bosch direction, unveiled its
BCF/9/10, the studio recorder/player
unit that completes the Quartercam system. Meanwhile, Bosch also revealed
its role in the ABC Los Angeles Olympics coverage. In addition to
Quartercam cameras, Bosch had two

field editing systems on hand-

modular units in which the field recorder itself can be plugged into the editor to

serve as a source or record deck. The

tests apparently met even Julie
Barnathan's expectations.

Tentel brought a new tape tension
gauge designed especially for the Sony
BVH and Ampex VPR Type -C video

recorders. Both companies have approved the new Tentelometer, which
sells for $690 with a viscous damping
option.
Audico introduced a new videotape
duplicator that loads recorded
videotape onto cassettes from a single

Chicago's Post Effects chose a
Ross 508 production switcher to
be at the heart of their new stateof-the-art editing and special
effects house.
The Post Effects switcher lived up

to the Ross record for reliability
too: "We knew it would work, right
out of the box --and it did."

How do they like

it:

"With the

Encore menory system and serial

interface to our ISC editor, no
other switcher comes close to
matching the 508's capabilities
Our editors like it and our clients
keep coming back. The Ross

"Superior performance
at a reasonable cost"

switcher has played a major role in
our success."

-Mike Fayette -

owner/editor
Post Effects

Let us help you write your own
success story with a switcher from
Ross Video.
CANADA Ross Video Limited
Box 220, 9 Plaza Drive
Iroquois, Ontario, Canada KOE 1K0
Tel (613)652-4889

USA: Ross Video Inc

P 0 Box 880
Ogdensburg New York 13669

Ii.01ROSS

Telex: 05-811579
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Stereo TV is the one to watch.
Flash. Stereo TV is the hot
topic at the 1984 Consumer Electronics Show in Chicago.
Flash. Every major TV set manufacturer plans to put multichannel
units on the street by 1985.
Flash. NBC announces The Tonight Show and Friday Night Videos will soon be recorded in stereo.
Flash. ABC tests bilingual
broadcasts of The Fall Guy in
Spanish markets; ratings soar.
Flash. NEC introduces VHF
and UHF transmitters with full
stereo sound.
In 1977.

NEC

We signed on seven
years ago.
Stereo TV may be hot, but it's
nothing new at NEC.
You see, we prototyped it way
back in 1969. And signed on with
our first multichannel transmitter
in 1977.
And since then, we've installed
more than 100 stereo TV transmitters in Japan and Australia. With
the same proven technology found
in more than 1,400 NEC transmitters around the world.
So now, as America moves into
stereo, NEC stands ready to offer
you this exciting new technology.
Tested. Tenured. And fine-tuned.

Stereo TV Transmitters. Right now.
From NEC.
Stereo TV is just a matter of
when. So what can you do now?
Well, you could buy unproven
technology. And pray that you don't
pay for trial and error. Sooner and
later.

Or, you can call NEC toll -free at
1-800-323-6656. We have a full line

of multichannel transmitters, with
single output powers up to 35 kW,
that wed love to show you.
You see, we're the one to watch
in stereo television. Because we
already have been for
seven years.

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
NEC America, Inc., Broadcast Equipment Division, 130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007, in Illinois 312-640-3792.
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cassette, with cue tones marking each
duplicate.

expensive studio camera aimed at
budget -conscious stations. The

auto setup system, the 1623 or 1624
camera head is modified with a rear

SC -500, a studio version of Ikegami's
ITC -730, has three 2/3 -inch pickup

adaptor containing the genlock and au-

tubes and prism optics, along with a

with a built-in diascope. Thomson also
displayed its top -of -the -line TTV 1525
C fully automatic studio camera, introduced at NAB.

tomatic control functions and a lens

Cameras and Lenses Eye

range of automatics that simplify oper-

the Future

range. Automatics include centering
control, auto iris with weighting sys-

The camera field was relatively quiet
at SMPTE, with manufacturers appar-

tem, auto cap for tube protection, white

Sony, which showed a new Plumbicon

and black balance, and black level.
Should your camera operator take an

version of its three-Saticon BVW-3
Betacam, the BVW-30. The $36,000
BVW-30 features a higher resolution

ently resting up in preparation for
NAB. Nevertheless, several companies
introduced new cameras, especially at

the low end of the price scale.
Ikegami, long known for its high end, high -quality video cameras, made

a play for the economy market at
SMPTE with its introduction of an in-

ation, all at a price in the $20,000

extended vacation, a nonvolatile memory will retain all automatic correction
data for several years.
In addition to the SC -500, Ikegami

viewfinder tube plus audio level indication and control in the viewfinder. The

camera also has an external switch to

had its ITC -730A lower -cost three -tube

provide access to the zebra pattern ON/

ENG camera in a Plumbicon version,
the ITC-730AP.
The big camera news at Thomson-

OFF control. Deliveries of the new
camera were scheduled to begin last

CSF was that the company is now offer-

ing Betacam in two French -built
versions, the TTV 1623 (Plumbicons)

and TTV 1624 (Saticons). The
Betacams, which may be operated with

Ikegami introduced an economical studio camera, the SC -500..

Betacams were also in the news at

or without the attached half -inch recorder, were shown in an auto -setup
version with a microprocessor -based
automatic control box that adjusts geometry, registration, and black and
white shading. To function with the

month.
One of Sony's big marketing pushes
is the variety of Betacams it offers, on

both the high and low ends. The company further illustrated this theme with
its announcement that its new low-cost
camera, the BVP-150, is now in full
production. The BVP-150 is a broad-

cast version of Sony's industrial
DXC-M3 with NTSC and Betacam outputs; it lists for $8900. Also on the low

end, Sony showed its compact

Perfect reception
in long yardage situations.
Shure's new FP11 and FP12 field

production units help the signal
come through loud and clear. The
compact size and ultra -rugged design
of these units make them perfect
for ENG, EFP, film and even sound
reinforcement situations. Lightweight, with belt clips, they'll go

anywhere to cover all the action.

FM Headphone Bridging Amp
The FP12 lets you check any
audio line through headphones,
without terminating the signal. The
unit accepts standard 14" or 3.5 mm
mini -plugs. Its % dB of gain drives
headphones even with a weak signal.

FP11 Mic-to-Line Amplifier
The FP11 boosts mic signals to
line level by up to 84 dB, giving a
clear, static -free signal over long
distances. It features a precision
stepped gain control, a switchable
limiter, and easy access to batteries
for checking or replacement.

For more information on Shure'
complete field production family,
call or write Shure Brothers, Inc.,
222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60204
(312) 866-2553.
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THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS...WORLDWEDE

AM Stereo Without Compromise

C-QUAM® AM Stereo System by Delta Electronics, Inc.
FCC Type Accepted
Delta Electronics, Inc. introduces the ASE -1 AM
Stereo Exciter and ASM-1 AM Stereo Modulation

ship in the field of broadcast instrumentation solidly
backs this technological advance.

market. C-Quam is the Compatible Quadrature

The proliferation of receivers from GM's Delco
Electronics, Inc., Macintosh Labs, Sherwood Electronics, Chrysler Corporation, Concord Electronics,

Monitor: FCC type -accepted C-Quam System
transmission equipment for the AM Stereo broadcast
Amplitude Modulation system developed by Motorola,
Inc. C-Quam is the system of choice for more than 70
U.S. stations plus additional Canadian stations. Users

range from kilowatt day -timers to full-time network
flagships. These stations report enthusiastic response

from listeners using multimode and full C-Quam
stereo receivers as well as typical monophonic

receivers. The key is compatibility without compromise. All listeners, stereo and mono, receive a clear
signal with low distortion. Delta's twenty-year leader-

Samsung Electronics and others not yet announced, is

creating a sizeable C- Quam audience. With the
outstanding performance of this equipment, you can
be sure that the audience will stay tuned to your Delta
C-Quam AM Stereo transmission system.

For additional information, contact Bob Bousman
at (703) 354-3350.
C-QUAM is a registered trademark of Motorola, Inc.
Manufactured under license from Motorola, Inc.

DELTA ELECTRONICS
5730 General Washington Drive, Alexandria, Virginia 22312
Telephone: 703-354-3350 TWX: 710-832-0273 Telex: 90-1963
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BVW-2 Newsmaker Betacam, a one tube version that weighs nine pounds.
Deliveries of the $8000 camera are expected for the first quarter of 1985.
RCA and NEC continue to do battle
on the CCD camera front, and the hostilities appear to be heating up. Both
companies are balking at naming purchasers of their CCD cameras, each apparently waiting for the other to do so
first.

RCA had no new announcements
since last spring's introductory fanfare
for its CCD-1 camera. Visitors to its
booth in the Hilton were directed to a
suite upstairs for a repeat of the CCD-1

suite demonstration given at NAB,
showing the camera's ability to stop ac-

tion when equipped with a 1/500 second rotary shutter.
NEC, which continues to be the only
other company with a broadcast -quality

CCD camera, took a more aggressive
stance with the introduction of a new
generation of its SP -3 three -chip camera. The SP -3A contains an entirely

new chip, built by NEC, which the
company says increases the camera's
light -handling capabilities for a virtual
absence of smear and increased sensi-

tivity (f/4 at 1500 lux). S/N is 58 dB.
The camera will interface with half -

casting Corp. with 20 SK -970s and 10

inch Beta, 3 -inch U-Matic, or 1/4 -inch

Besides RCA, another company exploring the advantages of shuttered vid-

tape formats and boasts all the advantages of CCDs, including permanent
registration free of geometric distortion
and EMI -immune, and freedom from
burn -in, sticking, and comet -tailing.
The camera lists at $18,500, about half
the price of RCA's CCD-1, and is deliverable in 60 days.
Hitachi's new FP -Z-31 three -tube
auto setup ENG camera, shown in prototype at NAB, is now ready for deliv-

builds a rotary shutter mechanism that
is infinitely adjustable from 1/500 to
1/10,000 of a second-while the cam-

era is operating. According to a
spokesperson, this lets the camera op-

erator monitor the signal while
determining the optimum shutter speed
for the light available. Maximum light
loss with the shutter is approximately
two f/stops.

entry into Hitachi's Computacam line,

Nisus, which has been in existence

the camera is a good example of the
kinds of advanced features now appearing in "economy" broadcast cameras. For a mere $8000, the user gets

about a year, has been selling primarily
to the military market until now. Talks
with the three television networks over
the past six to eight months, however,

one -touch auto centering, auto registra-

have led to a contract with CBS for

tion, black set, black balance, and
white balance, with backup battery

modification of Ikegami HL -79s. The
company also supplies what it calls the

memory. The camera also offers fault
diagnosis and registration correction,
along with a wide range of accessories.
Hitachi is still emphasizing its SK -970
and SK -97 Computacams; at SMPTE,
the company proudly announced a con-

Nidus N-3, a Sony DXC-M3 camera
modified with the rotary shutter for
around $17,500. Nisus will supply either camera in modified form, or will

tract to supply the Canadian Broad-

lenses beyond what manufacturers had

Compact Audio
Proven best by lab tests and in the field.

Selected for network coverage of the '84 Winter Games
and political conventions on the basis of:

Superior performance
Compact design

eo cameras is Nisus Video. Nisus

ery, the company says. A low -end

Reliability
Cost effectiveness

modify a new user -supplied camera.

SMPTE produced little news in

GALLAUDET COLLEGE
SCHOOL OF
COMMUNICATION

NEW...TheMost

DA

SK -97s.

Invites applications for the following positions in:

CHAIR, DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION,
FILM, AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Chair of a Department providing an undergraduate major in television, film, and photography. Major emphasis on television with four
studios and considerable production responsibility. The ability to
lead in an academic environment as well as outstanding competence

in production.

DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION,
FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY
ssistant or Associate Professor of film in a department providing an

undergraduate major and considerable production responsibility.
Responsibilities emphasize undergraduate instruction in film production and theory.

DEPARTMENT OF TELEVISION,
FILM AND PHOTOGRAPHY
Assistant or Associate Professor of television in a department providing an undergraduate major and considerable production responsibil-

ity. The Facility includes four studios, one having state -of -the art
production equipment. Responsibilities emphasize undergraduate
instruction.

For more information on this and our other Audio and
Broadcasting Products, call or write for our free catalog.

Application should include: Letter of intent, vita, and three letters of
recommendation. By March I. 1985 to:

David Tweedie, Ed. D.

DATATRONIXimc
2100 Reston Avenue
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 620-5300
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Dean, School of Communication
Gallaudet College
800 Florida Avenue, NE
Washington, DC 20002

Gallaudet College is an Equal Opportunity Employer/Educational
Institution.
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HITACHI INVENTS
THE FIRST 1" VTR
THAT WATCHES ITSELF
SO YOU DON'T HAVE TO.
The revolutionary Hitachi
HR -230 1" VTR has the
most advanced real-time,
self -diagnostic capabilities

fast/slow motion range
that provides real-time
reverse and field/frame
still motion. Plus programmable time compression up to 20%, with
0.1% accuracy.
A unique, concealed foldout control panel groups editing functions and separates edit
controls from the main control
panel.
in short, it's the ultimate 1"
for networks, affiliates or teleproduction companies. Don't
ccnsider your next 1" purchase withou: looking into
it. Contact Hitachi Denshi
America, Ltd., Broadcast
and Professional Division,
175 Crossways Park West,

ever perfected.
In either the record or
playback mode, a computer
inside the HR -230 monitors
49 different performance parameters second by second. And then
stores this information within
the memory for recall at a later

time-not just with numbers
and symbols, but in words.
This means no more errors
slip by when your operator is not
there. And there's no more need
for hit-or-miss spot checking.
The Hitachi HR -230 has a
unique quick -threading tape
path, incorporating retracting entrance and exit guides,
main erase head, as well as

a scanner air system that
protects tapes.
It recues a 30 -second segment in 3.5 seconds. It has a

Wroodbury, NY 11797. (516)
IN IN

moos IN

921-7200 or (830) 645-7510.
Hitachi Densh., Ltd. (Canada),

65 Melford Drive, Scarborough, Ontaric M1B 2G6.
(416) 299-5901
Cicle 160 on Reach,. Service Card

Hitachi

shown at NAB. An exception was Can-

a new 14x9 ENG zoom, first intro-

on, which introduced an 18X ENG
zoom, what it calls the longest range

duced at IBC earlier in the fall. The lens
has an f/1.6 to f/1.9 maximum aperture

ever for an ENG lens. In addition, the

over the entire zoom range, even with
the built-in 2X extender in use. Its light
weight of just 3.3 pounds is enhanced

lens has a built-in extender, lengthening its focal range to 18-324 mm
(9-162 mm without the extender).
Maximum relative aperture is f/1.7 to
116 mm, dropping to f/2.4 at 162 mm.

Company VP Jack Keyes also described a Canon -developed f/1.2, four piece prism for 2/3 -inch format cameras
in a paper presented at the convention.
The latest entry from Angenieux was

by a center of gravity that has been
shifted back toward the camera, resulting in less weight resting on the
camera operator's hand.
Schneider emphasized two relatively
new lenses, the 14.5X wide angle for
studio cameras introduced at NAB and
the 14X ENG lens, which a spokesper-

son says is selling well.

An interesting item from Arriflex
was the Lightflex, which the company
recently acquired from Lightflex Inter-

national, Ltd., of Birmingham,
England. The on -camera accessory is
mounted in front of the lens and reflects
light back into the lens, effectively raising the pedestal without raising noise.
Originally designed for film cameras,
Lightflex works with any video camera, pulling more detail out of shadowy

areas and increasing overall picture
detail.

Lighting, Power, and
Support to Play
Increasing Roles
"The importance of lighting in communications is usually underestimated

by communicators. Please don't fall
into this trap," cautioned E. Carlton
Winckler, an expert in TV lighting
since the 1940s and now senior production consultant at Imero Fiorentino As-

sociates, in his paper "The Objectives
of Lighting."
From a technological point of view,
however, there has never been a greater
number of quality tools for strengthening communications than at this year's
SMPTE.

One of the most significant new
products on the market was introduced
by Camera Mart. Softube is a portable,
lightweight lighting unit that uses ultrahigh output tubes which give the light
output and quality of a softlight with the

added advantage of interchangeable
tubes to match many lighting situations. The four -bulb unit with remote

t000t"I

ballast draws only 4.6 A with an output
of 125 to 150 fc at a distance of six feet,

and gives a spread of nine feet.

Like Winckler, LTM's Thomas
Denove says his company finds itself in
an ongoing campaign to educate broad-

casters about lighting. As a result,
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LTM plans to start offering turnkey installations of small studios, from 15 by
15 to 30 or 40 by 40 square feet, probably during NAB. For this show, it introduced eight portable kits, Pepper Paks,
based on its Pepper fresnels. At the other end of the spectrum, LTM unveiled

the Luxarc 12000, a 12 kW HMI
fresnel.

Colortran unveiled a new dimmer
rack, the D-192, and a new lighting
control console, the System 2. In addition, it brought out the Dimension 5

Greater Reach,
Lighter Weight
The Incredible Canon
The Canon J18 x 9 BIE lens greatly increases the
capability of portable cameras. It gives you an 18X reach,
then gives you even more-up to 36X with its built-in
extender. Yet, It's lighter in weight, and easy to handle.
It has greater sensitivity for low -light situations, maintaining an f1.7 relative aperture through 116mm. It gives
you tighter close-ups, and story -telling wide -angles.

IE

Equip your cameras with the incredible Canon
J18 x 9 BE. It gives you more. And it's available now!
KEY SPECIFICATIONS:

Focal Length: 9-162mm, 18-324mm w/2X extender
Max Relative Aperture: 1:1.7 (9-116mm), 1:2.4 at 162mm
X Angular Feld of View: 52.1° x 40.3° at 9mm, 3.1° x 2.3° at 162mm
MI Minimum Object Distance: 0.9 meter (2.9 feet)
Weight 1.7kg. (3.7 Ibs)

GREAT FOR
NEWS!

GREAT FOR
SPORTS!

The most lens you can
put on an ENG camera.
18X reach brings the

Cover the whole field,
zoom in with an 18X
reach 2X extender for
324mm super long shots!

story up close-super in
low light situations, too!

Canon®

Optics Division
Canon USA, Inc.. Heal Office: One Cancn Plaza Lake Success, N Y. 11042 (516) 488-6700
Dallas Office: 2035 Royal Lane, Suite 290, Dallas Texas 75229 (21z) 620-2641
Chicago Office 140 Industrial Drive, Elmhurst, III 60126 (312) 833-3070
West Coast Office: 123 Paularino Avenue East, Costa Mesa, Ca. 92526 (714) 979-6000
Canon Canada, Inc 6390 Dixie Road, M ssissau ja, Ontario L5T1P7, Canada (416) 678-2730
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TAPE

with a pneumatically supported center

column, is intended to be used with

SYNCHRONIZERS!

Sachtler's Video 20 steerable dolly.
Autocue brought its new 706 Mini
Video Prompter, which it is targeting
for small stations and studios. The 706
fits on small cameras and tripods.
As for power supplies, certainly the
most important development was the
CASP (charger/analyzer/sequencer/
power supply) from Christie. The company has taken its revolutionary
"burping" fast charge system, which

SYSTEM 2600

"Building Blocks"
from
PLAY -SPEED SYNCHRONIZING
lock ATRs together
lock ATRs to video sync
lock ATRs to projectors
lay back audio to video

Christie marketing VP Fred Benjamin
holds the CASP charger/power supply.

injects a high voltage spike into the
charge cycle to prevent battery overheating, and incorporated it into a unit
that will charge all types of batteries.

When not being used as a charger,
computer console, which Colortran
claims is the most advanced lighting
console available, with 512 control
CHASE SYNCHRONIZING
sweeten audio -for -video
add ATRs to video editing systems
synchronize to automated mixers
slave VCRs for digital audio

channels by 999 dimmers.
For the first time at SMPTE, Belden
displayed its Lee 8 kW HMI light with
solid-state, flicker -free ballast, which it
says will provide competition for the
Brute. Belden anticipates distributing a

full line of these lights with other

CASP will power up to six units
requiring different voltages.

Frezzolini premiered the Model
CFC1 compact fast charger for all
Frezzi or Anton/Bauer nickel -cadmium
on -board battery packs.
Perrott Engineering showed the new

MP 500 Mini, a miniaturized charger

for silver -zinc batteries, selling for
$475.

lampheads of 4, 2.5, 1.2 kW, and 575
W.
REMOTE TRANSPORT CONTROL
ours, yours or theirs*
our modular remote (to 500')
control panels
your computer, terminal or keyboard

their* edit controllers or mixers
* CMX, Solid State Logic, Calaway, others

Frezzolini introduced an inverter,
the LPS-1, to supply 100 W of line isolated power for its popular Mini -Fill

lights. Additionally, Frezzi showed a
new MFDC dual configuration Mini Fill available with 12 and 30 V operation, and a 30 V, 250 W Mini -Fill with
lower color temperature.
Strand Century showed attendees its
new 575/1200 W HMI ParLite with ac-

Routing Systems

cessories and solid-state ballast for

cueing, trimming, looping, displaying,
jogging, rehearsing, recording, audio
event editing, and lots more

34 Tower Street
Hudson, MA 07149 USA
Tel.: 617-562-3801
NYC.: 516-352-2341
TWX: 710-347-0096
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again. Perhaps this is due to the
declining power of unions in society as

a whole, allowing stations to pursue

DeSisti had on hand its new line of

MVP -100, La -Kart, and the system

12 inches with 1, 2, and 5 kW.
Comprehensive Video showed its
own new line of lights and accessories

from Broadcast Video. Or perhaps it is
simply because automation systems as

(see BM/E, November 1984, p. 113) all

reliable.
A major new force in machine con-

employing the SMPTE modular stud.
Kobold Lighting brought out a new
flicker -free daylight fresnel, the DLF
270 EL, which it says delivers nearly
the same effect as a 575 W HMI while
this month.

ADAMSSMITH

systems has suddenly begun heating up

Leonardo fresnels measuring 6, 10, and

using only half the power. The light
lists for $2950 with delivery starting
FOR DETAILS ABOUT
SYSTEM 2600 BUILDING BLOCKS,
CALL, WRITE OR WIRE:

The market for technical automation

dreams of man -free operation. Perhaps
it is because of the promise of the new
cart deck systems such as Betacart, the

flicker -free operation.
FULL -FUNCTION A UDIOFOR- VIDEO EDITING
CONTROL SYSTEMS

Automation Dominates
Master Control,

In the camera support area, Karl
Heitz introduced fluid heads for cameras up to 50 pounds, and heads for cam-

a whole are simply becoming more
trol is Grumman, which has only ac-

tively been pursuing the broadcast
market for two or three years. Already

it has scored a major sale to NBC,
which is using a custom machine control system at its Burbank studios. The
Grumman unit controls 200 machines
by routing messages from up to 50 studios and computer controllers. A variety of data processing signals is used,

eras up to 100 pounds; levelling balls
with headlock for Gitzo and other fluid

depending on the machines being

heads; and a Mono -Tripod for cameras
up to 10 pounds.

VTRs to telecines. The system also
controls NBC's video/audio routing

Sachtler showed the Video 20 and
O.B. pedestal. The pedestal, a tripod

and distribution switching network.

controlled - everything from one -inch

HEDCO, celebrating its fifth ann-

6150 BK master control switcher,
which features 16 inputs and
microprocessor control. It has an optional second audio channel for expansion to stereo audio and is priced at
under $13,000.
Videotek continues to expand its
routing switcher line with the brandnew RS -182A. It's especially appropriate for introduction at this time because
Bosch brought eight new control panels for its TVS/TAS-2000 switcher.

iversary, has made an unusual warranty

offer. The existing two-year warranty
on its products has been retroactively
extended to five years, meaning that
every product the company has ever
manufactured is still covered by warranty. President Peter Hughes vows the

in addition to the 18 x 1 basic video
switching matrix it features three audio

levels per video channel allowing
stereo audio plus time code to be
switched. Videotek also introduced an
economical 12 x 1 video switcher, the
VIS-1200.
A major force in the audio DA field,
BSM Systems, is making a move into
the total signal routing and distribution

field with the 5000 Series routing

units operate with 8 -bit, 4 x fsc
sampling supply 32 lines of video storage. All fit into a single 1.75 -inch rack
unit.

ADDA continues to make strides
with the VW Series TBC/frame synchronizers. The latest addition is the
new VW -3, priced at $13,750. This includes a dropout compensator, and 64K

of dynamic RAM for a full -function,
infinite window TBC.
Microtime caused quite a stir with

the introduction of its T-220 FIT,
which is believed to be the first digital
TBC with format interchange capability. The $15,000 top -of -the -line TBC
allows multiformat selection input with
simultaneous multiformat outputs from
any heterodyne, M -format component
or dub VCR. Freeze frame, operation
with Dynamic Tracking, and 40x for-

warranty will be offered next year.
Meanwhile, HEDCO also an-

switcher, which can be configured up
to a maximum of 150 by 250
crosspoints (10 by 10 building blocks),

nounced that its brand-new Hedline

in up to eight levels of video and audio.

menting the infinite window TBC and
DOC functions.

Series self -powered, self-contained au-

RS -232 coax party line connection is
used between all units in the system,
with controllers ranging from a master
CRT terminal to individual machine

with its FS -19 19-bit/4 x fsc sampling
frame synchronizer. Modular options
to the basic system ($12,500) include a

controls. The price is said to be some 20

TBC, freeze frame, and memory ex-

policy will continue, and that a six -year

dio and video routing switchers and
DAs would be available in January.
The series includes eight -output video
DAs and equalizing amplifiers with 30
MHz bandwidth; six -output audio DAs
and remote gain audio DAs; and 4 x I
video and audio switchers. Ten of the
self-contained units can be installed in a
three -rack unit frame, or three units in a
single -rack frame.
Bosch is making a big impact in the
master control switcher market with its

MCS-2000,

a

microprocessor -

controlled system that offers maximum

operator ease with maximum system
flexibility. The switcher performs all
normal MC functions, but adds some
not found on other systems: mix keys,
key mixes, wipes, wipe keys, bordered
wipe keys, and so forth. An interesting
feature is a bypass mode that allows the
switcher's functions to be used for limited production work at the same time
that it is feeding an uninterrupted on -air
signal; as soon as the bypass button is
pressed a second time, the switcher returns to on -air status for commercials
and other tasks.

Bosch also had eight new control
panels for its TVS/TAS-2000 distribution switching system.
Image Video is one of the companies
recognizing very early that the move to

multichannel TV audio means more
than just adjusting the transmitter. Its
master control switcher is now available with stereo audio channel
switching.
Crosspoint Latch, too, had its Model

percent lower than comparable

ward and reverse visible picture are
some of the other features compleNEC continues to make headway

pansion for four -field color processing.

systems.

Processing in the

Digital Era
Nova Systems, which last year came
out into the broadcast market with a
single product, the Model 500 ($6450)

digital TBC operating in direct color
mode, this year rounded out its product
line. The new Model 490 ($5850) oper-

ates in the heterodyne mode; and the
new Model 510 ($7450) is switchable
between heterodyne and direct. All

Other Significant
Developments
ROH is manufacturing a unique
transmission test signal generator
that displays, in sequence, all the signals normally needed for signal testing
on a standard color picture monitorincluding bars, pulses, and a
vectorscope display. The under -$3000
system is portable, and can be used for
field setup of VTRs and can be mounted in the studio. Digitally programmed

Forever
is a long time.
Lifetime guarantee on all 200 -series DA's from Shintron.
Circle 164 on Reader Service Card
BM E
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GRASS VALLEY
MASTER CONTROL
SWITCHERS

Circle
No.

Two unused GVG Mod-

1600-4S Master
Control Switchers
el

available immediately,

each with digital borderline, stereo audio
and intelligent pre -roll.

For sale, separately or

as package. Very attractive pricing.
A.F. Associates,
Sales Department
201-767-1000
201-466-5066
Circle 165 on Reader Service Card

TECHNICAL
MANAGEMENT

POSITION
The Society of Motion Pic-

ture and Television Engineers, located in Scarsdale,
NY, has started a search for

a manager to supervise its
national and international
standards programs. Salary
based on experience. Requirements should include

degree in engineering or
science, and experience in
engineering management,
preferably in broadcast tel-

evision. Forward resume
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-
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173
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Abekas Video Systems
100
Adams Smith
102
A.F. Associates
Alexander Manufacturing Co.
34-35
Ampex AVSD
52
Ampex MTD
110
Antek
118
Asaca Corp. of America
1
Audio Technica
43
Auditronics, Inc

180 Belar Electronics Lab, Inc. .. 118
119
182 Beyer Dynamic, Inc.
117
177 Bryston Mfg. Ltd
146 Camera Mart, Inc
162 Canon USA, Inc
171

80
99
108

144

78-79

Center Video
Cetec Vega
111 Christie Electric Corp.
161 Chyron Corp
129 Continental Electronics
Mfg. Co
167 Crosspoint Latch Corp.

117,
159
157
115
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135

150

Datatronix

55
105

Delta Electronics
Dielectric
Digital Video Systems
Discount Video
Eastman Kodak

89

158 Gallaudet College
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145
107
160,
170
103,
172

22
98

31,
96
95
26
84
64

112 Fidelipac
183 For -A Corp.
136, Fujinon Inc
138,
140

23
36
65,
67,
69

51,
79

Harrison Systems
Hitachi Pro -Video

11

97,
106
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141
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Maze!! Corp. of America
39
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Microtime, Inc
Midwest Corp

125, NEC America, Inc.
155,
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147 Nurad, Inc.

131

91

32
25
8-9,
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83

Oki Electronic Industry, Ltd... 57

142 Orban Associates, Inc
132
105 Otari Corp.

56
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7

71
184 Paco Film
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109,
15,
110
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168 Perrott Engineering
111
174 Philips Television Systems,
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250-254 Inc.
139 Philips Test & Measuring Inst. 68
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181 Potomac Instruments

151

Quality Video

154 Ross Video

164 Shintron
156 Shure Bros., Inc
166 SMPTE
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90

92

101

94
102

Sony Broadcast. 28-29, 74-75, 90
2-3
Sony Tape Products
143 Studer Revox America, Inc.... 76

61,
63

122 Tascam
176 Telex Communications
101

40
116

Thomson-CSF Broadcast.... C-3

113 Videotek, Inc
149 Lake Systems Corp.
126 Larcan Communications
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133, U.S. JVC Corp
134
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for more information
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862 Scarsdale Avenue,
Scarsdale, NY 10583.
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87
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Ward -Beck Systems, Ltd..... C-4

124 Wheatstone

47

it passes through the demodulator's
Nyquist filter when the intercarrier
mode is used.

Videotek continues to expand its
routing switcher line with the brand:11

new RS -182A. It's especially appropriate for introduction at this time because
in addition to the 18 x I basic video
switching matrix it features three audio

nova 510

The Nova 510 TBC is switchable between heterodyne and direct modes.

with EPROMS, it can be customized at
the factory to include special signals or
special sequences of signals.

Of interest to those planning to install multichannel TV service is the
Tektronix announcement that its
1450-1 precision demodulator is being
upgraded with a wide bandwidth audio

section capable with the BTSC
multichannel sound signal. All 1450-ls
delivered after March 1 will have this

new section, with a price increase of
$500 to $14,900. An upgrade kit for existing 1450-1s will also be available in

March, for $1850. The upgrades also
include quasi -parallel detection to reduce the buzz that might occur on the
detected signal due to IF modulation as

I.

switched. Videotek also introduced an
economical 12 x 1 video switcher, the
VIS-1200.

Quante brought its 1000 Series
fiberoptics system, which provides a
multipurpose transmission system for
component or composite signals, and

not just video. The system can be
bidirectional on the same fiber with up
to four 140 Mb/s channels.
Sennheiser introduced a new line of
wireless mic transmitters, the SK -2012

body pack and SKM-4031 handheld,
both with one channel and built-in ac dc converters. The handheld transmitter runs on penlight batteries and can
provide full output with only 1.5 V.

The receivers are portable or rack
mounted, with slide -in sections for up
to six channels.

COMPONENT
SWITCHER

6116
I

levels per video channel allowing
stereo audio plus time code to be

Freedom -1, which is designed for stability with ultra lightweight.

Corporate Communications
Consultants introduced a new color
corrector, the System XL2000, with
Betacam and M -format interface for
tape -to -tape color correction. The
XL2000 has a new autosafe capability
and also provides correction -profile
waveform output.
Anton/Bauer introduced LightLink,
a fiberoptic linking system which sends
genlock, intercom, camera control, and
video over a lightweight, pure optical
cable up to one kilometer. The compa-

ny also introduced the MicroPhase
genlock system. MicroPhase creates an

adjustable delayed black burst video
signal without requiring a sync generator. By providing phase adjustment at
the control end, MicroPhase allows to-

tal remote control in multicamera
shoots.

Asaca showed two new monitors.
The CM -99A is a nine -inch high resolution monitor that sells for $2350.
The CMM-26-11 is a 26 -inch delta gun
monitor. It sells for $9450. Both monitors have two-year warranties. BM/E

EDITORS
EVENT REGISTERS
100 PROGRAMMABLE SEQUENCES
CONTROLLABLE400 B

I

The 6116 is a very unique component switcher.
Mix, Wipe and Mix -wipe, 32 patterns, symmetry,
colored borders, pattern modulator, adjustable
edge softness, master fade to black, downstream

:

A

A

4s

keyer with edge, Mix from an effect to a third
input.

B

The switcher can operate either

010

1

Television Equipment Associates in-

troduced a lightweight headset, the

in the
component or the encoded signal domain. It can
handle component signals in any format.
MOOR. C

6116 $10,800.

7209 $3,000.

(not including options)
The 7209 controller gives the 6116 the option of 400 Event Registers, (100 FOUR EVENT SEQUENCES). Events or
Sequences can be recalled by editors. The 7209 can be fully controlled by Editors. The unique Crosspoint Latch
"Edit" mode allows individual items in stored events to be altered with ease, without disturbing the rest of the date in
the Event.

CROSSPOINT LATCH CORP.
Circle 167 on Reader Service Card

95 Progress St., Union , N.J. 07083
(201) 688-1510 Telex 9104901990
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We designed -in features

the competition couldn't.
Get the competitive edge with our new

INTERCOM MON SEL
LEVEL R -G
B -G
RGB

START

ENCR
AUX
FULL 1

REGISTI
CLR

BREAK
OFF

CLR BAL

AI

BALI

REGIST

family of field/studio cameras. The SK -97 and
SK -970 combine on -board computers and
advanced technology to provide the maximum
flexibility and control available today.

FULL

No competitive video camera automatically
sets up null color balance and full registration,
includirc the green channel, in just two minutes.
No o_her video camera in its class has a full
function, "smart" Remote Control Unit offering
more capability in less space.

No oter competitive video camera offers real
time registration correction during lens zooming
and focusing
No ater camera in its class offers automatic
corner registration correction as part of its
automatic registration set-up.
DATA CONTROL

No cther video camera has a prism heat sensor
and pre-programmed ROM to ensure correct
registration in real time.

V CENT
H SIZE
H CENT.
.

rtItAllpirellSalE
V LIN
BLACK

M01.0410 -

H SKEW
GAIN
V SKEW
OFF
PULCAN. "H BOW
V BOW

MODE

CLEAR

MASTER BLK

Hitachi's
SK -970 and SK -97

Computacams.

Each camera contains an on -board computer
that allows simultaneous set-up of up to 42
cameras within two minutes. Plus only one
camera is affected in case of auto set-up failure.

Our SK -970 and SK -97 Computacams offer
superior noise -free video (59 dB
signal-to-noise-ratiol)
Combine all this with other advanced features
such as 700 horizontal lines of resolution, high
gain in 3 dB steps from 0-21 dB, completely
interchangeable boards, and built-in auto
diagnostics, and you can see why our SK -970 and
SK -97 Computacams stand alone!

Get the features the competition couldn't
design in. For descriptive literature, technical
information, or a personal demonstration, contact
Jack Breitenbucher, National Sales Manager,
Hitachi Denshi America Ltd., Broadcast and
Professional Division, 175 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, N.Y. 11797 (516) 921-7200 or
(800) 645-7510.

HITACHI
Gird.? 170 on Reader Service Card

GREAT IDEA NOTEBOOK

The 24 -Hour Skimmer
"7.

Vcc

+ Vcc
u.

CAMERA

10K12

+ Vcc

+ 12V

TELECINE

10 f2

0-- TAPE DECKS

10M12Vcc

HCFONE

$29,950
1.5M12

The 24 -hour skimmer.

331(12

+Vcc

.001NF
7.7

33NF 1

By Frank Hogan,
CE, WFIL-AM
WUSL-FM
Philadelphia, PA
In a highly competitive radio market
such as Philadelphia, stations are constantly monitoring their competition to
determine contests, on -air promotions,
and, most importantly, music rotation.

I was asked to design a circuit that
would allow our stations to obtain a
24 -hour composite of the competitions'

music rotation on a daily basis.
The concept behind this is to activate
a tape or cassette deck for every 10 seconds every two and a half or three and a
half minutes, depending on the format.
We have determined that 10 seconds is

long enough to identify a musical
selection.

I designed the circuit using a TTL
556 dual timer. The first half of the tim-

1100NF

;IF capacitor. I used the output of the
second timer to sink a relay coil to plus

Vcc. Using a pair of normally open
contacts, I brought out two contact clo-

sures on miniplugs, so that by using
two cassette recorders at the same time,
the programming department can skim

our station and the competition
simultaneously.

After designing the circuit, I constructed it on a 2.5x4 -inch printed circuit board. I installed the board, along
with a power supply, in a standard 4 by

6 plastic box. I also installed an out-

board LED to indicate when the
10 -second timer is activated.
I constructed the entire circuit for under $20. Our programming department
claims that it has helped us to maintain

an edge over our competitors. BM/E

SEND US YOUR
GREAT IDEAS

er is an astable circuit, with a
switchable time constant of two and a
half or three and a half minutes. The

for the Great Idea Notebook

second half of the timer is a monostable

neers. We reward $50 for each
idea we print. Please type your
entry (three to five pages), and

circuit with a time constant of 10 seconds. Due to component tolerances, I
had to experiment with the values of the

capacitors to obtain the desired time

Share your favorite engineering

Here is the field tested,
maintenance free, direct
replacement for your TK-27 and
TK-28, PE -240 or any of those old
tired telecine cameras. Two
different optical systems are
available to assure direct interface
with your existing film island.

Compare...
FEATURES
BENEFITS
... PRICE!!

project with your fellow engi-

include neatly -lettered diagrams
and/or charts if appropriate. Ad-

constant. I simply coupled the output of

dress manuscripts to Great

the first timer (pin #5) to the input of
the second timer (pin #8) via the .001

Ideas Editor.

HUBCOM

HUBBARD COMMUNICATIONS, INC.

10383 Oak Street N.E.
St. Petersburg, FL 33702-1894
(813) 577-7759
Twx: 810-863-0417
Circle 172 on Reader Service Card
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VIDEO EQUIPMENT AT DISCOUNT PRICES
CALL TOLL FREE 800-621-4354
COLOR CAMERAS

O
to

RECORDERS

NEW! JVC KY210UP 3-tubellOx lens
JVC KY310112x lens
Sony M-3 3 -tube Prism
NEW! Panasonic WV555 3 -tube Prism
NEW! JVC BY110UP 3 -tube Prism
Panasonic S1, 440 lines
Hitachi FP15UC 3 -tube Prism
Panasonic WV888
Ikegami ITC 730A

$5590`
$3990
$2995
CALL

14690
CALL
CALL

EDITING SYSTEMS

'lens optional

JVC %" Editing CR82501CP5550IRM86
Sony %" Editing V058501V058001RM440
Panasonic %" NV96001NV9240INVA500
Panasonic Y2" VHS Editing (2)NV8500
JVC Si" VHS Editing System

JVC7100

$7290
$9490
$8490
$5690
$3890

NEC CM1951A---19" Monitor
NEC -12" Monitor

Sony PVM 1910-19" Monitor

0

NEC 25" MonitorlReceiver
Sony Portable Vidimagic 110 ft.)

$2960
$2350
13190
$749
$890
$650

JVC CR4900 3X" Broadcast
Sony V04800 %"
Panasonic NV9450
Panasonic NV8420 VHS
JVC BR6200 VHS
Panasonic AG -2400

$290
$870
$590
$465
$290
$820
$690
$1500

JVC C2082-19"
Sony KX1901-19" Profeel

O

PORTABLES

MONITORS
JVC TM22---5"

$1690
$910
$1340
$850
$1250
$2090
$450
11090
$390
$850
$1390
$390

Sony V05600 %" Player/Recorder wlSearch
JVC CP5000 31." Player
Sony VP5000 34" Player.
Sony V02610 %" Recorder (used)
JVC CR6060 'A" RecorderiPlayer
JVC BR8600U Y" Editor
JVC BP5100U1/2" Player w14 Heads, Remote
JVC BP5300 Y2" Player w'Sync
Panasonic Si" Recorder NV820C (used)
Panasonic AG2200 I/2" Player
JVC BR6400 '/2" Recorder wiSnc

$5290
$5890

MISCELLANEOUS
Panasonic WJ4600B Switcher
JVC KM2000
Microtime T100
Forte! TBC-CCD-HP

CVC-1 1 00

.

FOR -A FA-410TBC

$1580
$3710
$5695
$4950
$6290

VTW-300 Character Generator
CALL FOR DISCOUNT PRICE

ef5

en

FOR -A

PRE-PACKAGED STUDIO

Wilk CG -3300 Character Generator CALL
Leader Wave Form
$1750
Harris 516 TBC
CALL

2 JVC BY110UP
2 JVC CCU

Chyron VP2

2 JVC 65 ft. Cable
JVC KM -2000 SEG
1
Panasonic WV -52036 Triple Monitor
2 Bogen TripodIDollyIFluid Head

CALL

1

V

2
O

1
1
2
2

COMPLETE BROADCAST
PORTABLE PACKAGE

Shure M267IA2268 Mic Mixer
JVC TM -22 5" Color Monitor
EV C090 Lavalier Mic
EV D056 "Noiseless" Handheld Mic

Includes:

KY210

3.Tube

Prism

Optics

Camera

JVC HZ512 12x1 Servo Lens
JVC CR4900 Y4" Broadcast Portable
JVC AAP47 AC Adaptor for CR4700
1 JVC NBP2U Battery for CR4900
1 JVC VC-512BU VTR Cable
1

RECORDER

1
1

*2690

$16,490

cm

0

1 JVC

PORTABLE

3 Sony DR -104 Intercom Headset
CVC Custom ConsolelShipper & 24" Rack Ease
Completely Pre -Wired with Power Strip

Complete Package

VO 6800

NEW!

Complete Package

$8990

All merchandise brand new in factory sealed cartons, unless otherwise indicated above.

SHURE

EDUTRON/FORTEL'

SONY

HITACHI

LOWEL

The Midwest's Largest-Since 1946

CENTER VIDEO CENTER
5565 N. Elston Ave., Chicago, IL 60630 (312) 637-1600

Outside Illinois Call Toll Free 1-800-621-4354
We will beat any bona fide dealer's quote!
(All merchandise subject to prior sale.) (Prices subject to change without notice.)
Circle 171 on Reader Service Card
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interpreting the

FCC rules & regulations
The Limiting of Deregulation
By Harry Cole, FCC Counsel

Perhaps because of the all -encompassing nature of the
proposals in Docket No. 83-114, or perhaps because of

With surprisingly little hoopla, the Commission adopted a
Report and Order closing out General Docket No. 83-114

the controversy those proposals stirred up, the proceeding

in early November, 1984. The rather low-key approach
taken by the Commission with respect to this major proceeding is somewhat puzzling, since it appeared to some
to be a rule -making proposal of substantial, if not all encompassing, breadth when it was instituted in Februa-

ry, 1983. Nonetheless, the broadcast industry should

was not placed on a particularly fast track. While other
deregulatory items were proposed and adopted, Docket
No. 83-114 did not go anywhere. It was not until November, 1984, almost two years after it commenced, that the

proceeding was resolved. And, judging from the Commission's own press release describing its action, the proceeding seems to have ended not with a bang, but with a

probably breathe a sigh of relief that the Commission has
apparently decided, at least for the time being, to limit the
scope of its deregulatory activities to some degree.
General Docket No. 83-114 was begun on February 17,
1983, with the adoption of a Notice of Inquiry and Proposed Rule Making intended to permit the Commission to

whimper.
It appears that the Commission decided it was not necessarily a good idea to attempt any across-the-board tech-

"examine technical regulations with the intent of

number of specific actions eliminating a couple of particular rules which had outlived their usefulness. In short,

eliminating those that no longer served useful purposes,
replacing those that were overly burdensome with less
constraining regulations, and retaining those found acceptable." At the time it was released, many observers in
the broadcast industry believed that the FCC's game plan
was to do to the technical rules what had been done to
many of the non -technical rules-that is, deregulate them
to permit marketplace forces, rather than governmentally
developed and enforced standards, to regulate the technical operation of broadcast stations. As the editors of
BMIE wrote in an editorial in the June 1983 issue, General

Docket No. 83-114 "would in effect take apart the longstanding technical standards covering interoperability, in-

terference control, and spectrum efficiency-and have
the marketplace rule."

The primary concern
The primary concern many observers expressed involved the fear that, contrary to the Commission's appar-

nical deregulation, at least at this time. As a result, the
decision in Docket No. 83-114 is a blend of generalized
policies and statements of. purpose, along with a limited
the much -feared cataclysm did not occur. Instead, the
Commission chose simply to articulate some general prin-

ciples which will govern its consideration of technical
matters in the future.

Four purposes
In formulating guidelines relative to technical regulation, the Commission decided that four primary purposes
underlie such regulation. Those purposes are interference
control, spectrum efficiency, interoperability, and technical quality. In other words, any proposed technical reg-

ulation must be targeted at one or more of those four
before it can be justified.
In terms of priorities, the Commission assigned the
highest priority to interference control. Obviously, it is
essential to the proper functioning of a complex radio
communications system that the various uses of the radio
spectrum not interfere with one another. The Commission

ent article of faith, marketplace forces might actually
encourage technical operations inconsistent with the

recognizes this, and has apparently agreed that it does

optimal use of the radio spectrum. This fear was exacerbated by the fact that, at the time, enforcement efforts by
its Field Operations Bureau had been cut back substantially, giving rise to the possibility that technical violations
which might be encouraged by the marketplace approach
would go unpenalized. Further, it seemed from the Docket 83-114 proposals that the Commission was heading
away from the establishment of technical standards at a
time of major technological development-a time when
the lack of such standards could inhibit that development
and create unnecessary problems for established broadcasters and technical innovators alike. The Commission's
decision not to adopt particular standards governing AM
stereo systems had demonstrated to many that a lack of
technical standards can have a devastating effect on the
acceptance and ultimate success of that technology in the
marketplace.

trol, and ideally eliminate interference where possible.
Thus, any existing or proposed rules intended to effect
that purpose will likely be maintained as long as they do
not, in the Commission's words, "have unrelated side effects." This means that the Commission intends to continue to enforce its rules and policies directed against
interference. This will be done with the understanding

have a duty to regulate radio usage in such a way as to con-

that if any such rule or policy creates too much of a burden

on the Commission or the radio user, that rule or policy
might be replaced, as long as some alternative regulation

can be formulated.
The Commission also assigned a "high priority" to the
factor of spectrum efficiency. This, of course, is a matter
of mounting concern, as new technological developments
combine with the ever-increasing demand for conventional radio systems to create a need to utilize the limited radio

spectrum with maximum efficiency. Interestingly, the
BM/E JANUARY, 1985
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ON YOUR SIDE
ON T ME
N 1 ME
Antek is on to something. A new

Antek will provide answers to all your
questions concerning licensing. Project
managers Jim Swayze and Kelley Stalder
are accomplished experts, with over
10,000 applications accepted by the
FCC. Combining the experience and
knowledge to recognize your specific
needs and to adapt their own capabilities
to those needs.

alternative consulting system that provides a
clear understanding of your market and all
FCC regulations. Providing the answers you
need in acquiring licensing. At less cost. In
less time. And with greater efficiency.

Antek utilizes the most advanced software
systems and a thorough knowledge of the
industry to provide you the following:

Location of transmitter sites.
Frequency selection.
Prediction of service area.
Signal level calculation.
Understanding the relationship between

Now is the rime to consult Antek. With
the establishment of the Docket 80-90 FM
Drop -Ins, the FCC is authorizing over 1,000
new additions to the Table of Allocations.
Antek is clearly your alternative to licensing
and market consultation. Clearly on your
side. And clearly capable of getting you
on the air in the least amount of time.

your potential site and existing sites.
Necessary assistance in completing all
required exhibits for FCC applications.
11116
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Analysis Technologies, Inc.

P.O. Box 821603 Dallas, TX 75382 214/422-2654
Circle 110 on Reader Service Card

When YOU want

FCC RULES & REGULATIONS

NICKEL CADMIUM

Commission noted that its rules "should be structured to
set efficiency standards rather than mandate a specific
technology." This statement appears to be directed at
those critics who berated the FCC's reluctance to endorse
specific technical systems, such as in the case of AM
stereo. The FCC seems to be saying that it is not going to

Rugged

Compact

establish any one type of equipment or system as the
governmentally approved one. This, of course, is not a
problem, as long as the Commission's rules do not unnecessarily discourage technological development and public
acceptance of such development (as appears to have hap-

pened in the case of AM stereo). To the Commission's
credit, though, it must be pointed out that its recent
actions-particularly in connection with the development

PE 200

Built-in

Kwik-Kline Battery

Charger

also available
with Snap-On"
Mount

of stereo television and narrowband remote pickup

Available in 13.2V 4AH: 14.4V 4M -I

services-strongly suggest that the FCC is not likely to repeat the AM stereo debacle.

and 12.0V 2.2 Ali

With respect to the factor of "interoperability," the
Commission acknowledged that some Commission "in-

tervention" may be necessary "for new services

YOU want

involving large public participation." Having said that,
however, the Commission turned around and said that the
interoperability "can be left to the marketplace" in many

services, especially those involving "non -distress systems." Here the Commission seems to be saying that,
while it may be inclined to adopt some technical rules to
get major league communications systems up and running, it will probably be more inclined to let the
marketplace govern. The same is true with respect to the

PERROT T
a name you can depend on
7201 Lee Highway, Falls Church, Va. 22046 (703) 532-0700
Circle 158 on Reader Service Card

factor of "technical quality" which, according to the
Commission, can be left to the marketplace "in almost all

cases except those dealing with distress systems."

The bottom line
The bottom line on all this is that the Commission
seems to be backing off the "marketplace uber alles"
approach-the basis for much of the concern expressed
when Docket 83-114 was instituted. Rather than eliminate its technical rules across the board, the Commission
has drawn up a blueprint for approaching future questions
of technical allocations. That blueprint appears to contain
specific provisions for continued Commission regulation
in order to preserve the integrity of existing communications systems. The blueprint does, obviously, also contain indications of the FCC's continuing fascination for
the marketplace. Those indications appear, for the time
being at least, not to be uppermost in the Commission's
mind, however. This is the significant aspect of this ac-

tion from the broadcaster's point of view: interference
control and spectrum efficiency are being accorded a high
priority by the Commission, high enough to override its
inclination toward the marketplace approach.
At present, the Commission seems to have heeded the

concerns expressed by broadcasters worried about the
possible degradation of service which could arise from

POWER
PURIFIER
IT'S THE SOLUTION TO INPUT
POWER POLLUTION

We've put an end to dirty input
power.

Our Kleanline Electronic Filtering
Systems offer unparalleled protection against lightning, RFI, EMI,
overvoltage, transients and noise...
from the tiniest system to broadcast
equipment or the largest main frame
computer -- and everything in
between.

Models are available for 115 to
600 volt applications, with AC power
handling capabilities from 8 to 2,000
amperes.

And you won't find a comparable
product line - even at twice the
price.

Don't wait for equipment damage
Put an end to your power pollution
today. Call LEA for complete information on the Kleanline Power
Purifiers and other LEA products.

abandonment of technical regulation. As long as the FCC
continues along this path, the Commission, the industry,
and the public are all likely to gain. But if the Commission

ever does again evidence an inclination to abdicate its
regulatory responsibilities in the technical area, broadcasters should be prepared once again to make their feelBM/E
ings known.

12516 Lakeland Road
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90676
12131944.0916

TWX:910.586.1381
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hilips LDK 6

giant leap forward in concept and
esign. So far ahead of its time that it
ill stay state-of-the-art for years to
*.me due to its software -based
.ystem. The LDK 6. The computerintrolled studio and field camera
rom Philips. Already a worldwide
success.
With the brilliant picture quality
assured by 25 mm or 30 mm
Plumbicon tubes and optimized digital
scan, shading and dynamic focus
correction. With the distributed
intelligence of the interactive computer
system which includes 4
microprocessors. With instant recall of
set-up and operational memories that
give quick set-up and allow unrivalled
operational flexibility and creative
freedom. With triax cable for ease of
use, reliability and economy. With
multi -level diagnostics. And with
minimum cost of ownership.

Quality through experience
The finest family
The new Philips LDK 26 is a
computer controlled mid studio and
field camera system. Top broadcast
quality is assured by 18 mm (2/3")
Plumbicon tubes and the same digital
scan correction and computer control
technology as in the LDK 6 - all at an
unbeatable price.

Circle no. 251
The LDK 614 is the perfect portable
partner with matching colorimetry for
the LDK 6 and LDK 26. This rugged
yet lightweight triax or multicore RGB
camera is equally at home in the
studio or mobile unit.

Circle no. 252

Perfect timing
Mt 4410 "A 1,.. 1...

=

Many professional engineers in the
world's greatest broadcast
companies have already benefited
from Philips Sync. Pulse Generators.
They know about their perfect timing,
stability and reliability. The latest SPG

is the LDK 4210/01 master sync.
pulse and sub -carrier unit, and
genlock and test signal unit with space
for plug-in Color Bar Generator.

Circle no. 253

Radio Transmitters

LDK6 Common and Remote
Control Panels
No other television camera in the
world has such total computer control
with well over a thousand settings that
combine to make for ease of use and
perfect, consistent performance.
Circle no.

The Type LDK 1200 series of FM
radio transmitters (15W to 40kW) is
outstanding for its sound quality,
reliability and its low cost of
ownership. Their excellence is the
culmination of 30 years' experience in
transmitter production. Their low cost
of ownership is one result of design
simplicity which ensures minimum
maintenance and parts
standardisation to reduce spares
holdings.

Circle no. 254
For further information send the coupon to:

PHILIPS TELEVISION SYSTEMS, INC.
900 Corporate Drive, PO Box 618, Mahwah, New Jersey 07430, USA
Tel: 201-529-1550 Telex: 37-62558
Canada. Electro & Optical Systems Ltd., 31 Progress Court,
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1G 3V5 Tel: (416) 439-9333 Telex: 065-25431

r

Please send me further information on:
Circle no.

I
1 El LDK6 cameras
0 LDK 26 cameras
I [1 LDK 614 cameras
I E] LDK 4210/01 sync

PHILIPS

pulse generator

250
251

252

Name
Status
Organization
Address

253

I D LDK 1200 FM radio

I
I

I

transmitters

254
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or quality -consistent
I 1innovation in video
system design, fabrication,
and engineering and the best
system for ®
- the money,
the
one is
ROSCOR. And for the greatest show
on earth [your production), Roscor uses only the finest
in
ma,
video components too, like
IKEGAMI.
Whether your needs
are for a
mobile production vehicle,
an ENG
van, a broadcast or corporate
video facility or a turn -key

ost roduction suite ust

to
ROSCOR. 6160 W. 0 ton St.,
Morton Grove, IL 60053. Phone 312-539-7700
Circle 175 on Realer Service Card

broadcast

EMT
New TV

Transmitters
from Marconi

260

The 7500 Series is Marconi's new line
of Band III television transmitters. The
series ranges in output power from I to
25 kW. Each transmitter features the
B7500 drive unit.

The smallest in the range

is the

B7530 1 kW transmitter which, along

with the 2 kW B7531, is totally solid-state. These two transmitters are
equipped with a new design of output
combiner which maximizes the efficiency of the power amplifier devices.
The B7532 5 kW and B7533 10 kW
transmitters incorporate air-cooled te-

trodes-the latest in tube technology
from Philips. With both units, the singe

tube is used in the vision chain while
utilizing solid-state amplifiers for vision tube drive and sound output.
The 25 kW B7536 is the only transmitter in the series to employ two tubes.
A YL1630 tetrode is used in the vision

output, with a YL610 (the B7532/33
vision tube) providing the sound. The

B7532, 33, and 36 transmitters are

Comprehensive
Introduces Portable
Mic Mixers

equipped with an output combiner derived from the Marconi "Rotamode"
design.
The series is available in Systems
B,M, or N, with NTSC, SECAM, or

PAL color. Also, the B7500 drive unit
can be configured for dual -sound capability.

For More Information
Circle 260 on Reader Service Card

dc power for condenser mics, and normal mic level for dynamic mics. The
single -channel output is switchable be-

261 tween a balanced +4 dB, or unbal-

New from Comprehensive are the MX 1001 three -channel mic mixer and the
MX -1002 low -impedance mic mixer.
The MX -1001 features three input

channels with individual switch selection for line level, mic level, or phantom power of condenser mics, along
with individual input volume control.
The unit also has two output channels
with XLR connectors that can be set for
mic-level as well as line -level output.
Low-cut filter switches reject low -frequency wind and handling noise, and
20 dB attenuator switches prevent overload distortion. The mixer can be externally powered from a 12 -volt dc
source.
The MX -1002 features three inputs

with individual volume control, enhanced by switchable phantom 18 -volt

anced -20 dB output. The MX -1002
costs $249, and the MX -1001 is $599.

For More Information
Circle 261 on Reader Service Card

Senseni Joins
Receiver Field

266

The new Senseni Satellite Receiver is a

compact, easy -to -operate TVRO receiver which offers quality video without a lot of knobs and buttons to control. The receiver comes complete with
detent tuning, a built-in RF modulator,

and a format reversal switch used to
control polarization. It is available only
in mono audio.

One of the notable features,

not

available on comparable models, is a

number of outputs allowing the viewer
to connect the receiver to other gear.
Unclamped baseband RF, audio, and

video outputs are standard. The unit
also features advanced circuitry, including SAW filtering, making for superior picture quality.
The receiver is being distributed and

serviced by the authorized dealers of
Satellite Technology Services, Inc.

For More Information
Circle 266 on Reader Service Card
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Telex Intercoms help
you give your

best performance.

When that moment is at hand, lighting and sound experts know that cue signals can be critical
to the best performances. Behind the stage, on location or at the sidelines, things can happen fast,
and when they do, the professional must take action. There's only one chance to do it right.
AUDIOCOM gives professionals the help they need. It's the closed circuit intercom system for large,
small, portable or fixed installations from television to stage productions, stadiums to race tracks,
or industrial to public safety applications. Belt packs or wall mounted stations deliver crystal-clear

communications for up to five miles, and may be "daisy -chained" or directly wired to the power
source. All components, including intercom stations with LED signalling, headsets, mics, cables,
switchboards and remote battery packs, are completely compatible with other systems.
Audlocom -so each performance can be your best. For more information and detailed specifications, write to Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. So_ Minneapolis, MN 55420.

For quick information, call toll free 800-328-3771 or in Minnesota call (612) 887-5550.

EQUIPMENT
New Component TBC
from Fortel
255
Forte! has introduced the CCD Y/C
time base corrector. The CCD Y/C uses

the same circuitry found in Fortel's
CCDHP TBC, but the CCD Y/C also
processes separate luma and chroma
(Y/C) "Dub" component video.
The CCD Y/C incorporates perform-

ance characteristics of Fortel's Y-688
Total Error Corrector (including Dub
processing) into its Y/C processing
technique, making the CCD Y/C ideal
for use with Sony 5800 3/4 -inch VCRs.

The CCD Y/C also features full proc
amp control, noise reduction, horizontal enhancement, and an internal sync
generator for a full range of sync outputs. And like all Forte! products, the
CCD Y/C is covered by a one-year warranty for parts and labor.

The company originally set out to
design this TBC to create top-quality
3/4 -inch pictures for under $10,000. It
has succeeded: the price is $8995.

For More Information
Circle 255 on Reader Service Card

New Audio Measurement

System from Amber 268
The Model 5500 measures virtually every audio performance parameter inc-

luding frequency response, weighted
and unweighted noise, and harmonic
and intermodulation distortion. The totally automatic system can be control-

led by an external controller using an
IEEE -488 interface or an RS -232 serial
port.

- moo

10006

n 04 0

The system offers high performance,
with distortion as low as 0.03 percent,
and high-speed operation with readings
yielded in typically two seconds or less.
The system contains a generator with
output capability to over +30 dBm balanced.
116
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Circle 176 on Reader Service Card

The analyzer can measure level in
volts, dBV, dBm, or watts. It measures
frequency to five digits, noise with four

or eight selectable weightings, total
harmonic distortion and intermodulation distortion to SMPTE, DIN, IHF,
or CCIF requirements. Measurements

Frame Synchronization
with Optional TBC
And1O-Bit Transparency?

can be true rms, average, or quasi peak. A built-in spectrum analyzer with
four selectable bandwidths allows
noise floor characterization and cross-

talk measurements. The basic system
price is $6500.

For More Information
Circle 268 on Reader Service ('ard

Panasonic Introduces
Ku -band Block
Downconverters

Call NEC Toll -Free

1-800-323-6656.
FS -18 and FS -19 from NEC.

Modular frame synchronizers with 4 -fields
and 8- or 10 -bit transparency. Just call
NEC toll -free. For everything but
the kitchen sync.

263

Panasonic has introduced two low noise block downconverters for satellite reception on smaller antenna sizes
for the Ku -band market. The Model
LNB-25P uses a CR-62 antenna interface, while Model LNB-25PW uses
WR-75 as its antenna interface.

NEC

IMAGINE WHAT WE'LL DO FOR YOU
NEC America, Inc.. Broadcast Equipment Division
130 Martin Lane, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
In Illinois 312-640-3792.
650-845

Circle 178 on Reader Service Card

The converters operate in the FSS
portion of the Ku -band, 11.7 to 12.2
GHz. The typical low -noise specifica-

tion is 2.3 dB. The converters utilize
GaAs FETs in a two -stage FR amplifier

configuration. The stable ceramic resonator local oscillator assures years of
service with minimum drift for temperature variations.
Wideband communication performance is ideal because of low -input and

output VSWR, and tightly controlled
gain variation. The converters are powered by dc voltage, which is supplied to
the converter through the IF output con-

nector. The converter incorporates an
internal IC voltage regulator.
The converters, which are available

tor $400 in quantities up to 100, are
packaged in a cast aluminum case with
an integral waveguide flange. The units
are also waterproof.

For More Information
Circle 263 on Reader Sery ice ('ard

Bryston's 2B -LP
Bryston has been known and respected for years as the manufacturer of a line of amplifiers which combine the
transparency and near -perfect musical accuracy of the finest audiophile equipment, with the ruggedness, reliability
and useful features of the best professional gear. Thus, Bryston amplifiers (and preamplifiers) can be considered a
statement of purpose to represent the best of both worlds - musical accuracy and professional reliability to the
absolute best of our more than 20 years' experience in the manufacture of high -quality electronics.
The 2B -LP is the newest model in Bryston's line, and delivers 50 watts of continuous power per channel from a
package designed to save space in such applications as broadcast monitor, mobile sound trucks, headphonefee 'I,
cue, and any installation where quality mJst not be limited by size constraints. As with all Bryston amplifies,
heatsinking is substantial, eliminating the requirement for forced -air cooling in the great majority of installations. This
is backed up by very high peak current capability (24 amperes per channel) and low distortion without limiting,
regardless of type and phase angle of load. In short, the 2B-LPis more than the functional equivalent of ouroriginal 28
in spite of the fact that it occupies only half the volume, and will fit into a single 1.75" rack -space.
The usefulness of the 2B -LP is extended by a long list of standard features, including: Balanced inputs; female XL R
input jacks: dual level -controls; isolated headphone jack: and individual two-colour pilot-light/clipping indicator LEDs
for each channel. In addition, the channels may be withdrawn from the front of the amplifier while it is in the rack, vastly
facilitating any requirement for field -service, including fuse -replacement.
Of course, in keeping with Bryston's tradition of providing for special requirements, the 2B -LP can be modified or
adapted to your wishes on reasonably short notice, and at nominal cost.
Best of all, however, the 2B -LP is a Bryston. Thus the sonic quality Is unsurpassed. The difference is immediately
obvious. even to the uninitiated.
Other amplifiers in Bryston's line include the model 3B. at 100 watts per channel. and the model 4B.
at 200 watts per channel All ratings continuous pcwer at 8 ohms at less than .01% IM or THD.
IN CANADA

IN THE UNITED STATES

LI VE RMON T
RFD...4, Berlin, Montpelier, Vermont 05602

[

7,1Y,`17C14_70MARKETING LTD

57 VVestrnore Dr.. Rezdole , Ontario, Canada NOV 3Y6
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THE TRUE MEASURE
OF PERFORMANCE
111

Orban Introduces
Compressor/Limiter 265
The 4I2A is Orban's entry into the gen-

o00- try

(3

o:

no
11.

O

EQUIPMENT

0

O

eral purpose compressor/limiter market. Familiar attack tithe, release time,
ratio, and output attenuator controls
make operation quick and intuitive.
Both threshold and input attenuator
controls are available, so you can adjust

ASACA/SHIBASOKU CC -5 Color Encoder
The CC -5 is the new world standard color encoder for use with all character
generators, chroma keyers and computer graphics systems.
2 RGB inputs plus 3 composite
Phase of output signal may be
video outputs. Additional outputs
varied from 0°-360°.
include R -Y, B -Y, chroma, Y, I and Q.

Split field color bars generated
internally.

Aperture correction.

Remote controllable.
Available in NTSC; PAL B, M, N;
and SECAM Systems.

Measure your performance with the best.
ASACA /SHIBASOKU CC -5. From RGB to a clean, accurate, composite
color signal.

ASI1C.11

ASACAISHIBASOKU CORP. OF AMERICA
12509 Beatrice Street, Los Angeles, California 90066
Sales, Service: (800) 423-6347 (213) 827-7144
Circle 179 on Reader Service Card

the amount of G/R according to the
needs of your application. The 412A
can keep above -threshold output level
or below -threshold gain constant, depending on which control you adjust.
And Orban's proprietary low -distortion
Class -A VCA lets you adjust the threshold control without compromising
headroom or signal-to-noise ratio: they
stay optimized over the control's 20 dB
range.

Attack and release times are program -controlled: the attack time and
release time controls simply scale the
complex time constants faster or slower. The unit is also simple to operate,
and can be used as a "hands-off device, or as a creative tool. For either use

there is an "automatic transmission."

Accuracy... Dependability... Performance...
BELAR HAS PROVIDED THESE QUALITY PREREQUISITES
IN OVER 11,000 BROADCAST MONITORS.

The threshold of limiting interacts with
both the attack time and ratio controls
to keep the peak output approximately
constant regardless of control settings.

For More Information
Circle 265 on Reader Service Card

Crown Introduces
Cardiod Microphone 267
The 160 is Crown International's new
phase coherent cardiod (PCC) microphone. The PCC principle allows the
use of a directional element while tak-

ing advantage of placement near a

The

FMM-2/FMS-2
series monitors provide
an even greater degree of
precision measurement and stability than
ever before...Specifications, which include better
than 90 dB S/N, less than .01% maximum THD and IM
distortion, and 70 dB stereo separation, make Belar FM monitors
the most accurate available today.

lectern. The PCC uses a subminiature,
professional -quality supercardiod element. The placement of this directional
element in the near proximity of a pri-

BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.

wavelengths in the audible spectrum to

LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333 (215)687-5550

Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.
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boundary, or reflecting surface, to eliminate the problem of acoustic phase
cancellation, or comb filtering, caused
by noncoherent arrival of reflections at
the microphone.
The PCC is designed to be used on a
relatively large boundary surface such

JANUARY. 1985

Circle 180 on Reader Service Card

as a stage floor, table, news desk, or

mary boundary allows sound at

all

arrive in -phase, or coherently, at the
diaphragm. The benefits are a wide,
smooth frequency response free of

AM BROADCASTING - HIGH FIDELITY
Are these terms mutually exclusive?
phase interference, excellent clarity

and reach, and a "half-supercardiod"
pattern (based on the hemisphere created by the large boundary plane).
The PCC 160 requires remote powering in order to operate. Power may be

obtained from any phantom -type remote powering from 12 to 48 volts.

For More Information
Circle 267 on Reader Service Card

New Center Track ATR
264
from Sony
The new JH-110C-3-TC is a two -track
recorder/reproducer with the capability
of recording and reproducing time code
or pilot tone on a track in the center of
its 1/3 -inch tape.

LI YES ENO El DON'T KNOW
Suprisingly, many broadcasters may not know that the correct
answer to this question is no. Large sums of money are spent each
year to purchase new transmitters, new studio equipment, new
audio processing equipment and to modify antenna systems for
improved AM sound. Unfortunately, until now, there has been no
such thing as a professional quality AM monitor receiver. As a
result, the perceived fidelity of an AM signal has been severely
restricted by receiver performance.

Potomac has developed the SMR-11 Synthesized Monitor
Receiver which will let you hear and measure the quality of your
transmitted AM signal ... perhaps for the first time. Features
include: Crystal Stability; 60 dB Signal to Noise Ratio; Audio
Frequency Response ±0.5 dB, 20 Hz to 8 kHz; Total Harmonic
Distortion less than 0.2% (95% Modulation) at audio frequencies
above 40 Hz ... please write for complete descriptive
brochure.
THIS DIAL WILL TUNE YOU IN TO THE
NEW SOUND OF AM BROADCASTING

932 PHILADELPHIA AVE

ITOMAC INSTRUMENTS

SILVE R SPRING, MD. 20910
1301) 589 2662

Circle 181 on Reader Service Card

The Beyer MCE 5
sounds so transparent,
it often goes unnoticed.

Precision engineering eliminates
crosstalk between audio and time code
channels. When the tapes are played on
machines without the center track elec-

tronics, the code stripe is not reproduced, creating total compatibility be-

tween tape formats. Code can be recorded before, during, or after audio.
greatly simplifying production techniques involving synchronization. Although the code record and reproduce
heads are physically separated from the
standard audio heads, delay line circuitry aligns all signals for razor-sharp
editing.
The JH-110C-3-TC is available unmounted for standard 19 -inch rack installation, or in variable profile (VP) or
high profile (HP) cabinets.
For More Information
Circle 264 on Reader Service Card

The exceedingly small and unobtrusive Beyer MCE 5
lavalier mic tends to dissappear from view in front of any
camera. And its natural, uncolored sound is so transparent,
you tend to forget there's a microphone between you and
your audience. Quiet and sensitive, with a frequency
response of 20 to 20,000 Hz, the MCE 5 features a matte black finish which makes it even harder to spot. The MCE 5
is available with XLR, IA" Phone, Lemo and open-ended
versions (for wireless) to meet all broadcast applications.

The Dynamic Decision

beyerdynamic))))

Beyer Dynamic, Inc., 5-05 Burns Avenue, Hicksville, New York 11801 (516) 935-8000
Circle 182 on Reader Service Card
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BUSINESS BRIEFS
back of motion picture film, can retain
digital data that can be used to automate

many phases of the post -production
process.

Continental Electronics has named
J. Eugene Harrison as president and
CEO. Harrison had previously served
as president of the Southcom Division
of Loral Corp.
Autographics recently appointed
Carolynn Berti general manager. . At
. .

Ikegami, Harvey Caplan has been
Mitchell Brill, left, director of sales at LRP Video and Thatcher Drew of Drew
Associates flank sports personality Frank Gifford during a break in the shooting of
LTV Corp.'s news magazine.

In a major industry deal completed at

the effects for a Scientific American

the end of December, Harris Corp.

commercial which is airing nationally.

agreed to sell its satellite antenna manufacturing operation in Kilgore, TX, to
Vertex Communications. Harris's
satellite communications division will
market the Vertex antenna line under
the Harris label
The intended pur-

WCVB-TV, Boston, recently took
delivery of a Conus mobile satellite
newsgathering (SNG) uplink truck
Metcalf Communications has
completed a $400,000 television production center for the First United

chase of ADDA Corp. by Orrox has

Methodist Church of Houston.
Media Group has installed the Edge

. .

.

.

fallen through. No reasons for the
change were given

Scientific-Atlanta has reported a significant increase
in earnings for the first quarter of fiscal
1985. In comparison to the same period
last year, earnings were up 33 percent.
Ampex's Audio -Video Systems Division recently announced the establishment of a northwest regional office, to
. .

.

.

be operated out of the San Francisco
Bay area . . Video Services has organized a new subsidiary, VideoTape
.

.

Distributors, which will market videotape stock to industrial and broadcast
users . . Production house E.J. Stewart has established a new programming
.

.

department, which will promote its
video programming capabilities. .
Commercial Video, Los Angeles, CA,
.

.

recently acquired larger facilities at 712

.

.

editor from CMX/Orrox, as well as a
Chyron character generator and three
Sony 5800 Series frontloading videotape players. .

.

. Bonneville Media re-

cently equipped its Studio A with an
Audio Kinetics Q -Lock 310-3 synchro-

nizer, an Ampex 1100 16 -track audio
recorder, and an MCI one -inch C format audio layback machine . . Image
Transform has announced the on-line
operation of its Betacam half -inch tape
.

services.

.

. Swiderski Electronics has
completed design and installation
of a video post -production facility for
Logan productions in Milwaukee
American Pacific Video recently
.

.

.

.

.

added the Hitachi HR -300 to its line
of duplication equipment . . GHL
Audio Engineering has completed the
.

.

N. Citrus Avenue in Hollywood
Paltex has moved to a new facility in
Orange County, CA
Video West,
Salt Lake City, has opened a branch

final tests of its new remote audio facility, which features a 36 -input Harrison

office in Los Angeles.
Seattle and Minneapolis production

6650 4.i -inch VCR.

house Starstream recently completed

cently visited New York's LRP Video
to tape the studio portion of an LTV

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

work on two 30 -second spots for Kawasaki Motors. The productions were shot

on one -inch videotape, film, and Betacam . . National Video has edited
.

.

promotional spots for each city

in

which Greater Tuna, the popular offBroadway comedy, has stopped on its
road tour.
120

. .

.

.

. Editel/NY has developed
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MR -4 with ARMS automation, two
Otari MRT-90/I124s, and a JVC CR-

TV personality Frank Gifford requarterly video news magazine.
Universal City Studios, Advanced
.

.

named national sales manager for professional products, while Thomas Laury becomes national service manager
for nationwide customer service activities.
Sony has named Jim Hansen
national sales manager for video communications.
Ampex has selected
Robert Natwick national sales mana.
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ger, Audio -Video Systems Division
.
. . At Bosch, Anthoy Pignoni has
been appointed VP of business devel.

opment.
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Cinema International, and Kodak
have announced a joint effort to develop equipment that will utilize Kodak's Datakode magnetic control surface. Datakode, when applied to the
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THOM C.A.T. can "zoom in" on any test display.

This is THOM C.A.T.-a computer -aided test system that
monitors video signals by comparing them to pre-set norms. It
automatically and continuously
checks performance against
user -established references and
gives warning when a deviation
occurs.
The heart of THOM C.A.T. is the
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Sampling Analyzer (Model 8420),

which is used with a standard
microcomputer to measure and
quantify specific signals. It
achieves the following accuracy:
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Y amplitude
C amplitude
C phase
Timing
SiN

Bandwidth

± 0.2%
± 0.4%

TWX (710) 474-3346.
Telex 6819035 -Answer Back
6819035 TCSB UW.

Regional Offices.
Northeast: 516-472-3752;

± 0.3 degrees
± 5 nanoseconds
up to 65 dB ± 1 dB
0-5 MHz

The Sampling Analyzer can be
used with or without its companion Programmable Digital
Signal Generator (Model 8410).
You can choose from 12 test
signals or create you own, and

then store them on flexible disk
or permanently on PROMS.
Put THOM C.A.T. on the prowl
in your facility and get twice
the accuracy of other test systems at less than half the price.
For more information, call the
regional office nearest you. Or
contact
Thomson-CSF Broadcast, Inc.,
37 Brownhouse Rd.,
Stamford, CT 06092.
Tel. (203) 965-7000.

Mid -Atlantic: 201-891-8689;
Southeast: 904-492-0666;
Mid -West: 312-356-5575;
Southwest: 817-572-4145;
West: 213-849-2188.

THOM C.A.T. gives you a vast menu
of test modes, flags potential trouble
areas, and can double as a video
waveform monitor.

THOMSON-CSF BROADCAST, INC.
Circle 101 on Reader Service Card

The Ultimate Choice!
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This advanced custom Ward -Beck 40 -input stereo -V production console,
combining mono and stereo mixing facilities, is now operating at WFMY-TV in
Greensboro, North Carolina.
When WFMY decided to move into stereo television production they asked
leading manufacturers to submit designs and bids on this project. Ward -Beck's
inclusion in this select group brought Harte-Hanks Communications the benefits
of innovative and extensive engineering expertise employing sophisticated
modules well -proven under the rigorous demands of the major networks.
The fact that this comprehensive package actually came in at the most
acceptable price made the ultimate choice very easy.
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